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A promising new technology for electricity generation is the use of Fluidized Bed 

Combustion (FBC). This method of combustion of fossil fuels brings a number of benefits 

over more conventional plant, notably increased efficiency, lower capital c?st, and less 

environmental damage,, especially with respect to acid rain. However, the limiting factor of 

this technology is the lifespan of the tube banks situated inside the combustion chamber. 
I 

This project has investigated some of the basic mechanisms of wear whicb. might occur in a 
' 

FBC unit. To this end, a new type of experimental wear rig has beep built, in which 

cylindrical alloy specimens rotate in a horizontal plane in a fluidized bed of alumina 

particles. Two pairs of rotors, rotating in opposite directions, bearing these specimens, 
' 

were found to be necessary if gross rotation of the bed material was to be avoided. The 

maximum temperature of operation of the bed was 575°C, and the specimen speeds used in 

the tests were between 1 and 3m s-1, which is of the same order as typical specimen/tube 

interaction velocities in a FBC. 

The wear rig was thoroughly characterised through the use of _specimens made from 

ABS, a ductile thermoplastic. This was a similar practice to that used in the cold model at 

the Grimethorpe PFBC project, where PVC tubes were used for rapid assessment of 

factors involved in bed design. This stage of the project could not positively identify the 

wastage mechanism (viz. erosion vs. abrasion) caused by the apparatus, but was valuable 

·· for comparison with data later obtained for the wear of metallic specimens. 

Six materials were tested in the bed over a range of temperatures (in most cases 

100-575°C) ._ These were mild steel, Fe-9Cr1Mo, quenched and tempered 410 steel, 

untempered 410 steel, ferritic 410 steel, and a laboratory prepared ferritic Fe-20%Cr alloy. 

All showed a wear rate which increased with temperature to a maximum value at a 

temperature of 420±80°C. This peak temperature generally rose with increasing alloy 

corrosion resistance and increasing specimen speed. The peak wastage rates recorded for a 

specimen speed of 2.85m s-1 (the highest specimen speed at which measurements were 

taken) ranged from -3.5µmh- 1 for ferritic 410 steel to -8µmh-l for mild steel. At higher 

temperatures, wear rates decreased again, but the fall-off in wastage rates was much larger 

for the non-corrosion resistant alloys (mild steel, 9Cr1Mo) than for the other alloys. This 

pattern of wear has been explained qualitatively. The morphology of the metallic 

specimens, both macroscopically and microscopically, indicated that the process which had 
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caused material removal was one of particle impact. It was also deduced that the vast 

majority of the material removed as in the form of oxide. 

Comparing data on the thickness of oxide observed on the worn surfaces of the · 

specimens and their wear rates with the results of furnace oxidation tests, it was found that 

the rate of oxidation occurring on the specimens could not be explained by a simple 

oxidation-scrape-oxidation model, and that the motion of the specimens through the bed 

was contributing to oxide production - tribologically(or simply tribo)-enhanced oxidation. 

With this in mind, a mathematical theory was evolved, which evaluated the extent to which 

localised heating caused by particle impacts on the specimen surface would increase oxide 

production. It was found that, under the conditions present in the bed, materials which 

oxidised parabolically with time would not show a significant increase in oxidation at 

temperatures in excess of 300°C, whereas those which oxidised at a rate independent of the 

thickness of the oxide film (e.g. milcj. steel at high temperatures) would be more 

susceptible to an increase in oxide production due to this cause. 
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- There must be some kind of way out of here, said the joker to the thief. 

There's too much confusion, I can't get no relief. 

. From "All along the watchtower", by Bob Dylan 

But where shall wisdom be found? And where is the place of understanding? 

Man knoweth not the price thereof, neither is it found in the land of the living. 

The depth saith, it is not in me, and the sea saith, it is not in me. 

It cannot be gotten for gold, neither shall silver be weighed for the price thereof. 

No mention shall be made of coral, or of pearls, 

for the price of wisdom is above rubies . 

Job 28;20 and various 

"You' re a materials scientist? What do you study, tweed or something?" 

Anon., 1985 
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1. Introduction 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The objective of this project (as first described by Little et al., 1986), is to 

investigate the erosion-corrosion wear of alloys for potential use as heat exchanger 

tubes in pressurised fluidized bed combustor (PFBC) installations. These installations, 

already in commercial use on a small scale, are at present being considered as part of a 

new generation of fossil fired electricity generation plant to take the industry into the 

next century. 

The method and principles behind fluidized bed combustion are quite simple. The 

feedstocks (coal and a limestone sorbent) are fed in, often through pneumatic lines, and 

fluidized, as in a conventional fluidized bed, by pumping air up through the distributor 

plate at a rate to balance the weight of the bed (see §2.1). The distributor plate, which 

is finely perforated or fitted with nozzles, forms the bottom of the bed. The bed matter 

is ignited using a hydrocarbon gas or oil pilot flame (or exceptionally charcoal (Datta et 

al., 1985)), and eventually sustains its own combustion. The fluidization of the bed 

matter ensures good mixing of the bed material and gases, thus aiding combustion, and 

also increases the heat transfer to the heat exchanger tubes. The sorbent is present in 

the bed to absorb SOx, which results · from the sulphur found in all coals. This 

absorption is also aided by the fluidization process. Pressurisation of the combustor 

allows its size to be reduced for a given power output, and gives the choice of two 

cycles of operation; 

(1) The basic "Air" cycle (figure 1.1), in which the airflow is split into two 

streams, the larger of the two passing through tubes immersed in the fluidized bed, and 

the remainder being used to fluidize the bed. After the fluidizing air is cleaned, 

normally using cyclones, the two air streams are remixed, and put through a gas 

turbine, which generates power, and also pressurises the incoming fluidization air. The 

hot gases pass through a heat exchanger, which is linked to a closed water/steam 

power generating cycle. Thermal (i.e . overall) efficiencies of -38% are obtained using 

this method. 

(2) The "Combined" cycle, w here the in-bed tubes carry water/steam, which 

powers one turbine cycle, and the fluidization gases, due to their expansion through the 

bed, power another turbine. A heat exchanger again allows the water cycle to salvage 

heat energy from the gas cycle (figure 1.2). Typical thermal efficiencies are 40-41 % -

this may be compared with 37.3% for conventional pulverized fuel (PF) plant with flue 

gas desulphurisation (Lawton et al., 1985). 

1 
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1. Introduction 

The latter of these two cycles is preferred for large-scale industrial use. 
Pressurisation of the process is also said to give a better "quality of fluidization", and 
increases gas and solid residence times (up to 4-8 s for gases, cf -0.5 s in 
Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustors (AFBCs)), yielding ~99% combustion 
efficiency. Heat transfer efficiency may increase, depending on the regime of 
fluidization and the solids being used, and sorbent efficiency increases (Roberts et al., 
1983). 

Further gains in efficiency may be gained through the use of a "topping" cycle, 
where 60-80% of the coal is gasified and combusted with the gases from a PFBC. The 
char produced by this gasification is fed to the main combustor. This cycle can yield 
thermal efficiencies of -45% (Harrison, 1988), 

However, as detailed by Lawton et al. (1985) and elsewhere, the primary problem 
faced by this method of power generation is material wastage from the in-bed heat 
exchanger tubes. As neither the erosive nor the corrosive conditions alone are severe 
enough to cause metal wastage of the magnitude observed, it has been deduced that the 
mechanism of wear is often of an erosive-corrosive nature, the two effects acting 
synergistically, (NCB, 1984, Stringer and Wright, 1984). Stringer and Wright 
suggested that the mechanical deformation resulting from exposure to the bed 
environment may be due to abrasion rather than e, rosion, due to the high number 
density of particles involved. However, it seems that the exact mode of damage to the 
tubes is a function of many variables, such as the position of the tube bank in the bed, 
the bed material, and conditions within the bed (e.g. fluidizing velocity, or whether 
fluidization is turbulent). The environment within a fluidized bed is extremely complex, 
and a number of different particle motion patterns exist, such as channelling, bubble 
coalescence and bubble collapse (see §2.1), all of which can increase particle speeds, 
and therefore .the stresses imposed upon in-bed components. 

The advantages of producing power in this way over more conventional methods 
are many and varied (see Roberts et al., 1983); 

(1) Combustion efficiency - influenced by combustion temperature, excess air, 
and superficial gas residence time, which is defined as the ratio of bed depth to the 
superficial gas fluidizing velocity, Ur. One major difference between pressurised and 
atmospheric combustors is that in PFBCs, little or no combustion takes place in the 
freeboard (the region above the surface of the bed), which aids the use of turbines. 

2 



1. Introduction 

(2) Heat transfer - good, as in all fluidized beds, and improved when low 
fluidizing velocities are used. 

(3) Sulphur retention - li "NeS \-ol'.l..e (CaC03) or o\o\or-t 'i 1:- e (CaC03.MgC03) 
capture the sulphur found in all coals by sulphidation in an exothermic reaction. If the 
sorbent is calcined (converted to quick lime) before use, the sulphur absorption process 
becomes more exothermic, and will be preferable. Dolomite is preferred for use under 
pressurised conditions, and limestone in atmospheric combustors. Typical absorption 
of sulphur using dolomite at elevated pressure is between 85 and 95%, depending 
upon the temperature of operation. 

(4) Emissions of oxides of nitrogen - the calculated equilibrium concentrations 
of NO and N02 in flue gas at atmospheric pressure are shown in table 1.1 as a function 
of temperature. Note that the concentrations fall sharply with decreasing temperature. 
These drops in concentration can be utilised if combustion of coal takes place at a low 
temperature, as happens in a fluidized bed combustor (typical combustion 
temperature in FBC is 900°C, compared with up to 1400°C in PF plant (Roberts et al., 
1983, Latham et al., 1983)). Pressurisation to 5 atmospheres has little effect on the NO 
concentration, and approximately doubles the very low concentration of N02. 

(5) Alkali emissions - if alkali metals, which are present in the fuel, find their 
way to the gas turbine, molten salt corrosion of the blades can ensue. Reducing the bed 
temperature brings advantages again, as it greatly reduces the volatility of the alkali 
metals, reducing their concentration in the flue gas typically by an order of magnitude 
for every - 70°C drop in bed temperature. 

(6) Low grade coal may be burnt in a fluidized bed combustor - Irish Arigna 
coal containing -60% ash can easily used as a fuel, and similar coals exist in India, 
China, Brazil, and other developing countries. It has not been possible to use these 
coals previously in conventional boilers. Other fossil fuels may also be burnt with a 
minimum of modification. 

(7) When pressurised, the plant needed occupfos comparatively little space per 
MW output, thus reducing construction costs. 

Many types of industrial boiler exist, ranging from -500kW to over 100 MW in 
power output. The walls of the chamber often consist of finned cooling tubes, which 
are welded together into a continuous sheet, forming what are known as "waterwalls". 
Combustion of materials in a fluidized bed is usually initiated by a gas flame. The bed 

3 



Temp.fC 727 927 1227 1627 1827 

vpmNO 11 68 420 1900 3300 

vpmN{h 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.4 

Table 1.1. Calculated equilibrium concentrations in volume parts per million (vpm) of two 
nitrogen oxides in flue gas at atmospheric pressure 



1. Introduction 

material consists predominantly of inert coal ash and incombustible material, with some 

limestone or dolomite, and only 0.5-1 % coal. 

At a pilot plant at Grimethorpe, South Yorkshire, an 80MW(Th) PFBCl has been 

operated jointly by the Central Electricity Generating Board and British Coal since 
1985, having been set up a few years earlier by the International Energy Authority, 
which comprised representative boards from the UK, the USA, and West Germany 
(see chapter 3). The excessive wastage experienced initially of the in-bed heat 
exchanger tubes (up to 3 mrn/1000 hours - the commercially acceptable limit would be 
around 0.1 mm/1 OOO h) limited the longevity of the plant to the life of the pipework, 
which could be as low as a few thousand hours, corresponding to only three or four 

months continuous operation. 

1.2. This project 
Experimental apparatus which subjects specimens to continuous particle impact 

within a fluidized bed, while retaining good control over many of the variables 
involved, has been designed and built. Simultaneous study of a range of 
particle/specimen interaction velocities and angles of attack was obtained through use 
of cylindrical specimens rotated abount a vertical axis within a fluidized bed of abrasive 
particles. The temperature of operation of the bed was variable between ambient and 
575°C. This range encompasses the temperatures at which most of the tube bank in a 

fluidized bed combustor (evaporator, superheater, reheater, and waterwall tubes) 
operates. 

The apparatus was thoroughly characterised through the use of plastic specimens, 

and the influences of the main experimental variables were investigated. Possible 
mechanisms by which the specimen material could have been removed were explored 
by comparison with experimental data from other sources, and a standard set of 
experimental conditions was chosen for use in the hot experiments. 

The hot experiments (chapter 6) investigated the behaviour in the apparatus of a 
number of ferritic steels, varying from mild steel to a binary Fe-20%Cr alloy. The 
variation in wastage rates with temperature and oxidation resistance have provided 

important information for alloy design for fluidized bed installations. The same 

conclusions may also be relevant to other situations where an oxide film is continually 
removed at elevated. temperatures. 

1Subsequently downrated to 20MW(fh) in an attempt to extend the tube lifetime by reducing wastage 
of the tube bank. 

4 



1. Introduction 

This project has run in parallel with a similar rig, used by Dr. Andrew Ninham. 

The main differences between the two beds are: 

(1) The first rig built, used in this project (rig 1) operates only at temperatures of 

up to 575°C, whereas the second apparatus built (rig 2) is capable of operation at 

temperatures up to -1000°C. 

(2) The bed in rig 1 is much larger than that used for rig 2, being approximately 

twice as deep, and having a diameter -50 % greater. 

(3) Rig 2 has a different gearing system, which was developed after problems 

arose with the first rig. 

The specimen rotation speed was variable up to a maximum of -325 r.p.m., and 

the speed of the rotor tips was approximately 3 ms-1, which is approximately equal to 

the highest fluidizing velocity commonly in use in most fluidized bed combustors. 

The apparatus used in this project was the first of its kind in the world - until its 

construction and commissioning, the usual way of studying the degradation of 

materials in a FBC environment was to build a combustor. The use of our apparatus 

has enabled much better control of a number of variables (e.g. specimen/particle 

interaction speed and angle, particle size) than has been previously possible, and much 

useful data has been acquired. 

Data from the FB rig were combined with erosion and oxidation data to enable 

possible mechanisms of material degradation to be examined. 

5 



] . Introduction 

1.3. Thesis structure 
Chapter two explores the work reported by other workers on a variety of subject 

matter, with a leaning towards basic tribology and corrosion phenomena. Because of 

the wide range of subjects whch are of relevance to this project, this is of necessity 

fairly lengthy. 

Chapter three briefly covers the work performed at the Grimethorpe Pressurised 

Fluidized Bed facility, including the use of cold model experiments to simulate the 

environment within the combustion chamber. 

Chapter four describes the apparatus used in the present project, including the 

fluidized bed wear rig, measurement apparatus, and erosion and oxidation apparatus. 

The fifth chapter details the use of erosion and abrasion experiments and theory to 

investigate the development of specimen wear in the FB wear apparatus, as explored 

through the use of plastic specimens. 

The sixth chapter describes the experiments carried out with metal specimens. 

These included exposure to the FB wear rig environment and to furnace oxidation. The 

appearance of the worn specimens is described and combined with wastage and 

oxidation data to give a model which explains in a qualitative manner the behaviour of 

the specimen materials. This chapter also includes an examination of the phenomenon 

of tribologically-enhanced oxidation, especially that due to localised heating due to 

impacting particles. The theory derived for this has been examined and evaluated. 
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2. Literature survey 

2. Literature Survey 

2.1. Fluidized beds 

For many years, fluidized beds have been used in a number of branches of 

science and engineering, mainly by virtue of their good heat transfer characteristics. 

The two major uses before the advent of fluidized bed combustion were heat 

treatment of metals and alloys, particularly steels, and cleaning of organic residues 

from components such as extrusion dies, used in the manufacture of polymer 

sections. The main instigator of the use of fluidized beds for combustion of fossil 

fuels (mainly coal) was Douglas Elliott, who became involved in the idea in the late 

1950s and early 1960s while working for the Central Electricity Generating Board 

(CEGB) in their research laboratories at Marchwood, and encouraged similar 

developments at the National Coal Board laboratories at Leatherhead. It was he who 

also originated the idea, some ten years later, that maximum efficiency would be 

obtained if the combustion chamber was pressurised, and a combined gas and 

steam cycle was included (Howard, 1983). Pilot plants have since been built all 

over the world - notably in the United States, but ASEA, in Sweden, have also 

been investigating, and are now selling, small-scale PFBC units. The main interest 

in the UK is now centred around the plant at Grimethorpe (see later). 

A typical fluidized bed (e.g. the one used in this project) is very simple (figure 

2.1). It consists of a suitable container, usually made of a refractory material or a 

stainless steel. If a thin-walled steel vessel is used, then heat applied externally will 

probably be sufficient to achieve the required temperature of operation. Vessels 

with refractory walls or linings tend to need internal heat transfer surfaces, due to 

the poor heat conduction through the walls. The base of the bed consists of either a 

perforated plate, or a solid plate bearing a number of nozzles (as is preferred for 

fluidized bed combustors) for the transport of air into the bed, and is called the 

"distributor": If a perforated plate is used, then the individual holes should be no 

larger than three times the average diameter of the particles being fluidized, to avoid 

particle seepage into the plenum chamber, which lies, beneath the distributor plate. 

Air is pumped into the bed through the distributor plate (which ensures stability of 

fluidization) and causes the bed particles to become fluidized (see below). 

2.1.1. The fluidization process and particle flow patterns 

When a fluid flows upwards through a bed of particles, a drag force acts upon 

the particles. As the velocity of the fluid flow increases, so does the drag force. As 

the flow rate (or speed) increases further some particle rearrangement may take 

place in order to minimise the resistance to the flow, and slight expansion of the bed 
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then ensues. When the fluid flow is sufficient for the drag force exerted on the 

particles to be equal to their weight, the system starts to behave like a fluid. This is 

called the "point of incipient fluidization", and the fluidizing gas velocity CUt) 

needed to achieve this is termed the "minimum fluidizing velocity" (Umf). At and 

above this fluidizing gas velocity, the pressure drop across the bed is approximately 

equal to the weight of the bed per unit area. Many formulre exist for the calculation 

of this velocity; Couderc (1985) quotes over forty (largely empirically derived, and 

often just defined for a small range of experimental conditions) in a review of 

incipient fluidization. Many factors influence the value of Umf- the equation used 

in this project is one derived recently by Thonglimp (1981 - see Couderc, 

1985), who found that for glass beads (material density 2650 kg m-3) of size 

110-212 µm fluidized by air, 

Remf = -V(31.62 +0.0425GaMv) - 31.6 (2.1) 

where Remt = Reynolds number of minimum fluidization = Umtdp Pg 
Tlg 

dp = mean particle diameter, 

Pg,Tlg = density and dynamic viscosity of fluidizing gas, 

Ga = Galileo number g dp
3 

pg2 
11g2 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

Mv = density ratio Pp - Pg ""' Pp for gas-solid systems, 
Pg Pg 

i:e. 

[ 

3 
1 

Umf=~ (31.62 +0.0425 gdp PgPp ) 2 

~Pg 11j 
-31.6] (2.2) 

The value of Umf may alternatively be found experimentally by the 

measurement of the pressure at the bottom of the bed (figure 2.2) - when the 

pressure drop is no longer found to change with increasing fluid flow, then the bed 

has become fluidized. 

The minimum fluidizing velocity decreases with increasing temperature, _ 

, (figure 2.3). There is thus a reduction in the 

amount of air (measured at ambient temperature) needed to fluidize the particles at 

higher temperatures. 

Gas fluidized beds commonly exhibit behaviour governed by the existence of 

instabilities within the bed. These manifest themselves as bubbles, in the shape of a 
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spherical cap (see figure 2.4), and a well fluidized bed can have a similar 
appearance to a boiling liquid. The minimum gas velocity for bubbling to occur, 
Umb, as given by Abrahamsen and Geldart (1980), is 

(
dppg0.06) 

Umb = 2.07 1li347 exp (0.716f) (2.3) 

, where f is the fraction of fines, i.e. particles smaller than 45 µm. As the 
proportion of fines in the abrasive used in this project is small (<1 %), the 
exponential part of the equation may be neglected. Each bubble has a near-closed 
circulating particle wake associated with it, and particle velocities can reach values 
-10 times greater than Ur. When a bubble encounters the surface of the bed, 
splashing occurs, and particles are projected into the freeboard, which can cause 
impact damage to any components sited there. The rise velocity, Ub, of a bubble is 
dependent on its size (Ub oc 'V g Db , where Db is the bubble diameter), and thus 
large bubbles can catch up smaller bubbles, and coalesce, thus further increasing 
the speed of the bubble. This coalescence tends to take place towards the centre of 
the bed, and thus bubbling is not seen towards the edge of the bed surface. 

The expansion of the bed upon fluidization, and the fact that the bed particles 
will not be perfectly packed when the bed is slumped introduces the concept of bed 
"voidage", commonly denoted by E, which is given by 

e = 1 - Pb 
Pp 

(2.4) 

, where Pb is the density of the bed, and Pp is the density of the particles 
themselves (Psilica::::: 2700 kg m-3, Palumina::::: 4000 kg m-3). The voidage 
represents the proportion of the bed volume which is occupied by the fluidant 
medium and not by the particles. 

Because Umf and Umb do not share the same dependence on the physical 
characteristics of the powder and gas, different parti~les will fluidize in different 
ways, depending for example on whether Umr> Umb or vice versa. To simplify 
the assessment of how a particular powder will behave, Geldart (1973) classified 
granular solids into four simple groups (figure 2.5 - shown for ambient 
temperature). Observations of the fluidization of a powder from one of the groups 
may be extended to all other powders within that group. Powders in group A have a 
small mean size, and a low density. They fluidize before bubbling is seen 
(Umr<Umb). Group B powders (of which the abrasive used in this project is 
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small mean size, and a low density. They fluidize before bubbling is seen 
(Umr<Umb). Group B powders (of which the abrasive used in this project is 
one) start to bubble around the point of incipient fluidization (Umf"" Umb) (but 
see figure 2.3). Group C powders are very fine, and difficult to fluidize, and group 
D particles, which are very large (typically mm in size) or dense, fluidize in a stable 
spouting manner, giving poor mixing of solids. Geldart also suggested that an 
increase in pressure or gas viscosity would move the boundary between groups A 
and B to the right. As air becomes less viscous with increasing temperature, then at 
high temperatures, the NB boundary will move to the left, increasing the size of 
group B. As no mention is made in the literature of the possibility of the BID 
boundary moving with increasing temperature, we must therefore assume that there 
is therefore no danger of an increase in temperature forcing an abrasive which is in 
group Bat ambient temperature into another group. It can therefore be concluded 
that the alumina particles used in this project falls into group B at all temperatures 
studied. 
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2.2. Mode of Wear 
There is much argument as to the nature of the problem of material wastage of 

the in-bed tube bank, which still hampers the progress of PFBC, i.e. whether it is 
predominantly mechanical (abrasion, erosion, and occasionally, fretting), or 
chemical (corrosion) in origin. There can be no definitive answer to this question; 
the lifetime of a set of tubes depends at least as much on bed design as it does on 
tube bank materials. For instance, in the Grimethorpe experimental PFBC, the 
wastage was reduced by an order of magnitude by raising the distributor plate from 
0.9m to 0.6m below the bottom of the tube bank (NCB, 1984a), indicating that 
long-range flow patterns were important in governing the wastage, and also that the 
lower tube bank intercepted and disrupted the bubble structure of the bed medium 
before it had a chance to get properly established. Other factors which play major 
roles in the rate at which a tube bank degrades include the bed parameters (gas 
fluidizing velocity, temperature of combustion) and the feedstocks which are used 
to operate the facility. In a review of the erosion problem, Wright (1987) stated that 
"satisfactory performance is obtainable with current alloys at the temperatures 
associated with conventional steam cycles: the continuing problem is one of 
determining the most cost-effective choice of materials". In a diagram showing the 
regimes of corrosion and erosion in which different coal combustion and power 
generation units operate (figure 2.6), he suggested that the damage observed in 
FBC heat exchanger units was predominantly erosion-controlled. By analysing the 
macroscopic flow of material in atmospheric fluidized beds, a number of 
conclusions have been reached regarding mechanical mechanisms of material 
removal. On the undersides of tubes, where wear is often at its most severe (i.e. 
Mode "B" wear - see Stringer (1987)), a scrubbing action has been observed, i.e. 
three-body abrasion, whereas in the splash zone at the bed surface, material might 
be removed by an erosion-based mechanism, as particles are ejected from the bed. 
While the mec_hanisms of material removal in PFBCs are probably similar to those 
in AFBCs, it is not clear whether pressurization induces an increase or a decrease in 
wastage rates. Other factors (as detailed above) will rule out direct comparisons if 
any change in wear rates due to increasing the pressure of operation is less than 
(say) an order of magnitude. 
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2.3. Erosion 
2.3.1 The definition of erosion 

Erosion is defined by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
as "The progressive loss of original material from a solid surface owing to 
mechanical interaction between the surface and a fluid, a multi-component fluid, or 
impinging liquid or solid particles". That part of the definition which is of most 
interest here, particulate erosion, is illustrated schematically in figure 2.7. 

2.3.2. General observations 

Erosion of a virgin surface is often considered to proceed in two stages, the 
incubation and the steady state (figure 2.8). The reasons for these stages have been 
the cause of some speculation over the years (e.g. Levy, 1981); suggested 
explanations for the incubation period include surface roughening, relief of surface 
stresses, and embedding of particles, but all that is certain is that the incubation 
stage allows the target to reach some physical condition that remains unaltered as 
further erosion occurs. It can be defined in graphs of erosion against time or mass 
of erodent used as a point of inflexion, the steady-state erosion usually occurring at 
a higher rate than that during the incubation stage. Misra and Finnie (1981b) 
pointed out that, as in two-body abrasion, the incubation period is not commonly 
observed for low angle erosion. Rickerby and Macmillan (1981) found that the 
incubation period was considerably shorter in brittle materials, that for MgO being 
around 1 % of that found in Al, a typical ductile metal. The velocity exponent (see 
§2.3.3.2) for MgO was also found to fall markedly during the incubation period, 

· from 3.5 to 2.1. 

Nairn and Bahadur (1984b) found that cold working a material shortens the 
incubation period of the erosion, and that loss of material occurs only when the 
maximum strain induced in the target exceeds Ef, the fracture strain of the target 

material (See also §2.3. 6.5). The incubation period may include a period of target 
mass gain, before particle embedding has been outweighed by target removal. 
Embedding is favoured by non-frangible angular p~ticles, high impact angles, 
ductile target materials, and high particle velocities. 

Eroded surfaces may display a rippled morphology (see e.g. Finnie and Kabil, 
1965), especially if rounded particles are impacted at low angles. Opinions differ as 
to the genesis of this phenomenon, for which a lower threshold of particle size was 
reported by Finnie and Kabil (1965) of 20 µm. 
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2.3.3. Experimental Variables 

2.3.3.1. Angle of attack 

2. Literature survey 

The effect of the angle of impingement, ex, of the particles relative to the target 
surface on the erosion rate of a material is shown in figure 2.9, for materials 
characterised as "ductile" and "brittle". The materials chosen as typical of those 
exhibiting these modes of deformation were AI and AI203 (Finnie, 1958 and Bitter, 
1963a,b). However, some metals may display brittle behaviour, as defined in this 
manner, sometimes in contrast to their usual deformation and failure mechanisms, 
e.g. martensitic steels, tungsten, and bismuth (Finnie et al., 1967). The extent to 
which a material displays the "ductile" or "brittle" mode of erosion behaviour also 
depends on other variables, such as velocity of particle impact, v (higher v inducing 
a shift towards brittle behaviour (McCabe et al., 1985), and environmental factors, 
e.g. temperature. It is also possible for metals, for example low alloy martensitic 
steels, to exhibit a transitional behaviour between the two extremes (e.g. Rickerby 
and Macmillan, 1981, McCabe et al., 1985), with a local minimum in the erosion 
rate of the target at ex"" 60° (figure 2.10). 

2.3.3.2. Particle velocity 

The rate at which a surf ace is eroded by a stream of impinging particles is 
proportional to the speed of the incoming particles raised to some power, the 
"velocity exponent", n. Finnie (1958) was the first to analyse the mechanism of 
erosion itself, by deriving the equations of motion of the particle during the 
process, and thus arrived at a formula for the volume removed (see §2.3.6.1) 
which predicts that n = 2 ; in other words, a simple energy balance. 

According to Finnie's equation, the energy required to remove unit volume of 
target material is proportional to the target flow stress, and thus to its hardness. 
However, Finnie neglected to take account of particle rotation and orientation in this 
analysis, and c_Iearly stated that this result was only applicable to low impact angles, 
i.e. "cutting erosion". Experimental evidence suggests that n is around 2.4 for 
ductile materials (results find n = 2 to 3), but exponents as low as 1.23 have been 
obtained (see below), and ceramic materials, where n'has been found to decrease 
until steady state conditions are reached (Rickerby and Macmillan, 1981), have 
displayed exponents as high as 6.5 (Gulden, 1979). 

2.3.3.3. Temperature 

Elevated temperatures can have a number of effects on the erosion of metals; 
(1) An increase in ductility of the target, 
(2) Thermal softening, 
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(3) Heat treatment of the target material in situ, 

(4) Oxidation and/or other corrosion reactions. 

(1) probably results in a decrease in erosion, (2) in an increase in erosion, and 

(3) gives little change in the volume removed.The effect of (4) is less certain, and 

depends upon whether the corrosion products form a protective layer on the surface 

of the target Levy , Yan, and Patterson (1986), investigating the erosion of ferritic 

and austenitic steels at temperatures up to 900°C in an inert atmosphere, found that 

the erosion rate decreased at intermediate temperatures (200-300°C), but increased 

markedly at higher temperatures (figure 2.11 ). This has been observed by others, 

e.g. Doyle and Levy (1978), Levy (1979). Austenitic steels showed greater 

resistance to wear than ferritic steels at all temperatures. The change in material 

removal rate with temperature is however a function of impingement angle -

compare figure 2.12 at-20° and at-55°. No correlation with indentation hardness 

was found, and testing the steels at their heat treatment temperatures had no effect. 

A velocity exponent of n = 1.23 was found for 310SS at 800°C, only about half the 

value usually obtained. Shida and Fujikawa 

(1985) performed similar tests up to 650°C, and found that the impact angle for 

maximum material removal decreased, and the low angle wear increased, with 

temperature, the maximum wear rate remaining constant. They observed that the 

length of the track cut by a particle increased with temperature, which could be held 

to support a ductility-based theory of erosion. However, they chose instead to 

correlate erosion resistance with yield stress of the target materials. As indentation 

hardness is proportional to yield stress, this was therefore just another attempt to 

correlate erosion resistance with hardness measurements. 

2.3.4. Target variables 

2.3.4.1. Target hardness 

Khrushchov (1957, 1974) found that the relative wear resistance (defined as the 

reciprocal of the wear rate) of many metals subjected to abrasive wear was 

proportional to indentation hardness (figure 2.13). Work hardening of the target, 

however, was found to have little effect on abrasion behaviour, and heat treatment 

(quenching & tempering) of the steels or alloying led to a new family of straight 

lines. Finnie's analysis (Finnie, 1958) indicates that erosion resistance should also 

be proportional to hardness, but the relationship between wear and hardness was 

found experimentally to be similar to that for abrasive wear, with separate families 

of straight lines resulting from heat treatment and work hardening (figure 2.14). 
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2.3.4.2. Cold work 

Imposing severe work hardening on a metal to increase its hardness might be 
thought to be likely to decrease the rate at which it erodes. However, this is not 
generally found to be so, once the steady state regime is reached. This is considered 
to be because the impacting particles impose at least as much cold work upon the 
surface and sub-surface regions of the target as most deformation treatments. The 
incubation period of the erosion process becomes shorter with increasing prior cold 
work (Nairn and Bahadur, 1984a,b), as the impacting particles see a surface already 
in a highly distressed state when erosion commences, reducing the amount of cold 
work needed before the steady state is reached. Also reported in these papers was 
the observation that for very high cold work (up to 50% reduction used), the initial 
erosion rate increased by a factor of up to 2. A possible explanation for this effect is 
that a more heavily worked target transfers the impact stresses away from the 
surface less efficiently than one whose bulk is softer and less brittle. 

2.3.4.3. Heat treatment 
Increasing the hardness of a material by the use of heat treatment tends to reduce 

its ductility. Because of this, even if the mode of erosion (as defined by the 
Qoc f(a) curve) changes, the erosion resistance of metals treated in this manner is 
not significantly altered (McCabe et al., 1985), although the ranking of the alloys 
may become a function of the particle impact angle. 

2.3.5. Particle variables 

2.35.1. Particle size 

It is generally reported that when erodent particles smaller than about lOOµm 
are used, a fall off in erosion rate is observed (figure 2.15) (e.g. Tilly and Sage, 
1970). However, this "size effect" is still not fully understood, despite its 
occurrence in other situations, e.g. abrasion and metal cutting. Tilly (1973) 
proposed that the size effect could be explained by his two-stage theory of erosion . 
(see below). He suggested that smaller particles, which undergo less fragmentation 
upon impact, would contribute less to the secondary stage of material removal, and 
thus result in less overall damage. A major objection to this theory is that the size 
effect threshold is not found to be a function of the type of erodent used, whereas in 
Tilly's theory, more resilient particles would exhibit a higher size threshold. 

Misra and Finnie (1981a) in a review of the size effect, analysed a dozen 
possible explanations, and di~missed all of them, except for the existe_nce of a true 
size effect, in which small regions of material (<l µm2) actually possess a higher 
flow stress than larger ones. Calculations performed by Hutchings (1977a) refute 
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this, since particles of -100 µm in size striking metals at velocities of -10 m s-1 
would produce indentations far in excess of 1 µm2 in size. Estimates made by 
Hutchings also show that the strain rate on impact is inversely proportional to the 
size of the particle, and given that yield stress is thought to increase with strain rate, 
this indicates that the size effect could be due to strain rate sensitivity. Misra and 
Finnie, however, pointed out that abrasive wear involves much lower strain rates, 
and still exhibits a size effect. Kleis (1969), using a variety of erodent and target 
materials, observed a decrease in erosion rate with particle size once the threshold 
size had been exceeded. It is possible that this may be due to the lower angularity 
often exhibited by larger particles (see next subsection). 

The possibility of the size effect being due to aerodynamic considerations was 
dismissed by Tilly (1969a,b), who studied particle trajectories around cylinders and 
flats, and concluded that only particles below 20 µm in size would be significantly 
deflected - he did, however, use high velocities (-130 m s-1 ). The possibility of 
the size effect being due to aerodynamic considerations was effectively removed by 
Goodwin et al. (1969), who studied erosion of metals in vacuo, and found a linear 
fall-off of the erosion rate as the particle size was decreased below 100 µm. By the 
time the particle size had reached 5 µm, erosion was negligible. This too, may 
suggest a strain rate dependence of erosion. 

Kosel et al. (1978) found that the size effect was not observable for glancing 
impacts 

2.3.5.2. Particle shape 

The effect of particle shape on erosion, whilst often commented on, has never 
been fully quantified. Sharp or irregular particles generally erode materials at higher 
rates than spheres, despite the observation that single impacts of spherical particles 
produce deeper dislocation damage in the target than angular particles (Kosel et al., 
1978). The first attempt to analyse the effect of particle shape in any detail was by 
Bitter (1963a), predicting the difference in erosivity due solely to shape by the use 
of a density argument. This considered a particle to be a sphere of the same radius 
of curvature as the particle asperity contacting the target (figure 2.16), but of an 
unchanging mass, thus having a higher "effective density". 

Shewmon and Sundararajan (1983) endeavoured to define a "shape factor", for 
the prediction of relative erosion rates, but were unable to do this fully, even for 
spherical particles. Cousens and Hutchings (1983) reported that the use of a 
spherical erodent could induce an otherwise ductile material to exhibit "brittle" 
erosion behaviour, as defined by the erosion rate vs. a. curve (figure 2.17). 
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Brown et al. (1983) noticed that angular particles remove the "hills" from a 

i:ippled surface more efficiently than spheres, but this cannot apply when no such 

surface disruption exists, e.g. at or near normal impingement. 

Kragelsky et al. ( 1985) in a review, reported the efforts of Zolotar ( 1973) to 

define a shape factor using templating techniques. This, however, appeared to yield 

a quantitative method of predicting the mechanism of erosion only when the shape 

factor of the impinging particles and the depth to which they cut are both known. 

It seems that little progress has been made in this field since Bitter's analysis, 

some twenty-six years ago. 

2.3.5.3. Pa,vricle hardness 

From indentation criteria, one might expect that erosion would only occur with 

particles at least as hard as the target material (an oft quoted lower limit on the 

hardness of an indenter or a scratcher is l .2x the hardness of the material under 

investigation; see e.g. Torrance, 1981 ). This is also the physical basis of Moh' s 

scale of hardness. 

Kleis (1969) used alumina, "glass" (presumably soda-lime), cast iron, and 

quartz to erode two plain carbon steels and a WC-Co sintered carbide. He found 

that in all cases, the alumina particles and the glass particles were more erosive than 

the quartz sand, which in turn was more erosive than the cast iron pellets. This low 

erosivity of iron particles has been observed before (e.g. Maji and Sheldon, 1977). 

The relative erosivity of the alumina and the glass varied with the target material. 

Sargent er al. (1981), eroding a selection of steels with iron, quartz, and SiC 

powders, found that the much softer iron powder was an order of magnitude less 

erosive than the other two powders, but also that the silica was found to be more 

erosive than the much harder SiC (Hsic"" 2400kgf mm-2, Hsio2 

"" 800kgf mm-2). However, Head er al. (1973), on eroding a stainless steel and an 

Al alloy of Vickers hardness 250 and 80kgf mm-2 respectively with fluorite and 

alumina (HFiuorite"" 150kgf mm-2, HA1203 "" 2000kgf mm-2) , found that the 

greater damage occurred with the fluorite in both cases. Levy and Chik (1982) , 

using mild steel as the target material, and a variety of erodents, suggested that there 

is a threshold of particle hardness, below which erosion rates rapidly decrease. This 

threshold, which was found to be at H"" 700kgf mm-2 for this target material, was 

explained in terms of "particle integrity", though how this may be easily related to 

hardness values is not clear. 
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The erosivity of fly ash, from various combustors, has been found to increase 

rapidly when the silica content exceeds -55wt% (Sverdrup, 1983) (figure 2.18). As 

silica is the hardest abundant material in the ash, the particle hardness and integrity 

presumably play a major role in this increase, most of the ash particles being much 

more fragile. This is confirmed by Raask (1979), who found that the abrasiveness 

of pulverized coal is mainly dependent upon the quartz and pyrites (FeS2) contents, 

the bulk of the coal having little effect upon the abrasive qualities of the fuel. Levy 

et al. (1989) studied the erodent materials present in the bed material from seven 

types of fluidized bed combustor, and also found that the silica content was the 

major factor in their erosivity. CaO was also found to form a protective layer on the 

surf ace of metallic samples. 

The main problem in attempting to examine the effects of particle size, shape, 

and hardness of abrasive particles is that it is very difficult to alter any of these 

variables independently. It is thus possible that (for instance) the results obtained by 

Head et al. (1973) may be due more to variations in particle shape than hardness. 

2.3.6. Theoretical work 

2 .3 .6 .1. Finnie and co-workers 

In 1958, Finnie produced the first widely accepted theoretical analysis of the 

erosion of ductile metals, which has remained essentially unchanged. His basic 

method was to determine the equations of motion of a particle impacting obliquely 

on a surface. The chief simplifying assumptions he made were: 

(1) Little or no rotation of the particle, 

(2) The ratio of the perpendicular component of the force acting on the particle 

to the parallel component= 2 : this was based on findings from grinding and 

scratching experiments, (i.e. coefficient of friction= 0.5) and was assumed be 

invariant with respect to a, 

(3) The pressure exerted on the particle by the target is uniform, and is equal 

to the indentation pressure of the target. 

The equation he derived was; 

CMv2 [ fY-flJ 
Q= { md 2} cos2a - \v) 

p4~ 

(2.5) 

where Q · = volume removed, 

C = fraction of particles cutting "in idealised manner", 

M = total mass impacted, 
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v = impact velocity of particles, 
ex = angle of impingement, 

Vf = final velocity of particle parallel to surface, 
p = flow stress of target, 

m & dp = mean particle mass and diameter respectively, 
I = moment of inertia· of particle about its centre of mass. 

(see figure 2.19). Development of the model by Finnie and his co-workers 
resulted in two further (and similar) equations, one for small ex, i.e. when the 
particle leaves the surface while cutting, and another for larger ex, when the particle 
comes to rest within the target. If particle rotation is allowed for in this analysis 
(Finnie and McFadden, 1978), a velocity exponent of 2.2-2.5 is obtained, 
correlating well with many empirical data. Finnie' s explanation of normal erosion 
(i.e. ex:::: 90°) was, by contrast, surprisingly basic, simply attributing it to "surface 
roughening" (Finnie 1958). 

2.3.6.2. Bitter; 

Bitter (1963a,b) considered that erosion could be treated as the sum of two 
components: 

(1) Deformation wear, occurring at high ex 
(2) Cutting wear, at lower impingement angles. 
He defined deformation and cutting "wear factors" as the energy required to 

remove unit volume of material by each of these modes of erosion. He then derived 
expressions for the amount of material removed, by an energy balance in (1), and in 
a manner similar to that of Finnie in (2), postulating that no wear would occur 
unless the normal particle velocity exceeded a threshold value. The equations he 
obtained are: 

Qd = M (v sin ex - Vmax)
2 

28 

where . Qi = volume of target removed by "deformation wear" 

(2.6) 

Vmax = maximum normal particle velocity for purely elastic 
collision, 

and 8 = "deformation wear factor", 

for case (1), and 

Qc = M (v cos ex - V.f)2 

2K 
where Q: = volume of target removed by "cutting wear", 

(2.7) 

v~ = velocity of particle parallel to surface as it leaves the 
surface, 

and = "cutting wear factor", 
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Figure 2.20. Schematic diagram showing cross-section of eroding ductile material, as 

proposed by Bellman and Levy (1981), who stated that material is removed in the form 

of platelets by extrusion of the softened surface layer against the work-hardened sub

surface zone. 
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for case (2), the latter of these equations being essentially the same as that of 

Finnie (1958). However, Bitter made little attempt to explain the summation of 

these two expressions. Neilson and Gilchrist (1968a,b) used the work of Bitter to 

perform what has been described as a curve-fitting exercise, to produce an indicator 

of the mode of wear prevalent. They concluded that the ratio of the wear factors of 
Bitter (K/8) would increase with the amount of cutting present, as opposed to 

deformation. However, as they acknowledged, this ratio would also depend on the 

particle geometry. 

2 .3 .6.3. Tilly 

Tilly's approach (1973), as originally suggested by Finnie (1972), was to 

divide the process of erosion into two stages; 

( 1) Primary erosion - conventional cutting/deformation erosion 

(2) Secondary erosion - that due to fragments of the original impacting 

particles 

Using evidence obtained from high speed photography and examination of the 

erodent, Tilly concluded, somewhat rashly, that his mechanism was equally valid 

for all solid particle erosion. Maji and Sheldon (1979) confinned Tilly's proposals, 

using heat treated steel shot, and reporting more erosion when using harder (and 

more frangible) shot. However, it seems probable that this effect could be simply 

due to the hardness of the harder shot. Also, no attempt was made by Maji and 

Sheldon to re-examine the shot after use. Rao et al. (1983) did just this on 

comparatively frangible glass particles, and found that very little fracture indeed of 

the erodent had occurred. It seems that although fragmentation may often occur 

during impact, in most cases it will not contribute significantly to the erosion rate. 

Kleis et al. (1975) objected to Tilly's theory, pointing out that, on the whole, 

the post-collision fragments would be too small to have a great effect on the wear of 
the target. Tilly's model for high a. and/or rounded particle erosion appears to have 

been superseded by the platelet mechanism of Levy, updated by Cousens and 

Hutchings (1983). 

2.3.6.4. Levy et al 

Levy and co-workers (Bellman and Levy, 1981 and Levy, 1986) observed that 

platelet-like debris was often produced by erosion, and based on this, proposed the 

"platelet" mechanism of erosion. In this, three zones exist in the target (figure 
2.20); 

(1) A thermally softened surface layer, due to the heat generated by the plastic 
deformation, 
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(2) A work-hardened sub-surface layer, 

(3) The unaffected bulk material. 

- It was suggested that the incubation period in erosion was the time taken to 
establish these zones, and that the erosion debris was formed by extrusion of the 
soft surface between the particle and the harder sub-surface layer. Work performed 
by Cousens and Hutchings (see below) using roll-bonded aluminium composites 

produced similar debris, but the mode of its formation was found to be very 

different. 

2.3.65. Hutchings et al 

Hutchings and his co-workers studied the equations of motion of erodent 
particles in a similar way to Finnie (1958), but using a computer, thus imposing 
fewer limitations upon the process. Also, high speed photography of single large 
particle impact situations was used to study the moment-by-moment path and 
deformation of the particle and target respectively, in a real system. Three types of 

behaviour were identified (figure 2.21): 

(1) Type I cutting, resulting in forward rotation of the particle and a triangular 

indentation with a large lip at the exit end, 

(2) Type II cutting, resulting in backward rotation of the particle and the 

machining of a chip out of the surface, 

(3) Ploughing of the particle. 

For near-normal impingement, Hutchings (1979a) postulated a fatigue mechanism, 
originally suggested by Finnie (1972). This used the Coffin-Manson law of low

cycle fatigue to derive an expression for the erosion rate. A critical strain theory 
which postulated that when a plastic strain threshold is exceeded in the surf ace, a 

fragment is removed (Hutchings, 1981) resulted in a similar expression. These 

theories correlated well with experimental work, but predicted a velocity exponent 
of n = 3 (cf. reported values of 2.3-2.5). Sundararajan and Shewmon (1983a), 

using a similar model, however, obtained n = 2.5, and pointed out that their 

expression showed that heat treatment would have little effect upon the erosion rate 
of an alloy, and also predicted platelet-like erosion debris (Levy, 1981 and 1986). 

When Follansbee et al. (1981) modelled erosion using a fatigue mechanism, 

they suggested that thousands of impacts would be necessary to remove material at 
low impingement velocities. 

Important work investigating the actual mechanism of material removal was 
performed by Cousens and Hutchings (1983) (also Cousens, 1984), using Al roll

bonded composites to study surface and sub-surface effects at normal impingement. 
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Figure 2.21. Sections through craters formed by single particle impacts; 

(a) ploughing deformation by a spherical particle; 

(b) type I cutting by an angular particle; 

(c) type II cutting by an angular particle 

(from Hutchings, 1979a). 

Figure 2.22. Schematic diagram illustrating the backward extrusion mechanism of 

erosion, as proposed by Cousens and Hutchings (1983) for normal erosion (i.e. 

a=90°). The softer subsurface material is squeezed out between the work-hardened 

surface "rafts" (shown hatched) (from Cousens, 1984). 
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In their experiments, they found platelet-like debris (see Bellman and Levy, 1981, 

and Levy, 1986), but endeavoured to discover how it was produced. Their 

observations enabled them to put forward their "raft" theory of erosion (figure 

2.22), in which a thin surface layer preferentially work hardens and breaks up into 

smaller "rafts" (figure 2.23). The softer bulk material is then removed by a 

"backward extrusion" process between the rafts. This results in the observed debris 

morphology, and appears to have been a rather more thorough investigation than 

those carried out by Levy et al .. In a review of the thermal effects in erosion, 

Hutchings and Levy (1986) together performed an analysis of thermal diffusion 

during and between impacts, and concluded that the temperature rise due to one 

impact has time to decay to an insignificant level before the next impact at that site, 

unless very high particle fluxes and/or velocities are involved. This, as they stated, 

appears to rule out the possibility of a thermally softened surface layer in order to 

produce flake-like debris. 

2.3.7. Correlations with mechanical and thermal data 

Correlating erosion behaviour with some property of the target material allows 

one to predict its wear resistance, thus saving much time and effort involved in 

testing it before use. Various suggestions have been made, but none of them 

appears to be foolproof, most of them failing when alloying, heat treatment, or cold 

work are introduced. Rickerby (1983) pointed out an important fact, which is 

apparently often ignored in this area, that for relevant predictions to be consistent, 

any material property data used should be gathered at the appropriate very high 

strain rate (typically 1Q5-1Q7 s-1 in erosion). 

Sundararajan and Shewmon (1983b) investigated these high strain rate 

phenomena using single particle impacts, and observed an increase in flow stress of 

up to 100%. Such an increase appears to have been widely observed. 

2 .3 .7.1. Mechanical data 

The first attempt to correlate wear resistance with the mechanical properties of 

the target material was that by Finnie (1958), after Khrushchov's abrasion studies 

(1957), who predicted that the erosion resistance of a material should be 

proportional to its indentation hardness (see figures 2.13 and 2.14). Rickerby 

(1983) postulated that the volume erosion rate should be inversely proportional to 

the mechanical work density needed for failure, i.e. 

Vol. erosion resistance oc (cry+ cruTS) Ef 
2 
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Figure 2.23. Sections of increasingly eroded roll-bonded Al targets, showing the 

development of hardened surf ace "rafts" of material (shown hatched) (from Cousens, 

1984). 
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cry and CJUTs = yield stress and ultimate tensile stress respectively, 

ff = failure strain of the target material 

but, as Cousens (1984) pointed out, the failure strain differs little between most 

common metals, and the U.T.S. is usually equal to approximately twice the yield 

stress. As the indentation hardness of metals is linearly related to the yield stress 
(H::; 3cry ), this is then just another way of presenting a hardness correlation. 

Foley and Levy (1983), when studying the effect of heat treatment on the 

erosion behaviour of steels, found that the fracture toughness, the indentation 

hardness and the U.T.S. had no bearing on the wear rate, but that; 

(1) the time to reach the steady state was governed by the strain hardening 

coefficient, and 

(2) the erosion resistance of a material was proportional to its ductility, when 

expressed in terms of elongation to failure. 

No widespread agreement has been forthcoming from other researchers on this or 

any other correlations. 

2 .3 .7.2. Thermal data 

Ascarelli (1971), realising that localised heating would occur in the target, 

postulated a "thermal pressure" resulting from the impact, proportional to 

(2.9) 

where 

respectively 

P1 and a1 = coefficients of thermal pressure and thermal expansion 

Tm = melting temperature, 

T = testing temperature, 

and 1C = bulk modulus of the target material. 

The rate at which a target material eroded was stated to be proportional to this 

thermal pressure. 

Jones and Lewis (1979), however, on eroding a selection of steels with various 

powders, unusually including finely divided iron, found that their results correlated 

better in the opposite sense, i.e. erosion resistance oc thermal expansion coefficient. 

Malkin (1981) assumed that erosion resulted in "almost" adiabatic shear of the 

target (thus contradicting work by Timothy and Hutchings, 1981 and 1983 - see 
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§2.3.8.2) and concluded that the energy required to remove unit volume of matter 

would be limited by the melting energy per unit volume; 

vol. melting energy = Cy ( Tm - T ) + L (2.10) 

, where Cv and Lare the heat capacity and latent heat of fusion respectively per 

unit volume for the target material. 

Amongst other thermal models postulated have been those by Hutchings 

(1975), who suggested that erosion resistance of materials might be proportional to 

p Cp (Tm -T). Vijh (1976), despite finding a very poor correlation, claimed to 

show a systematic increase of erosion resistance with solid state cohesion energy. 

2.3.8. Other factors and mechanisms 

2.3.8.1. Target melting 

On impact, some local heating of the target and particle takes place. Hutchings 

(1979a), calculated that up to 80% of the initial kinetic energy can be converted into 

heat, which may result in a maximum possible temperature rise of a few hundred 

K. Localised melting of the target appears therefore to be a possibility. However, it 

is rarely observed in practice, though with a poorly conducting particle, material 

removed by the impact process can be melted and adhere to the erodent particle 

instead (e.g. Bellman and Levy, 1981, Levy, 1982). 

Among the few who have reported target melting were Andrews and Field 

(1982), who observed globular particles of the target material (copper) after single 

particle impact by a 5 mm diameter steel shot at 130 m s-1. 

It may be expected that the higher the specimen temperature, the greater the 

chance of target melting. In the present work, the low impact velocities used would 

be extremely unlikely to favour this method of material removal. The high 

temperatures used are liable to result in oxidation, which will also preclude melting 

of the target m·aterial. 

2.3.8.2. Adiabatic shear bands 

If a metal is locally deformed at a high strain rate, the heat generated during the 

deformation may not be conducted away quickly enough to stop thermal softening 

of the target. If this occurs, the deformation may become intensely localised in thin 

bands of material which deform under effectively adiabatic conditions. These are 

"adiabatic shear bands" (ASBs), and are visible in the etched microstructure, often 

as thin white lines. Timothy and Hutchings (1981 and 1983) investigated ballistic 

impact on Ti-6Al-4V, an alloy known to form ASBs relatively easily. Despite the 
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choice of this target material, ASBs were only observed at impact velocities 

> 150m s·l. It therefore seems most unlikely that ASBs will be observed in the 

present work, despite the assumptions of Malkin ( 1981 ). 

2.3.9. Brittle materials 

As observed by Maasberg and Levy (1981), even thin scales on ductile 

substrates can behave in a brittle manner. In view of this fact, it is important to 

mention the erosion behaviour not only of ductile materials, butir brittle materials, 

such as ceramics and glasses. Indentation of a brittle material producing an elastic

plastic response results in median cracks (perpendicular to the surf ace) on loading, 

and lateral cracks (roughly parallel to the surface) on unloading (figure 2.24). These 

lateral cracks may result in material removal by single impacts, and intersection of 

cracks from multiple impacts eventually gives rise to steady state erosion of some 

brittle materials (Wiederhom, 1979). Analyses of the removal of material by lateral 

cracking following elastic-plastic indentation have predicted erosion rates as 

follows; 

Evans et al. (1978) - a dynamic stress analysis; 

Erosion rate oc vl9/6 dpll/3 pl9/12 Kc-4/3 H-1/4 

Wiederhom and Lawn (1979) 

Erosion rate oc v22/9 dpll/3 pll/9 Kc-4/3 Hl/9 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Wiederhorn and Hockey (1983) compared these two models, and performed a 

dimensional analysis. The equation they thus derived was 

where 

Erosion rate oc v22/9 dpll/3 p19/12 Kc-17/9 Hl2/25 

Kc = fracture toughness of target. 

(2.13) 

In a review of the erosion of ceramics, Wiederhom (1979) also reported the 

findings of Sheldon and Finnie (1966) that brittle materials exhibit a size effect. 

With particles smaller than a certain size, ductile erosion was observed. This is not 

surprising, as the strength of brittle materials is related to the size of the stressed 

region. A very small region might not contain any flaws, and so may deform in a 

ductile manner. This threshold size was found to increase for glancing impacts. 

Evans and Wilshaw (1976) established a critical particle radius , r*, beneath 

which ductile erosion was observed. 
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Figure 2.24. Schematic diagram showing the system of cracks which develops during 

the indentation of a brittle material. The median cracks which develop on loading ((a) 

and (b)) enlarge into radial cracks when further load is applied ((b)-(c)), whilst the 

near-surface lateral cracking is fom1ed during the unloading process ((d)-(f)). (from 

Lawn and Swain, 1975). 
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This radius was given as 

(2.14) 

where A = Auerbach's constant, which is related to the surface energy 

of a brittle solid, 

B 

K 

H 

= a numerical constant, 

= an elastic constant, 

= hardness. 

These experiments were carried out quasi-statically, i.e. by using indentation 

techniques, and the effect of particle velocity was thus not assessed. 

S argent et al. (1979) (also Mehrotra et al., 1978) performed a study of the 

erosion of pyrex glass, as a representative brittle solid. In this, they employed 

Hertzian fracture theory to derive a complicated expression for the erosion rate of 

brittle solids. Reduced to a velocity dependence, they found that; 

(2.15) 

, where v0 is a threshold velocity below which no erosion takes place. The 

velocity exponent, n, was calculated to be 2.7 for single impacts, and 1.81 for 

steady state erosion. Multiple impact experiments (notably all at 90° impact angle) 

were found to correlate better with the lower value of the exponent; as might be 
expected (due to scatter in a caused by impacting a rough surface). As stated 

above, material removal in brittle materials normally occurs by the intersection of 

cracks caused by successive impacts - Neilson and Gilchrist (1968) took this one 

stage further, and suggested that the process was only dependent on impact force 

components perpendicular to the surface. How this may be verified when rough 

surfaces are eroded was not, however, considered. 

2.3.10. Polymers 

The behaviour of polymers when impacted by abrasive particles might be 

expected to cover the whole range of erosion behaviour exhibited by ductile and 

brittle materials. Ductile plastics, such as polyethylene (PE) and 

acrylobutadienestyrene (ABS) would be expected to exhibit ductile erosion 

behaviour, with a wear rate/angle peak at 20-30°, whereas polymers such as 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polystyrene (PS), and polymethylmethacrylate 

(PMMA- perspex), which are generally regarded as being more brittle, might be 
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expected to possess minimum erosion resistance for normal impact. Walley et al. 

(1987, also Walley and Field, 1987) eroded three polymers (PE, polypropylene 

(PP), and PEEK) with 300-600 µm silica sand at impact speeds of -30 m s-1. An 

increase in ductility of the polymers (PE>PP>PEEK) was found to enhance erosion 

resistance. The peak in wear rate as a function of particle impact angle was found to 

be at -30° for PE, and -40° for PEEK.· At normal impact, PE was resistant to 

erosion, whereas PP and PEEK showed wastage rates of -30% of maximum wear. 

The increased brittleness of PEEK, whilst lowering its erosion resistance, thus did 

not significantly change the character of the erosion (ductile/brittle), if judged by the 

erosion/angle curve. The actual mechanisms of material removal were observed by 

high-speed photography, and showed differences between the three polymers. PE 

displayed filament pull-out at low-angle impact, and never behaved in a brittle 

manner. PEEK exhibited gross cracking in single impact studies, and PP fell 

somewhere between the two. However, extrapolation of the response of a target to 

impact of a 5 mm steel sphere at a speed of 447 m s-1 to that of a flux of small 

angular particles at -30 m s-1 may not be valid, and it is possible that, on erosion 

by small particles, all three materials will behave in a ductile manner. 

2.3.11. Slurry erosion 

Slurry erosion occurs when the fluid which carries the particles is a liquid. As 

the impact events in the erosion-corrosion rig may be thought of as due to a single 

particle "backed up" by a liquid (the fluidized particles), there now follows a brief 

discussion of the main features of slurry erosion. 

The loading of particles by the liquid onto the target may be interpreted in a 

variety of ways. Levy and Yau (1984) found that incorporating particles in a slurry 

reduced erosion by an order of magnitude, and concluded that the fluid was 

cushioning the impact and acting as a lubricant. It is probable that the enhanced 

density and viscosity of a liquid assist in carrying the particles away from the 

impact zone. 

Many of the features present in conventional erosion are also found in slurry 

erosion. There is a particle size threshold, angular P.articles erode material at a 

greater rate than rounded abrasive, and a particle hardness threshold also exists. 

Surface ripples are also observed on ductile materials eroded at low impact angles. 

The dependence of erosion rate upon angle of impact, however, is quite different. 

Zu (1988) found that the peak in wear rate observed for ductile materials at impact 

angles of -30° was either displaced to higher angles, or absent altogether, with peak 

erosion occurring at normal impact. 
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2.4. Abrasion 

Abrasion occurs when a hard particle or asperity slides or rolls across a softer 

surface, thereby removing material from it. Two basic types of abrasion exist, as 

classified by Burwell (1957). The main mode of abrasion which is of relevance to 

this project is known as three-body abrasion, where loose particles move across a 

surface, and are free to rotate as they do so. In two-body abrasion, the abrasive 

particles are fixed to (or are part of) one of two surfaces in contact and relative 

motion, for instance when using abrasive papers to grind metallographic samples. 

Unfortunately, comparatively little research has been reported on three-body 

abrasion. 

Misra and Finnie (1980) divided three-body abrasion into a number of subsets 

( see figure 2.25); 
two-body 

closed 

Abrasive wear 
three-body 

{ 

gouging 

open high stress 
low stress 

"Closed" three-body abrasion occurs when abrasive particles are trapped 

between two surfaces which are in relative motion, and close together, as studied 

by Rabinowicz and co-workers (Rabinowicz et al., 1961, 1965) and Toporov 

(1960). When the two surfaces are far apart, the mechanism is termed "open" 

abrasion. The latter is perhaps what one might call "true" three-body abrasion, as 

the former shares some of the features of two-body abrasion. Separating open 

abrasion into three further categories, Misra and Finnie mentioned gouging, a 

severe cutting type of mechanism, high stress abrasion, e.g. in ball mills, and low 

stress abrasion, in which no fracture of the abrasive particles occurs. Of all these 

types of abrasion, that studied in this project probably best belongs to low stress 

open three-body_ abrasive wear. 

The first quantitative theoretical studies of abrasive wear were made by Archard 

and Rabinowicz (e.g. Rabinowicz, 1965). The latter of these determined that a 

cone (figure 2.26) of semi-angle 13 which penetrates under a normal force Finto a 

material of hardness H, will remove material at a rate ( defined as volume removed, 

Q, per unit distance slid, 1) which is given by 

_QQ = F cotl3 
di 7r H 

(2.16a) 
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(a) 2-body abrasion 

Softer specimen material 

(b) 3-body abrasion 

Hard abrasive particle 

Asperities removing material 

Hard particles rolling across each 
other and across the specimen surface 

Softer specimen material 

Figure 2.25. Schematic diagrams illustrating the two main modes, viz. 
two-body and three-body, of abrasive wear. 
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Figure 2.26. Diagram showing configuration considered by 
Rabinowicz (1965) for analysis of two-body abrasion. The 
asperity is moving from right to left 
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or for a series of cones forming a rough surface, under a total load P; 

dQtotal 
dl = P kabr 

3 H 
(2.16b) 

, i.e. inversely proportional to the hardness of the material being worn. This 

trend is similar to that observed in erosion,viz. generally only obeyed by pure 

metals.This analysis was performed for two-body abrasion, but it has also been 

found to hold true for the three-body case. The value of kabr depends on a number 

of factors, but is generally an order of magnitude lower for three-body abrasion 

than for two-body, suggesting that particles causing three-body abrasion spend 

about 90% of the time rolling, and only 10% of the time sliding (Rabinowicz, 

1965). Increasing the material hardness by alloying or heat treating (e.g . in steels) 

does increase wear resistance, but not as much as might be expected from the above 

equation (cf. erosion). The effects upon the wear rate of the size, hardness, and 

angularity of the abrasive are all similar to those observed in erosion, i.e. there are 

hardness and size thresholds (hardness of abrasive ~ 1.2 x hardness of specimen 

for wear to occur, and particles smaller than -100 µm cause little wear), and 

angular particles (i.e. high mean value of cot~) cause more material to be removed. 

The first experimental studies of three-body abrasion were made by Toporov 

(1960) and Rabinowicz et al. (1961), but, as mentioned by Misra and Finnie 

(1980), who designed a new type of low stress abrasion testing machine, these 

early studies utilised closed or high stress open three-body abrasive wear as the 

method of material removal. In their low-stress abrasion apparatus,. Misra and 

Finnie loaded abrasive particles in a tube onto a rotating surface (similar to the pin

on-disc two-body abrasion arrangement, except that the roles of the pin and disk 

were reversed - see figures 2.27 and 2.28). The surface morphologies obtained 

differed greatly from those observed in two-body abrasive wear - no cutting or 

scratching was seen, and the surface appeared to possess little or no directionality. 

The results obtained were summarised by Misra and Finnie (1981c). They observed 

an incubation period, similar to that in erosion, but unlike two-body abrasive wear. 

The wear rate (in terms of volume removed per unit of distance slid) was 

independent of specimen speed, and a particle size effect was evident. Stevick et al. 

(1985) analysed this wear tester, and found that much of the wear which occurred 

was due to particles being trapped between the end of the loading tube and the 

specimen itself- hardly open three-body wear. It appears that results produced by 

the use of this apparatus may be less relevant to low stress open three-body 

abrasion than was originally thought. 
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Figure 2.27. Schematic diagram showing typical pin-on-disk apparatus used for study 

of two-body abrasion. This rig is set up to perform controlled-atmosphere experiments 

(from Mercer and Hutchings, 1987). 
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Figure 2.28. Schematic diagram showing the loaded column type of apparatus, as used 

by Misra and Finnie (1981 b) for three-body abrasion tests. 
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Misra and Finnie ( 1981 b) compared observations of erosion and both two- and 
three-body abrasion of metals. Examining the effects of a number of variables, 
including the annealed hardness of the worn metal, heat treatment and work 
hardening, applied load, distance travelled, and abrasive size and hardness, they 
concluded that there were many similarities between the three modes of material 
removal. Not surprisingly, the two methods of abrasion behaved very similarly 
with respect to the variables considered, with erosion responding differently in a 
few cases. Two-body abrasion was mentioned as being similar to small-angle 

erosion, with metal being removed by a cutting process, and three-body abrasion 
was considered to be closer to high-angle erosion, with more material deformation 
- a "battering ram" effect. By considering conversion of translational into 
rotational kinetic energy on impact, two-body abrasion was concluded to be about 

an order of magnitude more effective at removing material than three-body 
abrasion, in agreement with earlier work. The main disparities in behaviour 
between erosive wear and the two types of abrasion occur when considering: 

(1) The effect of increasing the hardness of a target material through use of 
heat treatment and/or work-hardening, 

(2) The effect of the applied load and the particle velocity, 

(3) The existence of an incubation period. 

Considering these in turn; 

(1) Whereas increasing the hardness of a metal by heat treatm·ent or work

hardening has little effect on its resistance to erosive wear (see above), it can greatly 

decrease the rate at which material is removed by abrasion, both in two- and three- . 

body cases (see figure 2.29). 

(2) Typical wear rates for two- and three-body abrasion are plotted as a 

function of normal load in figure 2.30. Note that, as predicted by Rabinowicz 
(1965), there is a linear increase in material removal rate with load for two-body 

abrasion. For three-body abrasive wear, however, the wear rate rises non-linearly 

at low loads. Misra and Finnie (1981 b) pointed out that this might be due to 
reduced particle constraint at low loads. 

(3) No incubation period exists in two-body abrasion - provided that the 

material is uniform (i.e. no surface layers), the wear rate is constant from the start 

of the test. Both three-body abrasion and erosion exhibit an incubation period. 

A study by Soemantri et al. ( 1985) of the effect of temperature on two- and 
three-body abrasive wear of aluminium and copper is discussed under abrasion
erosion-corrosion (see §2.7) 
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Figure 2.29. Graph showing the variation of the resistance to three-body abrasion of a 

material with its hardness, including the effects of annealing, thermal hardening and 

work hardening (symbols 0, V andOrespectively). (from Misra and Finnie, 1981b) 
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Figure 2.30. Schematic graph showing the dependence of wear rates 
encountered in (a) two-and (b) three-body abrasion upon the normal 
load. Note the non-linearity at low load for three-body wear. 
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The abrasive wear of brittle materials was studied by Moore and King (1980). 

They found that plastic deformation and fracture both played a part in the wear 

mechanism; plastic deformation was favoured by low applied loads and/or small 

particles, and generally resulted in low wear rates, and indentation fracture, which 

caused more severe damage, occurred at high loads, with large abrasive grains. 
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2.5. Corrosion 
2.5.1. Mechanisms of Corrosion 

There are four basic stages in the process of oxidation (see e.g. Birks and 

Meier, 1983, and Fehlner, 1986) 

(1) Adsorption of 02 molecules on to the metal surface to form a monolayer, 
(2) Nucleation on the surface of reaction products, in this case an oxide. The 

islands of oxide which form at this stage nucleate either homogeneously, or 

heterogeneously on impurities or defects (e.g. grain boundaries, ledges) 

(3) Simultaneously; 

(i) Thickening and lateral growth of the nuclei to produce a continuous 
oxide film, 

(ii) Dissolution of oxygen in the metal itself, 

(4) Growth of the oxide film normal to the original metal surface. 

Diffusion of ionic species can proceed either through the lattice, especially in a non
stoichiometric lattice (e.g. the oxides of iron), or along short-circuit paths such as 

grain boundaries, dislocations, and free surf aces, where the activation energy for 
diffusion is only between 50 and 65% of that for transport through the lattice 
(Kofstad, 1966, and Simms, 1987). 

The rate of growth of the continuous oxide film, normally expressed in terms of 
thickness of scale produced, x, is commonly considered to obey one of three laws; 

(1) Logarithmic growth, governed by the equation 

or 

where 

and 

X 

t 

k 

A 

x oc kd loge(A t + 1) ( direct) 

X oc kj 
loge(A t + 1) 

= thickness of film, 

= time elapsed, 

= rate constant, 

= constant. 

(inverse) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

This usually occurs at low temperatures (below -400°C), and also in the initial 
stages of oxidation at higher temperatures. 
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(2) Parabolic growth, where x2 oc: kp t + A (2.19) 

this is found when the rate of film growth is governed by diffusion of oxygen 

through the film towards the metal, or by diffusion of metal cations in the other 

direction. 

(3) Linear growth, which obeys the relation x = k1 t (2.20) 

and is found where a phase boundary process (e.g. adsorption or dissociation 

of oxygen), is the rate determining step. Linear growth can also appear to occur 

when an area of scale spalls off, thus exposing fresh metal. 

(4) Cubic growth, where (2.21) 

This is found rarely, mostly in p-type semiconductors, and will be mentioned 

no more here. 

In all cases, the rate constant (or Arrhenius constant) k depends strongly upon 

temperature, obeying an Arrhenius-type law, where k=koexp (-Q0xlRTK), where 

Q0 x=activation energy for the oxidation process, R=molar gas constant, and 

TK=absolute temperature. 

A schematic comparison of the first four rate equations is shown in figure 2.31 . 

It is common for a metal to obey more than one of these laws, depending upon the 

conditions prevailing at the time (such as oxygen concentration, temperature, etc.), 

and the thickness of film formed on its surface. For instance, most metals at 

elevated temperatures initially display a linear rate of growth, changing to a 

parabolic law as diffusion through the film becomes rate controlling. The structure 

of a scale also controls the kinetics of its growth. Fine-grained scales possess a 

greater area of gr~n boundary, which acts as a short-circuit diffusion path, thus 

speeding up oxidation (e.g. Matsunaga and Homma, 1976). Deviations from 

stoichiometry will also have a similar effect, by introducing ionic vacancies into the 

scale. These effects generally do not, however, affect the mechanism of oxidation 

nor the growth law (e.g. linear, logarithmic, parabolic) obeyed. 

Mechanisms of oxidation at low temperatures (i.e. 'below 300-500°C) are often 

different from those prevailing at higher temperatures, and the mechanical 

characteristics of a very thin film also differ greatly from those of a thicker film. 

The oxide films formed are thin ( often less than 1 OOO A), and their study ( especially 

· that of silica) is normally prompted by the interest of the micro-electronics industry. 

Fehlner (1986) compiled a monograph on low-temperature oxidation, which 

brought together a wealth of previous work, both theoretical and experimental. 
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(b) parabolic 
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2.5.2. Oxidation of iron 

The oxidation behaviour of iron may be divided into two regimes; 

(1) Below 570°C, when the oxides present are hrematite (Fe203) and 

magnetite (Fe304). The proportions of the three oxides present are generally (after 

long exposure times) in the approximate ratio lFe20J : 4Fe304 (figure 2.32(a)). 
(2) Above 570°C, wilstite (FeO, or, more accurately, Fe1-xO) becomes 

stable, and a typical oxide scale would be 95%Fe0, 4%Fe304, and 1 %Fe203 

(figure 2.32(b)). Theoretically, the proportion of wilstite in the scale should 

decrease with increasing temperature, but it is not observed to do so (Shaw and 

Rolls, 1974) 

These multi-layered structures arise due to the variable valency of iron. 

Magnetite has an inverse spine! structure, and has a narrow band of stoichiometry, 

being always of composition very close to (or exactly) Fe304. It grows by outward 

cationic diffusion. There are two forms of Fe203; hrematite (a-Fe203), which is 

hexagonal in structure and slightly oxygen deficient, and y-Fe203, which is 

metastable and spinel-like in structure. The mechanism of growth of hrematite is in 

some doubt. Wilstite has a wide range of stoichiometry, especially at elevated 

temperatures, and is therefore often referred to as Fe1~0. Again, cationic diffusion 

controls its growth. Chromium destabilises wilstite - the oxide will accept only 

2%Cr at 1000°C. 

As nearly all the experiments performed in this project were at temperatures 

below 570°C, the bulk of the literature referred to will be relevant only to this 

regime. 

The oxidation of iron at these low temperatures has been extensively studied. 

Below 200-250°C, hrematite and/or an amorphous oxide are often observed before 

magnetite appears (Davies et al., 1954, Kumari et al., 1989). Growth occurs at 

these temperatures according to a logarithmic or inverse logarithmic law. 

Many workers report that the oxide first formed between 200-250°C and 450°C 

is magnetite (e.g. Boggs et al., 1967, Sewell and Cohen, 1964, Newcomb, 1982). 

Growth generally follows parabolic kinetics, but dual logarithmic kinetics have also 

been reported for this temperature regime. 

Above 570°C, wilstite dominates the oxidation process. Growth occurs 

parabolically and rapidly. 
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The activation energy for the oxidation of iron falls slightly at higher 
temperatures, from 188.4 kJ mol Fe-I below 570°C (Paidissi, 1964 and Hauffe, 

1965) to 162±8 kJ mol Fe-I above this temperature (Paidissi, 1964, Rolls and 

Shaw, 1974). Oxidation of iron results in an approximate doubling of volume, i.e. 
a layer of oxide 1 µm in thickness resuJts from the oxidation of approximately 
0.5 µm of iron. Exact values of this expansion are given elsewhere in terms of the 
Pilling-Bedworth ratio (§2.5.7). 

2.5.3. Oxidation of chromium 

A direct logarithmic oxidation law is obeyed below -490°C in air by chromium. 

Above this temperature, parabolic kinetics are observed. This behaviour is similar 

to that of iron. However, the oxide formed is chromia (Cr203}, which is almost 

perfectly stoichiometric. Growth occurs by the diffusion of cations via cationic 
vacancies. The oxidation is shown graphically in figure 2.33. The activation energy 

is 183 kJ mol Cr-I. The transition to parabolic kinetics is mirrored in the grain 
structure of the oxide, which changes from fine-grained, almost vitreous when 
logarithmic kinetics are obeyed, to a ridged and nodular fibrous structure at higher 

temperatures. 

2.5.4. Oxidation of stainless steels 

The addition of chromium to iron increases its oxidation resistance (figure 

2.34). Chromium destabilises wiistite, and in this way further drastically reduces 

oxidation rates above 570°C. Below this temperature, the increase in oxidation 
resistance is conferred by the progressive incorporation of Cr3+ into the oxides, and 

the best protection against high temperature corrosion occurs when a continuous 

layer of Cr203 is formed on the outer surface. The alloy composition corresponding 

to the formation of this stoichiometrically near-perfect layer depends upon the 
temperature (12%Cr is often quoted), and lies in the a+y+Cri03 region on the 

phase diagram. 

Under most oxidation conditions, the film formed on an alloy of iron and 

chromium will be richer in chromium than the alloy itself, especially towards the 
outermost interface. This means that removal of the film, whether by internal 

mechanisms (e.g. spalling) or externally applied stresses (e .g. erosion, abrasion) 

will result in the exposure of a region depleted in chromium, which will thus 

possess lower corrosion resistance. High carbon contents can decrease the 

oxidation resistance of a stainless steel, by forming chromium carbide (Cri3C6) at 

the alloy grain boundaries, depleting the matrix of Cr. 
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The rhombohedral (or hexagonal) oxides, a-Fe203 (lattice parameters 

a=4.954 A, c=13.584 A) and Cr203 (a=S.038 A, c=13.772 A) display complete 
solid solution, as do the spinels, FeCr204 (a=8.379 A) and Fe304 (a=8.396 A). At 
low Cr percentages, no internal oxidation zone is present in the alloy, but the 
external scale thickens very quickly, resulting in rapid corrosion. At intermediate Cr 
contents, FeCr204 islands form, blocking the path of the Fe2+ ions. The oxide 

scale formed is thus depleted of Fe relative to that at lower Cr contents, and so 

contains more Cr, but still has a high rate of growth. 

Newcomb (1982) divided the oxide scales formed by a number of binary and 
ternary steels at 600°C in oxygen into "protective" oxides, i.e. those which form a 
single layer of iron-doped chromia, and "non-protective oxides", which form a 
duplex layered scale (see also §2.5.2). Oxides formed on Fe-9Cr-1Mo and 
Fe-10Cr-10Ni (both ferritic steels) suffered from spalling, and the kinetics of their 
growth were not determined with any great accuracy. The Ni-containing alloy 
oxidised to give a three-layered structure. Two types of scale structure grew on the 
9Cr1Mo steel; nodules of hrematite, -20 µm in diameter, which coincided with 

penetration of the alloy surface by fine-grained magnetite, were dispersed about the 
surface of the oxide, which elsewhere was a thin layer of iron-rich hrematite (figure 
2.35). Fe-20Cr-2Ni, a ferritic steel, obeyed approximately parabolic kinetics when 
exposed for long periods (60-1000 h) (and incidentally oxidised at a lower rate, and 
formed finer grains, than 20Cr-20Ni and 20Cr-34Ni steels), and formed a layer of 

(Feo.16Cro.83Nio.01h03 on its surface. The scale consisted of two layers, one fine
grained, and the surface layer more coarsely grained (-0.5 µm). Nodules of 

magnetite again indicated where M304 growth had penetrated the alloy surface. 

They also led to the formation of M23~ carbides, depleting the alloy of chromium. 
Because of the nodule formation, the oxide scale formed on Fe-20Cr-2Ni was 

classified as "partially protective". 

The range of solid solutions formed in the Fe-Cr-0 system means that diffusion 
of iron ions can cause the formation of an outer layer of Fe oxides, which can often 

cause rupture of the Cr203 film, leaving the alloy unprotected. Scale grain size in 
chromia-forming alloys is generally fine and relatively uniform. Aluminium is 

sometimes used as an alloying element, and forms a coarse, columnar scale of 
alumina, with some sub-micron grains at the scale/gas interface.Traces (-1%) of 

active elements (e.g. Hf, Y) stabilise alumina scales. This is done by reducing 

voidage at the scale/alloy interface, pegging the scale to the substrate with oxide 
particles (Allam et al. 1978, Maasberg and Levy 1981), or stimulating nucleation of 
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9Cr1Mo steel after oxidation in air at 600°C, as found by Newcomb (1982). 
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2. Literature survey 

the scale, which refines the microstructure. This finer grain size may improve the 

mechanical properties (except perhaps when subjected to creep) of the oxide, but is 

also likely to be deleterious to the oxidation resistance of the material. 

2.5.5. Thin film, vitreous, and nanocrystalline oxides 

When considering the development of very thin oxide films (for instance at 

room temperature in air), concentration gradients can no longer provide the 

chemical potential necessary for ionic diffusion to occur. The way in which 

oxidation occurs in this situation is that electrons tunnel their way from the metal 

through the oxide film, and are captured by adsorbed oxygen on the oxide surface. 

This in turn sets up an electric field, which is capable of pulling ions through the 

film. This is known as the Mott or Cabrera-Mott model, and results in the inverse 

logarithmic law of oxidation (Fehlner and Mott, 1971). 

Oxide films of the order of a few nanometres in thickness, e.g. those formed at 

low temperatures, are often non-crystalline. This structure gives these oxides 

interesting mechanical and transport properties, as there is no long-range order to 

allow slip systems to operate, and no grain boundaries to allow grains to slide 

across one another, or to provide short-circuit diffusion paths. The tendency of iron 

and chromium to form these "vitreous" oxides is mentioned only briefly by Fehlner 

(1986), in his review of low-temperature oxidation. It is found (Sun, 1947) that 

oxides with bond strengths greater than 300 kJ mol-1 will tend to be vitreous at low 

thicknesses, those of bond strengths <200 kJ mol-1 will generally crystallise, but 

may enter and weaken a glassy network, and those with bond strengths between 

200 and 300kJmol-l which behave in a manner somewhere between these two. 

The bond strengths of chromium in Cr203 and iron in FeO are 197 and 

134 kJ mol-1 respectively, and it therefore appears unlikely on this basis that 

vitreous oxides of chromium and iron will be observed. However, Kruger (1989) 

suggests that the passivating film formed on iron and ferrous alloys, at least in 

aqueous environments (Kruger is somewhat unclear), may be amorphous. 

In nanocrystalline materials (NCMs - see Birringer, 1989), the grain size is of 

the order of a few nm. This means that -50% of the material consists of grain 

boundaries. The structure of these boundaries is intermediate between the 

crystalline phase and a glassy state. The properties of these NCMs differ from 

glasses and/or crystalline materials of the same composition. For instance, diffusion 

through a nanocrystalline structure will be enhanced by the large number of grain 

boundaries; Birringer et al. (1988) and Horvath et al. (1987) report an value of self

diffusivity in nanocrystalline copper (grain size 8 nm) 1QI9 times larger than that for 

lattice diffusion alone, and -100 times greater than that for normal grain boundary 
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diffusion. This indicates the possibility of a different type of grain boundary 

structure when the grain size is at these very low levels. Growth of an oxide of this 

structure will thus also be far quicker than that for normally crystalline oxides. 

Large plastic deformations which occur by grain boundary creep are possible in 

otherwise brittle materials. 

2.5.6. Effect of specimen preparation variables 

Despite the disparity often found between oxidation data from different sources, 

very little work has actually been performed to investigate the possible causes, a 

number of which are summarised below. 

2 5 .6 .1. Surface preparation 

Caplan and Cohen (1966), and Caplan et al. (1966) found that the progressive 

cold working of annealed iron decreased its oxidation resistance between 400 and 

650°C. This effect was attributed to decreased formation of pores at the scale-metal 

interface, thus assisting ionic diffusion, and was later confirmed by Caplan et al. 

(1970), who also showed that diffusion through the oxide formed initially on the 

cold-worked iron was enhanced by cold work. Warzee et al. (1965) performed a 

similar study, but obtained more ambiguous results; they found that iron which had 

been surface ground with 80 grade carborundum paper (-180 µm particles) had a 

corrosion rate -30% lower than that which had been surface polished to 600 grit 

(-25 µm). A milled surface, which had even greater cold work stored in it, oxidised 

at an intermediate rate. When Caplan (1966) oxidised a series of Fe-Cr alloys in 

steam at 600°C however, cold working was found to increase the oxidation 

resistance of Fe-25%Cr, by suppressing internal oxidation. Below -20%Cr, there 

was a no long-term effect of prior cold work, but a short-term increase in oxidation 

resistance. Iron showed no effect, as wilstite formed more readily in the damp 

argon atmosphere, and its growth is not sensitive to cold work (Caplan and Cohen, 

1966). 

Newcomb ·(1982) observed an increase in oxidation rate when specimens had 

been electropolished prior to oxidation, and also a decrease in grain size of the layer 

immediately adjacent to the metal. 

25.6.2.Heat treatment 

Little work has been performed relating oxidation kinetics of a material to its 

thermal history and microstructure. Raman ( 1989) found that for the oxidation of 

2.25Cr-1Mo steel in air between 600 and 800°C for up to 6 h, the thickness of the 

oxide film could be expressed as (<;= a constant) (2.22) 
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This has also been suggested by Dayal et al. (1987) and Rhines (1970). The 
reciprocal of the grain diameter is proportional to the grain boundary area per unit 
volume, i.e. the grain boundary length per unit area. Other correlations have been 
suggested by Dayal et al. (1984), who found that x=x0 +c;d-l/2 for crevice 

corrosion, and Abe et al. (1981), who observed the d-1 relationship in the initial 

stages of oxidation of Inconel 600 in steam at 800°C, but found that after longer 
exposure times (-360 h ), oxidation increased with increasing grain size. This was 
said to be due to the grain boundaries hindering the outward growth of nodular 
oxide grains. 

2.5.7. Stresses in scales 

Stresses are commonly developed in growing oxides, due to volume changes 
and/or differential thermal expansion. Tensile stresses, such as tend to develop at 
the gas/oxide interface of anion-deficient oxides on convex surfaces, may result in 
cracking of the oxide to expose the metal (figure 2.36(a)). 

Compressive stresses, which often occur in cation-deficient oxides, initially act 

to hinder brittle fracture of the scale, but as the stresses increase, the oxide may 
blister, flake off, or undergo shear cracking, leading to increased rate of growth of 
the film (figure 2.36(b) and (c)), e.g. on the outer surfaces of Fe-based tubes 

(Cathcart et al. , 1979). 

The stresses which develop in an oxide film may be due to a number of factors; 

(1) The Pilling-Bedworth model- assumes mobility of the oxide ion within 

the scale, and that the sign and magnitude of the stress generated during growth of 
the scale would be proportional to (1-PBR), where PBR, the Pilling-Bedworth 

ratio, is given by 

PBR = volume per metal ion in oxide 
volume per metal atom in metal (2.23) 

Values of the PBR for FeO, Fe304, Fe203, and Cr203 are 1.77, 2.09, 2.14, 
and 2.02 respectively. These are fairly large, an~ indicate that substantial 

compressive growth stresses should develop. However, the acknowledged failure 

of this model to allow for cationic diffusion means that, in practice, it can only be 
used to predict the sign of the stress created during scale growth. Bradhurst and 
Leach (1963) found that no simple relation (even qualitatively) existed between the 
PBR and the stresses observed in thin (0.15 µm) alumina films- it is possible that 
this is an artefact of thin films; even if this is the case, it seems that the PBR will be 
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of little use in estimating the stresses present in the thin oxides encountered in this 
project. 

(2) Epitaxy: - may be important in thin films, when the oxide growth is 
constrained by the lattice parameters of the substrate alloy 

(3) Composition changes, especially near interfaces in oxides with widely 
variable stoichiometry, e.g. FeO, (Fe,Cr)203. 

(4) Point defects- similar to that described above, but with vacancies being 
injected into the metal by the oxidation mechanism. These may then diffuse inwards 
to sinks within the metal, causing a vacancy gradient, and possibly porosity, within 
the metal. 

(5) Oxide growth within the oxide layer. Once pores and cracks have 
developed in an oxide, the gaseous oxygen admitted may react with metal ions, if 
they are mobile within the scale. 

In order to relieve the strains imposed on it by these various mechanisms, the 
oxide may also flow plastically. In a review of stress generation and relief in oxide 
films, Stringer (1970) cited a number of reasons for considering plasticity as a 
stress relief mechanism, including dislocation climb in thin scales (Borie et al., 
1962), adhesion at the metal-scale interface, or blistering. 

The actual mechanism of plasticity may be dislocation glide or climb, grain 
boundary sliding, mechanical twinning, or viscous flow. At the strain rates likely to 
be encountered in the present study, it seems unlikely that mechanisms encountered 
solely in creep will apply. However, if the oxides are sufficiently fine-grained, 
dislocation formation may be impossible (see §2.5.8.1). A study of the initial 
stresses resulting from high temperature (850-1050°C) oxidation of Fe-Cr alloys 
was made by Howes and Richardson (1969). They found that Fe-Cr alloys which 
formed (Cr,Fe)203 in the early stages of oxidation followed by Cr203 after longer 
exposure times developed a tensile stress within the scale. These tensile stresses 
were observed for two medium-high chromium steels, Fe-16%Cr and Fe-19%Cr. 
The origin of these stresses was concluded to be due to variable stoichiometry: -
that a progressive reduction in the Fe content of the oxide (by as little as 1 % ) results 
in a shrinking of the oxide, resulting in an increasing tensile stress. A ternary high 
chromium steel, Fe-20%Cr-6%Al, by initial formation of Al203 on the surface, 
and Fe-8%Cr, by rapid formation of (Fe,Cr)304, developed compressive growth 
stresses. Howes and Richardson concluded that the compressive stress observed 
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later in the oxidation process was due either to a change in reaction mechanism, or 

to some gradual stress development not detected during the initial scale growth. 

Although stresses do not develop in some cases where magnetite is formed (notably 

on the inside of boilers, due to the action of alkaline solutions), exfoliation can still 

occur, by aggregation of pores (Field et al., 1966). It seems probable, however, 

that this will only occur at scale thicknesses far in excess of those encountered here. 

2.5.8. Mechanical behaviour of oxide films 

2.5.8.1. Bulk oxides 

Charpentier et al. (1968) grew single crystals of nearly stoichiometric magnetite 

at 1330°C to a thickness of 1.5 mm, and subjected the oxide to microhardness 

indentation at temperatures up to 1000°C, using loads of up to 1.24kgf (= 12.2N). 

The results they found are shown in figure 2.37. The hardness of the oxide was 

observed to fall steadily with increasing temperature (from H::::420kgfmm-2 at 

25°C to H:::: lOOkgfmm-2 at 1000°C) and fitted the equation 

H=470exp {-T/647}, (i.e. H=717exp {-TK/647}). There appears to be a 

severe drop in hardness with increasing temperature above approximately 250°C, 

which might be related to the activation of new slip systems. Little effect of crystal 

orientation was observed. The dislocations present in magnetite were seen by 

Hornstra (1960) to dissociate into four partials, with the central pair a large distance 

(some hundreds of A) apart. The microcrystalline nature of the scales encountered 

in the present work (see later) obviates the possibility of this dissociation occurring, 

and may also mean that scale deformation takes place without the presence of 

dislocations, e.g. by grain boundary sliding. 

Kollenberg (1986) examined the effect of temperature and crystallographic 

orientation on the Vickers hardness of hrematite at temperatures up to 900°C. His 

results are summarised in figure 2.38. The spread of the data is due in part to the 

effect of crystal orientation. A load of 0.98 N (= 100 gf) was used for this study. 

There was . an increase in plasticity at temperatures above -0.5 TK m 

(TKm:::: 1850 K), when diffusion controlled processes take over the deformation, 

replacing dislocation glide. 

Vagnard and Manenc (1966), Westbrook (1966), and Reppich (1967) studied 

the deformation characteristics of wtistite. Reppich studied compressive 

deformation of poly- and mono-crystalline cationic deficient wtistite, in the 

temperature range 650-1300°C. While this temperature range and the nature of the 

deformation are not directly relevant to this project, some conclusions were of note; 

Single crystals were softer (by 20-50%) and more ductile than poly-crystalline 
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Figure 2.38. Graph showing the indentation hardness of ha:matite (Fe203) as a 
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samples, and plasticity increased with increasing concentration of Fe vacancies 

(which presumably acted as dislocation sources and sinks). 

Vagnard and Manenc, and Westbrook, studied the hardness characteristics of 

wiistite, Westbrook over a wide temperature range (0-1000°C) using 50 and 100 gf 

(0.49 and 0.98 N) loads, and Vagnard and Manenc over the higher end of this 

range (600-1000°C) with 1 and 6kgf (9.8 and 58.8N) loads. Their results are 

shown in figure 2.39, along with values quoted by Vagnard and Manenc for the 

indentation hardness of iron. The general trends observed are similar - Vagnard 

and Man enc found that the hardness of wiistite drops from -90 kgf mm-2 at 600°C 

to around lOkgfmm-2 at 1000°C (cf values quoted for iron at these temperatures 

are -25 kgf mm-2 and -15 kgfmm-2- austenite is formed at temperatures above 

927°C). These values appear very low, perhaps because of the high indentation 

loads used, but are similar at the upper end of the temperature range to those 

obtained by Westbrook (1966), who found values of -200kgf mm-2 and 

-lOkgfmm-2 at 600 and 1000°C respectively 

2.5.8.2. Oxide films 

A review of the mechanical properties exhibited by surface oxide films at 

elevated temperatures was made by Hancock and Hurst (1974). In drawing together 

the work of many others, they explored the effects of "intrinsic" stresses, including 

the PBR theory, epitaxy, specimen geometry and thermal cycling, and also of 

externally applied stresses, on both bulk and surface oxides. 

A study of the mechanical stability of the oxides formed on iron and 0.2%C 

steel (Bruce and Hancock, 1969) showed that the elastic strain, E, that the oxide 

could support before fracture occurred increased only slightly (from 0.45 x lQ-4 to 

0.7 x lQ-4) with temperature in the range 500-800°C, whereas the total strain, E(T) 

(i .e. E + Ep, the plastic strain), increased from 2 x 1 o-4 to 9 x lQ-4. They later 

extended this theory to encompass the effect of surface curvature (Bruce and 

Hancock, 1970), and deduced that failure and loss of adhesion of a scale, of 

composition approximating to FeOi, , growing on a circular surface of radius R 

would occur when it reached a thickness Xf, determined by the equation; 

,where 

and 

R E(T) Pm (56 + 16 11 ) 
Xf =---------

224 Po 
Pm = metal density 

Po = scale density. 
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This equation predicts a value of Xf === 5 µm at 570°C, which is near to the 

highest temperature used in this study. As the oxide films observed on the worn 

areas of the specimens were generally less than one hundredth of this limit (see 

later), it seems unlikely that failure will occur due to this mechanism, even allowing 

for the difference in mechanical properties between (Fe,Cr)203 and (Fe,Cr)304, 

and wi.istite. The thinness of the films encountered in the present study is also likely 

to increase the failure strain E(f). The graph of E(f) as a function of temperature in 

the earlier paper (Bruce and Hancock, 1969) was extrapolated down to a 

temperature of 500°C from -580°C. 

Among the papers referring to the imposition of external stresses are those by 

Harrison (1967) and Charpentier et al .. (1968). Harrison used an electrolytic cell to 

observe the cracking of the oxide. The films he used were 5-15 µm in thickness, 

and grown by high temperature exposure to a caustic solution at room temperature. 

The failure strains observed were between 8 x lQ-4 and 3.2 x lQ-3, i.e. "typical of 

those obtained on bulk ceramics". If this is the case, then it appears that films of 

this thickness will not possess greatly enhanced ductility by virtue of their low 

thickness, although the environments in which the oxide was grown and tested may 

reduce the relevance of these results to the present work. In a review of the 

plasticity of ceramics, Groves (1970) observed that the onset of macroscopic 

plasticity occurred in many ceramics at an homologous temperature of 0.4-0.5. For 

the oxides encountered in this study, this would indicate a temperature of 660°C 

(for magnetite), and 646-996°C (for the hrematite-chromia solid solution), i.e. 

above those used in this project. 

Leach (1970), in a review of the plasticity of thin oxide films, showed that their 

behaviour was not only dissimilar to the bulk materials, but also varied markedly 

between one oxide and another. Unfortunately, he did not cite any studies of iron 

oxides or chromia, but just alumina, zirconia, and tantalum pentoxide at ambient 

temperature. The ductility of the thin films was observed to be significantly greater 

than that observed for the bulk materials - alumina films thicker than -lOOA 

peeled off the surface, after extending by up to -2.5% h<?fore brittle fracture (Bubar 

and Vermilyea, 1966, 1967). The Young's modulus of the film was lower than that 

expected (-40GPa). Bubar and Vermilyea found that the amount of deformation 

which a thin oxide film (alumina or tantalum pentoxide) could tolerate before failing 

was inversely related to its thickness. This was confinned by Bradhurst and Leach 

(1963) using alumina. Although this selection of oxide films is by no means 

exhaustive, it provides theories which may be of use in analysis of data 
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25.8.3. Scale adhesion 

Adhesion of a scale to the metal supporting it is of the utmost importance if the 

surf ace layer is to resist mechanical attack. In a study of the high temperature 

cohesion and adhesion of oxide scales on mild steel, Hulley and Rolls (1970) 

mentioned that the adhesion of a scale to its parent alloy was highly dependent on a 

number of variables, viz: scale plasticity, thickness and cohesive strength, the 

nature of the applied stress, and the mechanical properties of the metal-scale 

interface. They found that the minimum adhesive strength of the wiistite and 

magnetite scale formed on mild steel at 1000°C was approximately one third of its 

cohesive strength, and that maximum adhesion occurred after an oxidation time of 

4.5 hours. What scale thickness this corresponds to is not, however, mentioned. At 

lower scale thicknesses, the oxide was believed to contain too many growth 

defects, whereas the scale/metal interface was said to be too inhomogeneous when 

the oxide was thicker. 

Werber (1987) studied the adhesion of inert materials (platinum, quartz glass, 

and corundum (Al203}} to the scale growing on the surface of iron and copper at 

temperatures between 500 and 900°C. He found that the inert materials which were 

most conducive to adhesion were quartz and corundum. Werber pointed out that 

this phenomenon also occurs in sulphides (to name but one) and may be more 

widespread than is commonly realised. This introduces the possibility of material 

removal by adhesion to the abrasive particles on impact. 
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2.6. Indentation of thin layers 

Whichever mode of mechanical surface attack (i.e. erosion or three-body 

abrasion) was dominant in this project, the particles will have transferred the 

applied load to the surface oxide scale by an indentation mechanism. It is therefore 

necessary to have an understanding of the processes that occur upon indentation of 

an alloy covered by a very thin layer of scale of greater hardness. Most studies of 

the indentation of surface layers utilise layers with thickness of the order of a 

number of microns. However, the scales present on the worn areas of specimens in 

this project are considerably thinner than this (see later). 

Jonsson and Hogmark (1984) studied the measurement of the hardness of 

surface films that were too thin for direct measurement. They noted that the critical 

parameter which determined whether an indenting pyramid would "see" the surface 

layer or the substrate material was the ratio of indent depth, n, to film (in our case, 

oxide) thickness, x. For the measured hardness to be significantly influenced by the 

substrate, {Q/x} had to exceed a value between 0.07 and 0.2, with the most 

unfavourable case (i.e. { Q/x }crit = 0.07) for a hard coating on a soft substrate, as 

might be expected to be the case in the present study. The equations they derived 

relating the measured hardness (He) to the substrate and film hardnesses CHs and Hf 

respectively) were; 

(1) for a soft film on a harder substrate, when the film will deform plastically 

to match the shape of the indenter (figure 2.40(a)); 

He = Hs + { Hr - Hs} { 2 [~] sin 
2 

( f) -[~] 2 
sin 

4 
( f) } (2.25) 

, where 'I'= 90° - ~. the half angle of the indenter, and 

(2) for a hard and brittle film on a soft substrate, where plastic deformation of 

the film is assurped to take place only at the edge of the indent, with cracking in the 

impression (figure 2.40(b)); 

(2.26) 

(for a Vickers indenter, ~ = 68°, and thus 'I'= 22°, and '\jf/2 = 11 °) 

While Jonsson and Hogmark stated that was no theoretical lower limit to the 

thickness of the surface layers for which their theory would apply, they preached 

great caution in using it for films less than -2000 A thick, but only because of the 
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(a) (b) 

'I'= 22° for a Vickers indenter 

Figure 2.40. Diagrams illustrating the deformation mechanisms postulated by Jonsson 
and Hogmark ( 1984) for the indentation of materials bearing thin surface films; 
(a) allows the film to be plastically strained to match the shape of the indenter, 
and is applicable for ductile films on hard substrates. 
(b) shows the geometry suggested for a hard brittle film on a softer substrate, 
where film deformation is confined to the shaded region. 
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problems of measurement. This means that it may well remain valid for assessing 

the likelihood of substrate damage down to film thicknesses much lower than this 
limit. However, it is obvious that at values of {0/x} less than the critical value, as 

defined above (0.14 and 0.07 for models (1) and (2) respectively), the results 

become meaningless, and the measured hardness must be assumed to be equal to 

Hr, the hardness of the surface film. In experimental validation of this work, using 

films of chromium (estimated film H:::::: 1200kgfmm-2) deposited on a number of 

materials, they found that homogeneous deformation occurred for the smallest 

impressions, even when copper (H:::::: lOOkgfmm-2) was the substrate - cracking 

was only observed for indents larger than -8 µm across. The critical value of {0/x} 

may thus be greater than the value of 0.07 that would be expected for a hard and 

brittle film on a soft and ductile substrate. Good agreement was obtained by 

Jonsson and Hogmark between the two theories they proposed and the experiments 

performed. 

As with most indentation experiments performed on ceramic materials at low 

loads (and thus resulting in small indents), the hardness of an oxide at a given 

temperature is not a single value, but is a function which rises with decreasing load. 

Because of this, the values of oxide hardness mentioned above may not be 

representative of the material behaviour under the conditions encountered in this 

project. 
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2.7. Wear, corrosion, and their synergism 

2.7.1. Erosion-corrosion- General observations 

The reason why materials resistant to erosion-corrosion are so difficult to 

characterise is that erosion and corrosion act in a synergistic manner, i.e. they aid 

each other. It is not difficult to realise that .erosion of oxide and other surface films 

will speed the corrosion process, as by removing all or part of the film, they reduce 

diffusion distances, and therefore times, and also often deplete the underlying alloy 

of the elements which give it corrosion resistance, such as chromium and 

aluminium. If the film is penetrated, then bare metal may be exposed, which will 

then react with the atmosphere very quickly. A subtler feature of erosion-corrosion 

is that bombardment with particles, even if little material is actually removed, can 

also stimulate growth of the film (tribologically enhanced oxidation - see e.g. 

Levy and Slamovich, 1984, Levy, Slamovich and Jee, 1984), possibly by 

introduction of more defects into the scale, thus aiding diffusion. The second of 

these two papers also refutes the possibility that the quicker film growth is due to 

dynamic corrosion, (corrosion in rapidly moving gases). The main problem with 

the study of erosion-corrosion is its complexity and large number of variables. As 

Stringer and Wright (1984) noted, there is considerable variation between the 

material wastage rates and processes between different FBCs, so that findings from 

the work of one researcher (or group of researchers) should not be taken too 

literally as applying to all other combustors. They also came to the conclusion that 

"There are probably no 'show-stoppers' in the materials selection for steam raising 

AFBCs" (Stringer and Wright, 1984), and there is no reason to believe that the 

situation is any simpler when combustors are pressurised. 

Perkins (1979) suggested that a scale should possess the following qualities in 

order to be resistant to resist erosion-corrosion; 

(1) The scale should form rapidly at first, and then continue to grow at a very 

low rate, 

(2) The scale/alloy adherence should be high (see Maasberg and Levy, 1981 

re. pegging of scales) 

(3) The scale should not spall during growth or thermal cycling, 

(4) The scale should have a low porosity, as surfaces, both internal and 

external, act as short-circuit diffusion routes, 

(5) It should act as a diffusion barrier, both to anions and cations (hence the 

use of Cr and Al as alloying elements to form Cr203 or Al203), 

(6) The scale must be "strong, tough and abrasion resistant". 
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Perkins makes the observation that alumina scales on alloys modified with Hf or Y 

appear to be the most promising, but one major problem is attaining a high enough 

Al content in the alloys to maintain the protective scale. This is because large 

amounts of Al can be detrimental to the mechanical properties of ferrous alloys. 

Hogmark et al. (1983) attempted to simplify study of the subject by dividing it 

into six regimes, ranging from pure corrosion to pure erosion. They postulated that 

the highest rate of material loss occurred when the depth of the craters formed by 

the erosive particles was equal to the thickness of the corrosive layer 

(figure 2.41). 

Liu and Natesan (1988) examined models developed for the analysis of 

oxidation-erosion, considering the two competing processes of oxide growth and 

removal: 

They assumed that oxidation obeys a parabolic growth rate law (diffusion 

control), and that scale is removed at a constant rate (ke); the mathematical 

predictions are then similar to those of other scale-wasting processes, such as 

vaporization. Model calculations based on the oxidation rate constants for alumina

and chromia-forming alloys (Ni-30%Cr, Fe-30%Cr, Co-40%Cr, Ni-25%Al) were 

performed, and yielded a number of graphs (figure 2.42). Several features should 

be noted for future reference; 

(1) Two regimes were proposed-

(i) when the oxidation rate exceeds the material removal rate, the 

processis oxidation-dominated, 

(ii) when the material is mechanically removed faster than it can re

oxidise, the process is said to be erosion-dominated. 

The factor which determines which regime is prevelant is whether the change in 

the total specimen mass changes over from positive to negative. The time taken for 

this to happen was derived, and is shown in figure 2.43. 

(2) An increase in sc·ale removal rate (which would have a similar effect to a 

decrease in temperature) reduces the incubation time necessary for the steady state 

to be achieved; 

(3) Once steady state is reached, the rate of metal recession is constant; 

(4) The thickness of the retained oxide decreases with increasing material 

removal rate. 
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(a) 

Erodent particle 

Section of scale removed by impact 

(b) Erodent particle 

Section of scale removed by impact 

Figure 2.41. Diagrams illustrating possible modes of 
(a) non-protective behaviour, where oxide scale is completely removed 
during impact, resulting in rapid re-oxidation and high rates of material loss. 
(b) protective behaviour, where metal retains its protective layer of scale 
during impact, giving rise to lower wastage rates. , 
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(W rl, and the mass of metal consumed (Wm) as a function of time for the erosion
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This work was verified by comparing experimental data from a number of sources 

with the theoretical calculations. Although a good fit was obtained for higher 

temperatures ( T;;:: 650°C ), lower temperature data were neglected on the grounds 

that they did not show pronounced interaction of oxidation and erosion. However, 

it seems likely that they would not fit the model by virtue of having linear or 

logarithmic oxidation kinetics. This may be the case in the present study, which 

deals with very thin oxide films growing at temperatures ~ 600°C. 

2. 7 .2. Alloy studies 

As stated above, the great complexity of this area makes comparisons between 

different situations difficult and potentially somewhat misleading, but it is possible 

to draw some conclusions from other work. 

Levy and his co-workers have, over the last few years, attempted to investigate 

thoroughly the effect of certain variables upon the erosion-corrosion behaviour of 

Fe-9Cr-1Mo. Their conclusions (Levy and Man, 1984 and 1985a,b,c) are; 

(1) Scale removal mechanism can change with angle of impingement (a), 

from chipping to spalling at higher a, if higher velocities are being used. 

(2) The pattern of the scale follows the alloy grain boundaries, with 

chromium-rich spinels forming over the boundaries, and being more prone to 

removal. 

(3) Above a threshold temperature, here found to be 750°C, the material 

removal mechanism changes from chipping to spalling, resulting in an increase in 

loss rate, 

(4) Larger particles result in thicker oxide scales, with less texture, 

(5) As temperature and amount of chromium in the alloy increase, the oxide 

morphology changes from nodules to needles to columns. 

Corrosion was stated to have dominated the material removal with this alloy, but as 

stated earlier, generalisation of any observations in this area can be misleading. 

Sethi and Corey (1987) eroded a selection of steels,(0.1 %C steel, 2.25Cr1Mo, 

9Cr 1 Mo, 304 and 310) at low velocity (2. 7 and 4.3 m s-1) with alumina particles of 

mean size -1 mm. They found three temperature regimes (figure 2.44); 

(1) At low temperatures, the material removal rate was relatively independent 

of temperature, as any oxidation will have been so slow that it would not have 

contributed greatly to wastage rates. Sethi and Corey postulated that the erosion in 
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Figure 2.44. Graphs showing the dependence of the low velocity erosion-corrosion 

wear of a number of steels, from Sethi and Corey (1987); 

(a) a selection of materials at an impact angle of 30° and a particle speed of 2. 7 ms· l, 

(b) the effect of changing the impact angle upon the wear rate (n.b. "brittle" behaviour), 

(c) the effect of increasing the particle velocity to 4.3 m s·l. 
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this regime would be of a ductile nature, and behave accordingly (i.e. velocity 

exponent :::::2-3, etc.) 

(2) At intermediate temperatures, the increasing oxidation rates caused the 

oxidation process to contribute a significant amount to the material wastage. 

(3) At higher temperatures, the oxide scale became thick enough to resist 

bombardment by particles. 

It might be expected that decreasing the steady-state thickness of the oxide layer 

(for example by increasing the corrosion resistance of the alloy or increasing the 

erodent flux, particle size or velocity) would increase the transition temperatures 

between the different regimes. 

2. 7.3. Auidized bed studies 

The temperatures which need to be withstood by components within a fluidized 

bed combustion unit vary greatly: 

(1) 200-450°C - for evaporator and waterwall tubes, 

(2) 400-650°C - superheater and reheater tubes 

(3) 650-800°C - air heater tubes 

(4) 850°C, for uncooled parts, e.g. hangers and probes. 

The mechanical environment depends upon the type of bed; AFBCs and PFBCs 

contain particles of up to -6 mm at fluidizing velocities of up to -2.5 m s-1. In 

circulating fluidized bed combustors (CFBCs), however, particles are generally 

>10 mm in size, and fluidizing velocities are correspondingly higher, at 8-12 m s-1. 

On these bases alone (neglecting such phenomena as in-bed jetting), it is obvious 

that more than one solution is necessary to produce a unit which will be resistant to 

material degradation. Generally, sulphidation is only a problem at higher 

temperatures ((3) & (4)), where there is still some uncertainty in service life 

prediction, due to the possibility of breakaway corrosion at long exposure times. At 

intermediate temperatures (2) tube materials are protected by oxide formation, and 

as removal of this layer of scale will expose bare metal, it appears that high 

chromium steels will be suitable. At the lowest temperatures (1), there appears to be 

competition between erosion and oxidation. An oxide layer is formed readily by the 

lower alloy steels under these conditions, affording protection. Wright (1987), in a 

review of erosion problems in coal conversion and combustion units, pointed out 

that alloys such as 9Cr1Mo exhibit a decrease in metal loss between 350 and 400°C, 

whereas the performance of low alloy steels falls off continuously with increasing 

temperature. 
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The other main work reported using a rotary fluidized bed apparatus has been 

by Stott et al. (1989) at the University of Manchester Institute of Science and 

Technology (UMIST) (figure 2.45). In this apparatus, the specimens form the tip 

of a rotor revolving about a horizontal axis above the surface of a fluidized bed, so 

that they only enter the surface of the bed .at the bottom of each cycle of rotation. 

Specimen speeds of 0.5-lOms-l are available for study. The major differences 

between this arrangement and the one used in the present study and their 

implications are: 

(1) The specimens used at UMIST are 25 mm in length and 3 mm in 

diameter. These dimensions are much smaller than both those used in this project 

and in a PFBC unit. End effects may therefore dominate the particle impact 

patterns, especially if bed particle attrition occurs, which can lead to a layer of fines 

on the surface of the bed, and/or to a drop in the level of the bed surf ace. With the 

small specimen diameter, the flow patterns around the specimen may not be similar 

to those in the real plant, and may also give rise to increased oxide failure and 

removal due to stresses induced by the curvature of the surface. 

(2) The loading of the particles onto the specimen surface in the UMIST rig is 

of an impulsive nature, occurring every 0.05-1 second, depending upon the speed 

of rotation of the specimens.This periodic attack means that the stress applied to the 

specimens may better simulate the environment in a fluidized bed combustor (i.e. 

violent and sporadic particle impact due to bubble collapse and collision with bed 

components) than the apparatus used in Cambridge. However, the time available 

for healing of surface cracks and for the reformation of a surface oxide film after 

removal will be inversely proportional to the rotor speed. In a real combustion unit, 

the time between particle impacts, which are generally caused by bubble collapse, 

does not vary significantly when fluidizing parameters are varied, typical 

frequencies being between 1 and lOHz (Gibb and Meadowcroft, 1989). 

Despite the reservations expressed above, the study of this mode of particle

specimen interaction (i.e. impulsive loading) should prove to be valuable. The basic 

idea behind the apparatus design is a good one, and should give interesting results 

in the future. In the 1989 paper cited above, three materials were studied; mild steel, 

Fe-2.25Cr-1Mo, and 3 lOSS, at temperatures of up to 600°C. The wear obtained 

was chiefly on the front surface of the specimens. The results found by Stott et al. 

(1989) are summarised in figure 2.46(a) for the two particle sizes used 

(100-150µm and 700-900µm silica), at specimen speeds of 5ms-1, and in figure 

2.46(b) for a variety of materials at specimen speeds of between 0.5 and 3 m s-1. 
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Figure 2.45. · Schematic diagrams illustrating the design of the rotary FB wear rig 

developed at UMIST, where the specimens rotate about a horizontal axis and come into 

contact with the surface of the bed once every revolution (from Stott et al., 1989). 
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Figure 2.46. Graphs showing results obtained from the rotary FB wear apparatus 

developed by Stott et al. (1989), and illustrated in figure 2.45 (from Stott et al., 1989). 

(a) compares the effect of different grades of abrasive (silica sand) at a specimen speed 

of 5 m s-1, and (b) shows the behaviour of a range of materials and specimen speeds 

when using the coarser grade of abrasive. 
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When the fine erodent was in use, the effect of increasing exposure temperature 

was to reduce slightly the specimen wear, measured as a mass loss per unit area, 

for all three materials. This may be an illusion, created by the fact that the alloys 

will oxidise at a greater rate at higher temperatures; if the oxide is reasonably 

resistant to particle attack, then the "increased resistance to wear" may simply be 

due to increased corrosion rates. An increase in specimen speed to 5 m s-1, 

however, induced a marked rise in the wear of mild steel and 310SS, especially at 

higher temperatures ( 400-500°C). The high speed performance of the 2.25Cr-1 Mo 

alloy is not reported. They observed that the oxide scale on the surf ace of a material 

was penetrated by the impacting particles under the most severe conditions (i.e. 

5 m s-1, coarse particles), but not under more mechanically benign conditions. 

The morphology of the specimens after exposure in the rig does not, however, 

appear to be due to abrasive wear; at lower temperatures (up to 300°C), the pins 

suffered significant deformation around the front half of their circumference, and 

contained cracks at the position of 90° impact. Ripples were also present at this 

position at a temperature of 500°C, which again implies an erosive mechanism of 

material removal. The ends of the tubes showed typical abrasive morphology, and 

the wear mechanism over the whole pin surface apparently involved little or no 

oxidation. At higher temperatures, where the scale was protective and retained on 

the alloy surface (i.e. low v, or fine particles), some embedding of particle 

fragments (1-5 µm) did occur, and any damage occurring was of the chipping and 

fracturing nature. At a position 30-60° around the circumference from the specimen 

front, a heavily deformed oxide "glaze" was found, similar to that occurring in high 

temperature sliding wear (Stott and Wood, 1978, 1983). The thickness of this worn 

oxide film present on the mild steel was approximately 20 µm. The wear 

mechanism was stated to be one of oxide growth and partial removal of scale under 

the less severe conditions, but when the specimens wore heavily, this was 

attributed to oxidation-enhanced erosion. Stott et al. were not, however, prepared to 

state whether the substrate alloy was removed in the latter mechanism, or whether 

the oxide was solely removed. It seems unlikely that the removal rate of the 

substrate would increase rapidly between temperatures of 400 and 600°C, whereas 

a sharp rise in the amount of oxide (which will probably be more easily removed) 

will account for the increase in wear rates between these temperatures. The ends of 

the specimens, where the wear mechanism was of an abrasive nature, appeared to 

be protected under allconditions. Describing the wear mechanism of the front of a 

specimen in the above configuration as one of erosion, as Stott et al. did, 

contradicts, with some justification, the theory of Stringer (1987) (figure 2.47) that 

"Class A" wear (observed in the Cambridge experiments), where maximum 
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Figure 2.47 Diagram showing schematic wear profiles from FBC heat 
exchanger tubes, as classified by Stringer (1987). 
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wastage is observed 30-60° around the circumference from the specimen front, 

results from an erosive mechanism, and that "Class B" wear (present here), in 

which maximum wear occurs on the leading edge of a tube, is due to abrasion. See 

chapter 6 for further on this subject. 

Krause et al. (1977), in a study of various alloys and coatings in a fluidized bed 

coal combustor, found that at high temperatures, a high Cr content did not 

necessarily result in low wastage rates, 347SS (l 8Cr-12.5Ni) outperforming a 

26%Cr stainless steel. Maasberg and Levy (1981) eroded, at room temperature, 

scales formed in various atmospheres at elevated temperatures, in an attempt to 

determine the nature of the scales formed, and the mechanisms of their removal. 

The morphology of scale formed on 310SS and a fecralloy (Fe-18Cr-5Al-1Hf) at 

900 and 980°C varied with the gaseous partial pressures, the fecralloy exhibiting an 

alumina scale which was pegged to the substrate, at} ording high erosion resistance. 

However, the presence of silica internal oxides at the scale-metal interface decreased 

the erosion resistance of the scale/alloy system. The scales formed varied in 

thickness from a few µm on the 31 OSS to 100 µm of NiO on a Ni substrate. 

All the scales were observed to erode by a brittle chipping and spalling 

mechanism, regardless of their thickness, and separation at the scale-metal interface 

was insignificant. Thinner scales (=2.5 µm) eroded at lower rates than thicker 

scales (=15 µm) (in agreement with the results of Zambelli and Levy (1981), who 

used scales of 20-100 µm in thickness). Despite the observation that the scales 

behaved in a brittle manner, this indicates that a ductile substrate may still absorb a 

significant proportion of the energy of the impacting particle. 

2.7.4. Abrasion-corrosion 

Soemantri et al. (1985) studied two-body (pin-on-disc) and three-body (a disc 

rotating against a bed of abrasive particles) abrasive wear of aluminium and copper 

at elevated temperatures. Their results are summarised in figure 2.48. The wear rate 

of copper was-insensitive to temperature for two-body wear, but rose with 

increasing temperature for three-body wear. Aluminium exhibited a peak in material 

removal rate at a temperature of-270°C for two-body wear, but, paradoxically, the 

three-body wastage rate of aluminium was virtually immune to changes in 

temperature. Analysis of these phenomena were centred around examining the 

effect of increasing temperature on the flow stress of the material, and little notice 

was taken of the possibility of the oxidation contributing greatly to the material 

removal rate, other than by conventional oxidation processes. Further study at 
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higher temperatures might reveal protective oxide formation, and possibly a 

reduction in wear rates. 

2.7.5. High temperature fretting and sliding wear 

These two types of wear both occur when two loaded metal surf aces slide over 

one another. The stresses involved can cause severe heating, and thus tribologically 

enhanced oxidation may occur. Fretting involves short displacement oscillatory 

motion, and sliding wear is continuous unidirectional motion or long displacement 

oscillation. 

One of the more interesting methods of studying the oxidational wear behaviour 

of alloys has been to use a reciprocating high temperature sliding wear apparatus, 

notably by Stott, Glascott and Wood (1984), and Glascott, Stott and Wood (1984). 

The surfaces created at elevated temperatures by this method of material removal are 

often similar to those observed on specimens which have been exposed to the 

environment present in the fluidized bed wear apparatus used in the present study, 

i.e. covered with a shiny oxide glaze (Stott et al., 1984). They cited a number of 

possible mechanisms for the creation of this layer, including: 

( 1) the oxidation of metallic wear debris, 

(2) the general oxidation of the whole worn region, this oxide being removed 

wholly during every traverse. 

(3) as (2), but with partial scale removal each cycle. 

They took the view that the likely cause was a combination of a number of 

mechanisms; an analysis of friction coefficients showed that (1) and (2) could 

describe the behaviour of the alloys (Jethete Mi52; Fe-12Cr-l.5Mo-0.75Mn-0.1C 

and Rex 535; Fe-12Cr-0.5Mo-1 Mn-0.3Nb-0.1 C) with a fair degree of accuracy at 

300 and 400°C. At lower temperatures, however, no such correlation was 

found .This paper concentrated upon the frictional aspects of the process, and did 

not give values of wear rates. Further investigation of the material behaviour at 

temperatures below 200°C (Glascott et al., 1984) showed that the two stages of the 

behaviour (an initial "running-in", with high friction and high wear due to metal

metal contact, followed by a steady-state low friction process, lubricated by oxide 

debris) could be more easily distinguished than at higher temperatures, the length of 

the incubation period decreasing with increasing temperature. Steady-state wear 

rates of the two alloys were similar, and fell slightly with increasing temperature. 

Sullivan and Saied (1988) studied the oxide films generated by such a method at 

room temperature using Auger electron spectroscopy. They used two steels: En8 
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(Fe-0.4C), and 9Cr1Mo, which were each subjected to unidirectional and 
reciprocating sliding at a speed of 2 ms· 1. Three regimes were also identified, 
occurring as a function of applied load; at low loads, the wear rate was high, but at 
a certain load, there was a transition to a lower wear rate, indicating the formation 
of a protective oxide film. Increasing the load further initiates another transition, 
back to high rates of material removal. In each of these regimes, the wear rate 
increased linearly with applied load, conforming with the Archard equation. The 
oxide formed on the En8 steel at low loads was predominantly hrematite (Fe203), 
and the first transition corresponded to the occurrence of substantial formation of 
magnetite (Fe304). At high loads, wilstite (FeO) was also formed. Magnetite 
formed slightly thicker layers than the other two oxides, which gave greater 
protection (Although how much greater the protection offered by a film of thickness 

4.2 µmover one 3-3.5 µm thick is open to question). For 9Cr1Mo, most of the 

oxide formed was always the spinel (Fe304 and FeCr204), but wilstite was again 
observed in the high load regime. The oxide formed on the surface of the pin 
(which was always En8) in the pin-on-disk configuration was between 3 and 4 µm 
in thickness for unidirectional sliding, and from 6 to 10 µm in the case of 
reciprocating motion. The oxide thickness on the 9Cr1Mo steel also increased by a 
similar factor between the unidirectional and reciprocating experiments. Auger 
spectroscopy revealed that the chromium content of the scale formed on 9Cr1Mo 

during reciprocating sliding was lower than that of the bulk alloy (4% at scale 
surface, rising to 9% at metal-scale interface), indicating that initial preferential 
oxidation of the chromium in the alloy had resulted in depletion of the surface 
layers, and, it was claimed, that the diffusion of Fe ions through the oxide layer 

was more rapid than that of Cr ions. Sintering of wear particles was cited as the 
method of formation of the plateaux of wear debris, regions of thick, load bearing 
oxide which became removed). It seems most unlikely that a similar process will 

have occurred on the apparatus used in the present study, as any oxide removed 

from a specimen surface will be transported away from the specimen by the action 

of the apparatus. 

The general trend obeyed by many materials (Kayab.a and Iwabuchi, 1981, Bill, 
1981) when subjected to fretting wear as a function of temperature is shown in 
figure 2.49. The wear rate is high at ambient temperature, as any oxide formed is 
weak and flakes off easily. Above a transition temperature, the wear rate plummets 
to -10% of that at room temperature, as the oxide forms a continuous layer 

covering the specimen surface. Kayaba and Iwabuchi found that this also coincided 

with the formation of magnetite in their experiments. 
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Figure 2.49. Graph showing the dependence of fretting wear rate of 304 steel on 

temperature, from Kayaba and Iwabuchi (1981). 
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2. Literature survey 

Bill (1981) investigated the effect of oxidation on fretting wear of a number of 

materials, including titanium, results for the wear of which are shown in figure 

2.50. There was a peak in wear at a temperature of -500°C, where the material 

removal rate was about four times that at room temperature, and about four times 

that at 650°C. Above 540°C, titanium oxidises according to rapid parabolic kinetics, 

but below this temperature, slow logarithmic kinetics are observed. The speed of 

oxidation at higher temperatures enables the oxide film to support the contact 

stresses completely, whereas below -500°C, the oxide film formed was not 

sufficiently thick to resist these stresses. 

Edwards et al. (1981) studied the friction behaviour of very thin (~ 500 A) 
oxide layers on aluminium and some of its alloys, in a sliding wear configuration. 

They found that the coefficient of friction under sliding conditions, with a normal 

pressure of 43.6MPa, reached a constant value (-0.125) when the oxide thickness 

was greater than 200-300 A. This low value indicated that little or no metal-metal 

contact was being made, and therefore suggested that even an oxide of a few 

hundred A in thickness offered some protection against sliding wear. 

Williams (1987) used ellipsometry to show that 4340 steel (a 0.4C low alloy 

steel) formed a magnetite film 20-80 A in thickness (thicker in steady state than 

initially) under sliding wear. Hardening the steel increased the steady state thickness 

of the film to -140 A, and also increased the coefficient of friction from -0.15 to 

-0.5. Williams explained this effect as due to higher temperatures generated during 

sliding of the harder alloy, but suggested no reason why the values of the 

coefficient should vary from one material to another. 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

3. The Grimethorpe PFBC programme and installation 

3.1. Background 

The necessary agreements for the construction and operation of the PFBC 

installation at Grimethorpe were signed in November 197 5, committing the UK, the 

USA, and the FRO (these three countries comprising the International Energy 

Authority or I.E.A.) to financing the project. The construction work was completed in 

1980. The facility was operated by the I.E.A. until 1984, and test series 1, 2.1, 2.2, 

and 2.3 were run, the last of these being cut short by the year-long miners' strike. The 

American and German authorities withdrew their support at this stage, and the CEGB 

and British Coal financed and ran test series Al. The final test series, A2, was partly 

funded and operated by the US Department of Energy. 

3.2. The facility (See NCB, 1984 and 1985a,b) 

A diagram showing the main sections of the PFBC project at Grimethorpe is shown 

in figure 3.1. At the heart of the operation is a water cooled fluidized bed combustor 

furnace, 2m square and 8m tall, sitting inside a pressure shell (figure 3.2). The 

combustion chamber initially had waterwalls, but was later refractory lined. The 

fluidization/combustion air enters the pressure vessel at its top, warming up as it passes 

down inside the vessel, and is fed into the combustor through distributor plate nozzles. 

Fuel and a sorbent to absorb the sulphur oxides are fed into the bed through pneumatic 

lines, and waste bed material is removed by an exit port, set into the distributor plate. A 

tube bank, made up from a number of platens, each of approximately 9 or 20 rows, is 

installed inside the bed for each test series, and there are also a number of test material 

probes, both cooled and uncooled, and thermocouples penetrating into the bed from the 

walls. 

The exit gases from the combustor pass into primary and secondary cyclones to 

remove particles elutriated from the bed. The gases can then be made to pass over a 

cascade of test gas-turbine blades, before being cooled to 380°C by a heat exchanger. 

To assess variation of corrosion potential within the combustor, test probes and 

pins were sited at various places in the bed. These were usually made from an Incoloy 

or an Inconel alloy, which, due to their high Ni contents, are susceptible to attack (often 

catastrophic), especially by sulphur. The pins were normally sited in the waterwall, but 

in later studies some were hung from the tube bank itself. The indicator probes 

performed a similar task, but were longer, with the facility for water or steam cooling to 

simulate tube bank temperatures. 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

3.3. Test series operated at Grimethorpe 
3.3.1. Test series 1 (NCB, 1984) 

The first test series took place in late 1981, and lasted for some 400 hours of coal 

burning. The intention of this test run was to attempt to produce as compact a 

combustor as possible per MW output, by using a closely packed tube bank (Tube bank 

"A"), and a high fluidizing velocity of 2.5 m s-1. However, efficiency and sulphur 

retention were not as good as had been expected, as the tube bank hindered the 

fluidization of the particles, resulting in a temperature drop of some 150°C up the bed. 

The combustor was pressurised to 10 bar. Tube bank "A" had a height of 2.55 m, 

and was sited 855 mm above the distributor plate. Material wastage rates in the range 

0.25-5.0mm/lOOOh were observed on the lower rows. Erosion of up to 4.5mm 

("" 11 mm/1 OOO h) occurred at the sides of the bundle, but this was found to be due to 

localised attack, caused by orifices accommodating thermocouples and probes in the 

waterwalls. Material removal decreased up the bed, the average wear rates being 

0.56mm/1000 h for row 1, 0.15mm/1000 h for row 9, and 0.13mm/1000 h on row 

15. Fuel feed nozzles and other such anomalies also played a part in complicating the 

pattern of the wear. Metallographic examination of the lower tubes revealed no signs of 

corrosion, but it is possible that the corrosion products were eroded as soon as they 

formed. 

Sulphidation-oxidation attack of the probes and pins was visible, varying in 

severity from 10 µm in depth to 265 µm. The trend indicated was that the corrosion 

potential decreased with height in the combustor. 

3.3.2. Test series 2.1 (NCB, 1985a) 

Tube bank "C" was introduced for the next test series, using the experience gained 

during the first series. Over 1200 hours of coal burning were achieved, including the 

hot commissioning petjod, between June 1982 and April 1983. The new tube bank was 

much more open than that used in the first test series, allowing the solids to circulate 

more easily, and thus reducing the temperature drop up the bed. It was also 1 m taller 

than "A", to increase gas residence time, and thus improve combustion and sulphur 

removal efficiencies. The fluidizing velocity was reduced to 1.5 m s-1, in an attempt to 

decrease material removal, but this also decreased the rating of the tube bank from 

30 MW to 18MW. The operating pressure was 12 bar. 

During the hot commissioning tests, an unexpectedly high wear rate, typically 

1.1 mm/1000 h was observed, of the tube surfaces. A thorough inspection revealed that 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

the lower rows had suffered from wastage, but also that the downcomers were 

relatively wear-free. 

Finned and studded tubes were substituted part-way through the run, and these 

features were found to reduce wear rates by up to 75%. Reducing the distance beneath 

the tube bank and the distributor plate reduced wear rates on the bottom row by an 

order of magnitude, wastage being unaltered on the upper tubes. After 1222h of coal 

burning, tube bank "C" was removed from the combustor and examined. The finned 

and studded tubes on the bottom row, which suffered the most severe wear in test 

series 1, showed little signs of material removal, although some of the studs were 

shortened and/or deformed. The higher tubes in the bank all revealed wastage on their 

bottom surf aces. 

Metallographic studies of one of the tubes revealed no oxide in the eroded regions, 

but a discontinuous mixed iron oxide scale where physical attack had been limited. 

More detailed analysis of one platen found that the major mechanism of material 

wastage was erosion. 

Pins on the matrix tubes (as opposed to those on the combustor wall) suffered 

erosion along their undersides, with some erosion-corrosion, dependent upon position 

within the bed. Sulphidation-oxidation attack was also apparent on the indicator pins, 

penetrating up to 500 µm along alloy grain boundaries in some cases. The variation in 

attack was less than in series 1, probably because of more uniform use of the coal feed 

ports. 

3.3.3. Test series 2.2 & 2.3 (NCB, 1985b,c) 

Tube bank "C2", similar in design to "C", but with various alterations, was built 

for these series, carried out from August 1983 to March 1984. All horizontal stretches 

of tubing were finned, and flow-breaker rings were fitted to stop flow of bed matter 

along the tubes. Any unfinned portions of tubing were fitted with studs. Downcomers 

were repositioned within the tube bundle, and fitted with flow-breaker half discs. Tube 

bank "C2" was of the same overall dimensions as "C", and was positioned 0.6m 

above the distributor plate. 

The tube bank wastage was found to be lower than that in series 2.1, by a factor of 

five, dropping to -0.2 mm/1000 h. Some rounding of the fins and studs occurred, and 

a black enamel-like scale of magnetite had formed on the top surfaces of some of the 

tubes. A hard red deposit of hrematite was visible on the fins of many of the uncooled 

tubes in the lower part of the tube bank. When series 2.2 and 2.3 were completed, after 

1519 h operation, a full examination of the tube bank revealed that enhanced oxidation 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

of the upper tube surfaces had occurred, resulting in the black shiny "polished" scale 

mentioned above. On the upper tube surfaces, there were also deposits of a mixed 

oxide and sulphate, containing bed material and Fe203. The lower surf aces displayed a 

thin discontinuous oxide film. An erosion-corrosion mechanism was postulated which 

apparently correlated with the available data. Components at bed temperature had 

undergone erosion-sulphidation attack, and carburisation had resulted in their 

embrittlement. 

The shiny enamel-like coating on the top of the tubes, which is thought to result 

from a low-angle abrasion/polishing type of mechanism, is similar to the oxide found in 

like-on-like sliding wear of Fe- 12 % Cr alloys at elevated temperatures (300-500°C) 

(Stott et al., 1984 and 1985) (see also chapters 2 and 6). 

3.3.4. Test Series Al (See Birkby and Dawes, 1988) 

This test series was the first to be run solely by the British energy authorities. The 

tube bank, designated "D", was designed according to the following guidelines; 

(1) Lengths of precision machined tubing were included in the tube bank to 

assess erosion accurately over short exposure times. 

(2) Each superheater platen (made from mild steel, Fe- 2.25Cr, 9Cr and 12Cr, 

347SS, Incoloy 800H, 310SS, and Esshete 1250) was exposed at typical UK power 

station temperatures, and was paired with an evaporator platen.(all evaporator platens 

were made from mild steel, Fe - 2.25%Cr, 9Cr, and 12Cr). 

(3) Little use was made of finning and/or studding, and a trial was made of a 

number of larger diameter tubes (2", compared with -1.5'' used normally). 

The fluidizing velocity was 0.8 m s·l, and the bed temperature was 850°C. The 

tube bank was 2.4 m tall, and was mounted 0.6 m above the distributor plate. 

Excessive erosion was found at the top of the bed after 264 h and 533 h exposure, 

but measurements revealed that the reduction in fluidizing velocity had resulted in lower 

wastage than that of tube bank "C2". One important conclusion which was made from 

the higher temperature material was that a significant reduction in material removal 

could be made if materials were specifically chosen for the temperature regime in which 

they would be operating. This test series was cut short after 533 h, and the funds used 

to investigate the effects of tube bank design and process variables in the cold model 

(see §3.4). 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

The main conclusions from the cold model work were; 

(1) Bed erosivity is decreased by; 

(i) increasing tube packing density, 

(ii) increasing tube diameter, 

(iii) moving from Geldart group "D" to "B" (i.e. using smaller bed 

particles). This will entail changing fluidization velocity, 

(iv) reducing the bed depth. 

(2) Changing from triangular to rectangular pitch has no effect on tube wastage. 

(3) Finning some tubes has no effect on the wastage of other tubes without fins. 

(4) Increasing tube diameter and packing density simultaneously is impossible for 

a given heat load, and too high a tube density results in a large temperature difference 

through the bed. 

(5) Reducing bed depth may reduce sulphur retention and combustor efficiency. 

These features were combined in the design of tube bank "E". 

3.3.5. Test Series A2 (See Birkby and Dawes, 1988) 

The main design feature of tube bank "E", which was used in this series, was that 

the tube packing was graded to match the bed erosivity, with the packing density 

il'\creasing with increasing height in the bed. The tube diameter was standardised to 2". 

Bed erosivity was mapped by using "cold" evaporator platens, and superheater platens 

subjected sample materials to representative UK and US power station conditions. 

Finning and studded tubes were again used, this being a method of decreasing wastage 

favoured by the US. Two sets of experimental conditions were used, chosen by the 

UK and the US in turn. The UK conditions were similar to those of test series Al, but 

with the fluidizing velocity reduced to 0.6m s-1. The US conditions were more severe, 

with a fluidizing velocity of 0.9 m s-1, and a bed temperature of 900°C. Initial 

indications were that the bed erosivity was reduced by the modifications under the UK 

conditions, and that tube bank lifetime was sufficient for commercial application in a 

UK PFBC power station without using fins or studs. 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

3.4. Supporting work 
Mention is often made, in the literature, of "cold model studies". These attempt to 

investigate the mechanical aspects of the fluidized bed environment by operation at 

room temperature. The most "realistic" simulation of the Grimethorpe PFBC is also at 

Grimethorpe, and is of the same dimensions as the combustor itself. The advantages of 

this facility are; 

(1) The effects of tube configuration and other variables upon wear behaviour can 

be (comparatively) easily and quickly studied, using plastic or metal tubes, or painted 

metal rods, 

(2) The action of the bed may be viewed through windows in the bed walls, 

(3) strain gauges and other instrumentation can record data direct from the tubes 

themselves. 

Details of important information found by using the Grimethorpe Cold Model are 

given in §3.3..4. Cold model beds have also been used at the Coal Research 

Establishment (CRE), in Cheltenham (see Parkinson et al., 1985). One of these beds is 

300mm square in cross-section, 1300mm tall, and the other is 1000mm x 500mm in · 

cross-section, with walls which can be tapered by up to 7°. The fluidant used by 

Parkinson et al. was 1.3 mm silica sand. The PVC tubes used showed no incubation 

period, and suffered most serious erosion at 35° either side of the downward vertical 

Stringer's Mode "A" wear. Tubes near the walls of the bed eroded less, being protected 

by a slower-moving boundary layer, and finning was found to reduce wear rates. 

Tapering of the bed walls produced large increases in tube loss, and the use of a close

packed tube bank appeared to have little effect (cf effect of such a tube bank on wear 

rates in the PFBC, above). Wear rates increased linearly with fluidizing velocity, until 

turbulence set in, and then decreased again, and were independent of particle size, 

between 700 and 1300 µm. 

CRE have also used a 300 mm x 300 mm combustor for study of corrosion and 

deposition effects (Bishop, 1978), and obtained evidence that wastage and intergranular 

penetration rates decreased with time in the combustor. Erosion was found to be 

insignificant in this investigation. although this is, of course, dependent on feedstocks 

and fluidization conditions. Deposits observed include cohesive enamel-like coatings 

made up of bed particles, unlike the superficially similar surface coverings formed at 

the IEA installation at Grimethorpe. 

Other cold fluidized bed erosion experiments have been· performed by Wood and 

Woodford (1979) (also Woodford and Wood, 1983). In the first of their papers, they 
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3. The Grimethorpe PFBC project 

reported the maximum material loss at positions 25° away from the bottom of the tubes 

(mode "A" wear again) and found that once the turbulent regime of operation had been 

entered, that erosion rates did not alter with changes in fluidizing velocity. They also 

claimed that particle size would not affect erosion rates, but with a caveat that the effect 

of particle size could have been obscured by variations in their shapes. 

By 1983, further investigation had shown, whether or not shape variation had 

previously hidden it, that erosion rates did strongly increase with particle size. They 

postulated an indentation fatigue mechanism, similar to that of Hutchings (1979), 

which correlated with experimental data to within an order of magnitude. 
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4. Apparatus 

4. Apparatus 

4.1. Fluidized Bed Wear Rig 

The principal piece of apparatus used in this project was a fluidized bed wear rig, a 

schematic diagram of which is shown in figure 4.1. Two pairs of rotors bearing 

cylindrical samples rotate in opposite directions about a common central axis within a 

fluidized bed of abrasive particles, enabling simultaneous study of ranges of particle 

impact speeds and angles. This contrasts with the chief method used previously for 

studying the erosion-corrosion behaviour of materials, viz. a simple air blast erosion rig 

used at elevated temperatures. The speeds involved here (maximum specimen 

speed::::: 3 m s-1) are also lower than those commonly used in erosion experiments 

(typically 30- lOOms-1), and the particle flux is considerably higher, with the specimen 

moving through a bed where the particles are often in contact with each other, which is 

specifically avoided in conventional erosion testing. 

4.1.1. The fluidized bed 

The fluidized bed on which the wear rig is based is a commercially available model, 

the IFB-101, manufactured by Techne (Cambridge) Ltd., of Duxford, Cambridgeshire. 

The chief application of the bed in industry is for cleaning residual plastic material from 

extrusion dies, and for the removal of epoxy powder paint coatings. The model used 

here operates between room temperature and 575°C. The internal dimensions of the 

bed, circular in cross-section, are 310 mm diameter by 800 mm tall. The fluidized 

medium occupies only the lower -400 mm of the bed. The fluidizing air supply is 

delivered to the bed at a pressure of 100 pounds per square inch, and is filtered and 

regulated to a pressure of 2 bar. The flow of air into the bed is controlled by a gate 

valve, and measured by a rotameter with attached pressure gauge, entering the plenum 

chamber, beneath the distributor plate, at -0.1 bar gauge pressure. Separate air supplies 

are bled off for operation of a fail-safe pressure switch and for cooling and dust 

removal (see l;iter). The bed is heated by 6 kW, 240 V single-phase elements. The use 

of single-phase electricity to power the bed facilitated easy control of other equipment 

(e.g. motor, tachometer, powermeter) using the relays already provided for control of 

the bed heaters, in conjunction with an additional relay (figure 4.2). The bed walls and 

distributor plate were manufactured from 14s.w.g. (2mm thick) stainless steel, the 

distributor having a network of small holes, 35 µm in diameter and -50 µm apart. 

4.1.2. The motor and gear system 

The counter-rotating action of the specimens is achieved through the use of a bevel 

gear system (figure 4.3) . Power is transferred from a variable speed d.c. motor of 

maximum power 0.75kW (:::::1 h.p.) and maximum speed 526r.p.m. via a toothed belt 
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4. Apparatus 

and pulley wheels to the bevel gear shown on the right of the diagram. The action 

produced by the gear assembly causes the upper bevel gear (attached to the central shaft 

and lower rotor pair) to rotate at an equal rate, but in the opposite direction to, the lower 

bevel gear, which is fixed to the hollow outer shaft and the upper rotor pair. The use of 

toothed belts and pulleys allow the torque supplied to the gearbox to be increased, by 

utilising a small pulley wheel on the motor output shaft, and a larger wheel on the 

gearbox input shaft. The gearbox is lubricated with grease. Compressed air, taken from 

the bed supply as described earlier, is fed into the top of the central shaft, which is 

hollow for the top 200 mm of its length. Holes bored radially through the central shaft 

allow the air to escape into the gap between inner and outer shafts. The air passes down 

this gap, and escapes to the atmosphere through radial holes beneath the gearbox, and 

also flows down into the bed. This air flow prevents abrasive particles from travelling 

between the shafts to the gearbox, and thus reduces gear wear. 

4.1.3. Specimen configuration and mounting 

Specimens are mounted perpendicularly to the vertical shafts about which they 

rotate, i.e. such that the axis of the cylinder which the specimens form lies in a 

horizontal plane. The action of the apparatus thus moves each specimen in a horizontal 

plane, perpendicular to its axis. Both vertical shafts are terminated at their lower end by 

a specimen mounting block of square cross-section, bearing a threaded (0.5'' BSW) 

hole on each side. This hole is used for the mounting of specimens. 

Three types of specimen have been used in the course of this project. The initial 

runs were performed using tubular acrylobutadienestyrene (ABS) "tubes 25 mm o.d., 

20 mm i.d. (nominal), used industrially as compressed air supply piping. Four samples 

approximately 25 mm in length were mounted on a 20 mm diameter shaft, which was 

threaded 0.5" BSW at both ends. One end of this shaft was attached to the central 

mounting block, and a circular nut was used on the other end, to secure the samples to 

the shaft. The specimen configuration used for the first few runs using metallic samples 

at elevated temperatures evolved from this method, and utilised specimens 10 mm in 

length, 25 mm o.d., and 12.7 mm (0.5'') i.d., on a threaded shaft 0.5'' in diameter. 

The object of this method of specimen mounting was to allow a number of different 

materials to be compared in one experimental run. ~owever, it was found that this 

resulted in excessively long specimen preparation, mounting, and measurement times 

(see later), and also gave a very small quantity of exposed specimen material for 

measurement and study. 

To overcome these difficulties, larger, one-piece specimens were adopted for later 

runs. These were 90 or 100 mm in length, solid, and 25 mm o.d., with a threaded hole 
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at one end for mounting on the central block. For the purposes of measurement, which 

involves rotation of the specimen about its axis, this hole was slightly countersunk, and 

a tapered centre-hole was machined at the other end of the specimen. These specimens 

were much easier to manufacture, mount, and measure than the smaller specimens 

describe above, and they provided a larger material sample for examination. Two 

different materials could still be tested in one experimental run, as the two lower rotors 

were equivalent to each other, as were the two upper rotors (i.e. each material formed 

one upper and one lower rotor). 

4.1.4. Choice of abrasive 

At the start of this project, and indeed for some initial experiments, it was intended 

that the abrasive used in the fluidized bed wear rig was to be silica (i.e. quartz), this 

being the main abrasive found in coal (Raask, 1979, Sverdrup, 1981). The silica used 

was provided by David Ball and Co., of Bar Hill, Cambridgeshire, and the grade 

chosen for use in the bed was of mean size 240 µm (figure 4.4(a)). The reasons for the 

choice of grade were three-fold; firstly, it was intended that operation would take place 

within Geldart's group "B" (see figure 2.5), so that bubbling would occur around the 

point of incipient fluidization; secondly, it was desired to use the coarsest grade 

possible, this being likely to inflict the greatest damage upon the specimens; and 

thirdly, there was a constraint on the maximum mean particle size, which was due to 

the output of the compressor available for supply of the fluidizing air to the apparatus. 

Operation with this abrasive in the initial experiments at ambient temperature was 

satisfactory, and little particle attrition was observed. However, when the first 

experiments at elevated temperatures were performed, it rapidly became obvious that 

the silica was not suitable for operation at high temperature. Over a period of -48 

hours, over 60% of the sand originally in the bed had been broken down by the action 

of the rotors in the bed, and been elutriated - a large proportion of this had become 

airborne, and was thus below -50 µm in size. Obviously, this situation was intolerable 

with respect to the reproducibility and consistency of experimental conditions, the 

longevity of the equipment, the cost of abrasive replacement, and last but not least, was 

also deleterious to the health of those working in the surrounding area. A dust extractor 

was then fitted, and attention turned to finding a more durable abrasive. The abrasive 

chosen for future use (and used for the rest of the project) was brown alumina supplied 

by Abrasive Developments of Henley-in-Arden, Warwickshire, the most durable of the 

three grades (white, pink, and brown) available. The grade of bed material chosen (in a 

similar way to the silica) was 80 mesh, of mean particle size 189 µm. No attrition 

and/or elutriation problem was encountered with this abrasive throughout the rest of the 

project. Early experiments with this abrasive utilised a fresh charge of 50 kg of alumina 

for each run of 168 h duration, to maintain maximum reproducibility. However, the 
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4. Apparatus 

abrasive cost (-£1.50/kg) and the possibility of a variation of the attrition rate of the 

abrasive with temperature made necessary the use of "conditioned" abrasive. This was 

alumina bed material which had been in use in the bed for a period of time. Every day 

of operation, whilst measurement of the specimens took place, the bed was grossly 

over-fluidized (Ur= 2 U mr) for two hours. This caused any fines which had 

accumulated in the bed to be elutriated to the dust extraction system. The bed was then 

slumped, topped up to its previous level, and re-fluidized Between -250 and -500 g of 

bed material was replaced in this way every day. This operation was designed to keep 

the abrasivity of the alumina at a constant level, and also simulated the exchange of 

abrasive within a real FBC unit. The effect of use in the bed upon the appearance and 

size of the alumina is shown in figure 4.4(b)-(d). There is little difference between 

virgin and "conditioned" abrasive. The alumina has a natural voidage (i.e. that when the 

bed is slumped) of -48%, which increases to -50% upon gentle fluidization. 

Assessment of the voidage at high Ur presents problems, as the surface of the bed 

becomes ill-defined. 

In order to assess the effect of the age of the abrasive upon the measured wastage 

rates, control experiments were performed, after a total operation time of -2500 hours 

at various temperatures, using alumina abrasive. Little difference was noted between 

the results from these experiments and similar experiments performed when the 

abrasive was comparatively new (see §6.4.6). 
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4.2. Operation of apparatus 

4.2.1. Use of the apparatus 

4. Apparatus 

Experiments with the fluidized bed wear rig described in the previous chapter 

formed the central part of this project, and the method of its use is now detailed. 

The sequence of events of operation was as follows: 

(1) If no abrasive was present in the bed, it was charged with abrasive, fluidized 

(the level of fluidization was not important, provided that good mixing was obtained 

and that elutriation of bed matter was negligible), and heated to a temperature of 500°C 

for two days, to evaporate any volatile species which may have been present on the 

surface of the grains (the heating stage was also performed if the bed had not been used 

for a while). 

(2) The bed temperature was adjusted to the value required, and the fluidizing air 

flow set using the gate valve and flowmeter to give Uf= 1.2 Umf (see §5.2.5). 

(3) The specimens were attached to the mounting blocks on the central axes of 

rotation, and the water coolant and the central air flow (preventing abrasive from 

travelling up between the central shafts) were turned on. A scratch was made along the 

rear of each specimen, to facilitate repositioning by alignment with a mark on the 

specimen mounting block. 

(4) The toothed belt was placed around the two pulley wheels, and the 

gearbox/specimen assembly was lowered into the bed. The gearbox was also bolted 

into position so as to sit directly over the centre of the bed. 

(5) The motor was switched on, and adjusted to give the required speed of 

rotation of the specimens. Further slight adjustment of the motor speed was necessary 

for a period of approximately an hour, while it reached operating temperature. 

(6) After the required duration of run, the above three steps were reversed, and 

the specimens were measured, using one of the transducer-based rigs described in 

§4.3. 

(7) The specimens were then remounted and realigned, and steps 3-6 repeated as 

necessary (usually to give four wear/time data points). 

4.2.2. Comments on design and operation 

During the course of this project, a number of modifications have been made to the 

apparatus, and it might be of use to detail these for future reference, along with some 

other observations: 

The gearbox is now kept free from abrasive by the air injection system 

described above. . 
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4. Apparatus 

To allow the motor to work at near its maximum speed, thus lowering the 

torque exerted upon it by the system while increasing the cooling available, the pulleys 

carrying the toothed belt linking the motor and the gearbox now reduce the motor speed 

by 35%. This obviates the use of a separate cooling fan for the motor. 

Various cut-out devices have been built into the apparatus, so that the bed 

heater and motor are switched off in the event of bed defluidization or of the bed 

temperature exceeding 600°C, and the motor cuts out if no revolution of its output shaft 

is detected (for instance due to gearbox failure or catastrophic leakage from the water 

coolant pipes), or if the motor temperature exceeds 90°C. 

The bevel gear based design is intrinsically mechanically poor, as bevel gears 

need to be very carefully aligned in three dimensions to ensure good meshing. An 

alternative design, used by Dr. Ninham for the second FB wear rig in this department, 

uses two toothed belts to link the concentric counter-rotating shafts to a gearbox 

situated at the side of the bed, relying upon spur gears (which need to be aligned 

accurately in only two dimensions) to obtain the counter-rotation (figure 4.5). The 

placing of the gearbox over the bed in the first rig has provided no overheating 

problems, but ground-down abrasive was observed in the gearbox before the air 

injection system was introduced. 

The siting of the motor, above and to the side of the bed, would have been 

more satisfactory if an enclosed motor had been used, to obviate abrasive wear of the 

motor components. (At the time of purchase of the motor, the chief problem envisaged 

was overheating of the motor due to the proximity of the bed.) As described elsewhere, 

abrasive degradation is no longer a problem, owing to the use of brown alumina as a 

fluidant, and the fitting of a dust extraction system. 
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4. Apparatus 

4.3. Measuring rigs 

To measure specimen wear, two rigs were built. Both rely on a common principle, 

illustrated schematically in figure 4.6. A linear variable displacement transducer 

(L VDT) measures the distance of the specimen surface relative to an arbitrary but 

defined zero. The specimen is rotated about its axis by a stepper motor, either directly 

(measuring rig no. 1), or via a pair of gearwheels (rig no. 2). This motor is driven by a 

BBC microcomputer, which also records an amplified and digitised form of the 

transducer output signal. In this way, the wear profile of a specimen is obtained as a 

function of angle around its circumference ( defined to be zero at the specimen top and 

increasing towards the leading edge). An assessment of the variation of material 

wastage with specimen speed was obtained by taking a series of traces at different radii 

of rotation (i.e. along the specimen axis). The measurement program can be found in 

appendix B. 

The first measuring rig built was the simpler of the two, and used a single 

transducer to measure the specimens. The shaft which rotated the specimen was split 

every 90° (see figure 4.7), and expanded by tightening a tapered bolt, which screwed 

into the end of the shaft. The internal surface of the specimen was gripped by this 

expansion. Measurements at different radii of rotation were obtained by sliding the 

specimen along the shaft between measurements. The plastic specimens (i.d.-20mm) 

also had a sleeve inserted in order to be located properly by the shaft. This method 

could not cope well with eccentric specimens which had worn lightly, as a small wear 

peak could easily be masked by the eccentricity, and it was also incapable of measuring 

the larger specimens. Oxidation of the internal surf ace of the specimens also occurred, 

and led to problems with reproducibility of their location. 

The second measuring rig was designed to overcome these shortcomings, and 

could be used for the measurement of both the smaller and the larger specimens (figure 

4.8): 

The small specimens were held on a tapered mandrel, which was held between dead 

centres and rotated indirectly by the stepper motor. Two transducers were used in a 

differential manner, one locating on the specimen surface, and the other touching the 

tapered mandrel 25 mm along the specimen axis. The use of the transducers in this 

manner eliminates any contribution by the mandrel to the eccentricity of the system, and 

subtraction of data files recorded for each specimen before and after exposure in the bed 

removes eccentricity introduced during specimen manufacture. 
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4. Apparatus 

Larger specimens were located by direct use of the two centres mentioned above, 
and rotated by attaching a gear wheel to the "low speed" end, which meshed with the 
similar gear wheel attached to the stepper motor. Only one transducer was used for 
measuring these larger specimens, but data file subtraction, as detailed above, could 
remove specimen eccentricity and other .irregularities. In practice, if specimens were 
manufactured carefully, eccentricities of <30 µm could be obtained, and subtraction of 

data files was found to be unnecessary. 

The computer program (see appendix g) used to operate the wear rig enabled 
measurement of peak and general wear through use of a cursor, the position of which 
relative to the wear trace and the 8 = 0° line was accessed via the keyboard. 

Provided that specimen eccentricities (or specimen trace eccentricities, where data 
wer~ 

files t..subtracted as mentioned above) did not exceed -50 µm, the accuracy of 
measurement possible was approximately ± 1 µm. Reproducibility depended chiefly 
upon the accuracy of location of the specimen. For the ABS specimens, this introduced 
an error of approximately ± 4 µm. The method of location of the metal samples was 
more accurate, and introduced an error of only approximately ± 1 µm, resulting in a 
total error of ±4 µm (ABS specimens) or± 1.4 µm (metal specimens). However, this 

accuracy was diminished when specimens bearing a thick oxide film were measured 
(e.g. mild steel after exposure at 575°C), sometimes by as much as± 10 µm (the 
precise value of the estimated error was dependent upon the degree to which the 
oxidation affected measurement of the specimen). 



4. Apparatus 

4.4. Air blast erosion apparatus 

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the bed, tube wastage data were compared 

with wear rates caused by erosion as the material removal mechanism. In order to 

obtain these data (since published studies of the erosion of polymers are few), samples 

of ABS (see below) were exposed to particle impact in an air blast erosion rig, as used 

previously many times by other workers (e.g. Cousens, 1984, Ninham, 1986, Arnold 

and Hutchings, 1989, Roberts and Hutchings, 1989) (figure 4.9). The principles and 

operation of the apparatus were simple. A quantity of the abrasive particles was placed 

in a hopper. A tangential air stream "swirled" around the inside of the hopper, and 

ejected the particles into the main air stream, where they entered a nozzle via a mixing 

chamber. Here they were accelerated towards the target, which sat at a distance of 

-20 mm beneath the exit end of the nozzle. The angle of impact of the particles on the 

target was adjusted by rotating the specimen holder, and particle velocity was 

determined by using a double disc arrangement, which is illustrated in figure 4.10. The 

average velocity, v, of the particles was given by; 

, where ro 

L 

and <I> 

roL 
V = -

<j> 

= angular speed of discs (rad s-1) 

= distance between discs, 

(4.1) 

= angle between marks made by particles with the discs 

stationary and moving respectively. 

The sequence of operation of the rig was as follows : the hopper was charged with 

abrasive (typically 100 g), and the target was placed in the specimen holder. The air 

pressure regulator was then set at a value to give the desired particle velocity. Air was 

then admitted to the particle hopper, so as to agitate the particles. The particles were 

then slowly fed into the nozzle, by tilting the hopper, so as to give a feed rate of the 

order of 10 g ~n-1. The feed rate used can be critical: too high a feed rate would have 

resulted in "clumping" of the particles, leading to blocking of the nozzle and large 

nozzle pressure fluctuations, whereas too small a feed rate leads to excessively long run 

durations. The steady-state erosion rate of a specimen was obtained by weighing it after 

each 100 g increment of abrasive had been fired at it 
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Figure 4.10. Schematic diagram of the double disc apparatus used 
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4. Apparatus 

4.5. Oxidation apparatus 
Samples of a number of the alloys exposed to the environment in the fluidized bed 

wear rig were also heated in a furnace, to assess the contribution of oxidation rate to the 

wear resistance of the alloys. The furnace used was mounted horizontally, and the 

alumina furnace tube was cylindrical in cross section. The furnace tube was -50mm in 

diameter, and the hot zone of the furnace was 20 cm in length. Alloy specimens were 

suspended by tungsten wire from a cradle within the furnace, in such a way as they 

were not touching the cradle or the furnace walls (figure 4.11) For details of frequency 

of specimen observation and precautions taken to ensure reproducibility of experimental 

conditions, see §6.3. 
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Figure 4.11. Diagram illustrating configuration of oxidation experiments. 
A furnace surrounds the tube shown here. 



5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

5.1. Aims and methods 
In order to isolate the mechanical modes of material removal (abrasion and/or 

erosion) from that of a chemical nature (oxidation), a series of experiments was 

performed using a ductile polymer as the sample material in the fluidized bed rig. This 

practice was similar to that of the operation of the cold model at Grimethorpe, where 

polyvinylchloride (PVC) tubes were exposed in an environment mechanically similar to 

that in the main combustion chamber of the PFBC unit. The polymer used in the 

present study was acrylobutadienestyrene (ABS), chosen for its easy availability (in the 

form of tubes for the transport of compressed air), and its ease of deformation 

(Hv"" lOkgfmm-2) and low wear resistance. The specimens, which were 20-25mm 

in length, 25 mm in o.d., and 20 mm i.d (all measurements nominal) were cut from 

tube supplied by Durapipe of Norton Canes, Cannock, Staffordshire (type ND12.5 31 

553 307). Four or five of these tube sections were fixed to both sides of the specimen 

mounting blocks to form each rotor, as shown in figure 5.1. They were held in place 

by an axial section of studding, which mated with the mounting block at one end and a 

metal nut of circular cross-section at the rotor tip. The use of this circular nut, 25 mm in 

diameter, gave the rotor surface a smooth profile along its axis, at least until the 

initiation of specimen wear. The rapid wastage rate of the plastic, compared with the 

metal nut forming the outer tip of the rotor, later gave rise to an end effect due to the 

shielding of the 5-10 mm of the specimens nearest to the tip of each rotor . The effect 

observed was a drop in wastage towards the end of the specimen, despite the high 

speed associated with the end of each rotor (figure 5.2). Thus, data from the outer 

5-10 mm of each rotor were ignored in any analysis. It is possible that a similar 

shielding effect also occurred towards the inner end of the rotor. This region was 

therefore also ignored. 

The action of the rotors gave rise to considerable generation of heat in the bed, and 

thus to an in.crease in its temperature by up to 30°C, depending upon experimental 

conditions. To minimise the effect of this, all "cold" runs were performed at a 

temperature of 50°C, which was maintained where necessary by electrical heating. 

The first set of experiments was performed with silica sand of mean particle size 

240 µm. These tests will only be mentioned briefly, as those performed later using 

alumina abrasive of mean diameter 189 µm (see below) were of more relevance to the 

hot experiments. The data from the experiments using silica was compared with erosion 

data (see §5.4.4) to examine the possible mechanisms of specimen wear. 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram illustrating the mounting method for ABS 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

A standard set of conditions was chosen for evaluation of the apparatus: the 
fluidizing velocity, Ur was 20% greater than the velocity of minimum fluidization 
(Ur= 1.2Umr), the speed of rotation of the rotors was 200rpm, and the duration of the 
standard run was 24 hours. The test programme involved varying all of these factors 
(table 5.1 ). 
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Run Air flow rate( 1 min-1) Rotor speed( rpm) Run duration ( hours) 

Control 250 (Ut- 1.2 Umt) 205 24 

Low speed 250 (Ut- 1.2 Umr) 102 24 

Greater Ur 300 (U1= 1.4 Umt) 200 24 

Shorter run 1 250 (Ut= 1.2 Umt) 200 12 

Shorter run 2 250 (Up 1.2 Umt) 200 18 

Table 5.1. Standard conditions (control) and other conditions used for experiments 
performed with ABS specimens in FB wear rig. 



5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

5.2. Distribution of wear 
5.2.1. General wear pattern and the use of painted specimens 

Although the bulk of the bed characterisation, including all quantitative work, was 

performed with sections of unpainted ABS tubing (as described above), a clearer visual 

indication as to the distribution of the wastage suffered by the specimens was gained 

through the use of painted specimens in an initial experiment. These specimens, like the 

normal plastic ones, were tubular, and made out of ABS. However, before immersion 

in the rig, the tubes were spray-coated with a sequence of paints of differing colours, 

which produced a multi-coloured series of paint layers. All the paint layers were of 

approximately the same thickness. After exposure in the bed, the resulting wear pattern 

could be clearly seen (figure 5.3). The regions which are pale blue in colour are where 

all the paint layers have been removed and the underlying pale blue plastic substrate 

worn away. A number of features should be noted; 

(1) The maximum specimen wear occurred at an angle of -60° away from the 

front of each specimen, with little or no wear being visible at the front itself (but see 

(4)). This configuration corresponds to Stringer's mode "A" wear (Stringer, 1987), the 

cause of which is said to be erosion (but see also Stott et al., 1989). 

(2) The wear scars became wider with increasing specimen speed, u. There was a 

corresponding increase in the maximum wear with u, as the wear scars were 

approximately planar. 

(3) A small amount of particle embedding had occurred at the front of the tubes, 

at moderately high specimen speeds. 

(4) There was a very small amount of specimen wear at the front of each 

specimen at very low speeds. 

5.2.2. Wear as a function of angle round the tube 

A typical plot of wear vs. angle around a tubular ABS specimen exposed in the bed 
is shown in figure 5.4. The angle 8 was defined, (figure 5.5) as 0° at the top of the 

tube, increasing towards the specimen front, so that if no particle deflection occurred 

around the tube, 9 would be identical to a, the particle impingement angle commonly 

used in erosion studies. Two maxima were observed, one at a value of 8 between 25 

and 40°, and the other between 140 and 155°. This pattern was the same, whether the 

abrasive used was the 240 µm silica sand used for the initial experiments, or the 

189 µm alumina, which was used to repeat the series of experiments. The peak which 
occurred at the higher value of 8 (i.e. on the lower side of the specimen) was normally 

slightly the larger of the two. The wear peaks occurring on the specim~ns from the 

lower rotor pair were also generally larger than those from the top rotors. As can be 
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Figure 5.3. Specimen bearing a series of paint layers after exposure in the FB wear rig. 

This technique gives a clear visual representation of the pattern of wear occurring on the 

specimens. 

(a) shows the front view of a specimen 

(b) shows the view of the upper wear scar. The direction of motion of particles 

with respect to the specimen is towards the top of the frame. 
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Figure 5.4. Typical plot of specimen wear as a function of angle around the specimen, 

as obtained by use of the measuring system described in chapter 4. Note the 

background introduced by the initial non-circularity of the specimen (in this case ABS 

tubing). 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

seen from figure 5.4, the two maxima were arranged approximately symmetrically 

about the 8 = 90° position. The wear peaks broadened out with increasing specimen 

speed, corresponding to two approximately flat wear scars, one on each side of the 

8 = 90° position. The transition between worn and unworn regions was very marked 

(figure 5.6), and printed marks on the tube were still visible in the unworn regions, 

including the specimen front, indicating that no wear at all had occurred in these regions 

(the wear visible on the painted tubes at low speed and 8:=:::90° was not seen for 

unpainted tubes, and was presumably due to the exceptionally low wear resistance of 

the paints used). The morphology of the worn areas is shown in figure 5.7. Note the 

very smooth surface (mean roughness, Ra:=::: 0.25 µm), and the slight grooving in the 

direction of motion. This surface is similar to that observed for 316SS and 304SS 

eroded by a coal-kerosene slurry by Levy and Yau (198+ ), and Levy and Hickey 

(1984) respectively, which indicates that a mechanism similar to that operating in slurry 

erosion may have been operative here. The angle at which maximum wastage occurred, 

8max, decreased slightly with increasing specimen speed (see also §5.4.4) 

5.2.3. Wear as a function of time of exposure 

A two-stage wear process controlled the material removal. The first stage was an 

incubation period, where no wastage occurred. The duration of this period fell with 

increasing specimen speed. Once wear had been initiated, the wear rate remained at a 

constant value with increasing time, so that the maximum wear (W maJ occurring at any 

specimen speed could be described by the equations (see figure 5.8); 

t < to : W max = 0 t :2:: to : W max oc ( t - to ) (5.1, 5.2) 

5.2.4. Wear as a function of specimen speed 

As the distance from the central axis, and thus the speed, u, and flux of the 
. . . 1 f . . d h . aw max impactmg partic . es, o a specimen was mcrease , t e maximum wear rate, at , 

rose according to a power law i.e. aw~rnxoc un' (figure 5.9). Values of n' obtained 

were between _l.8 and 2.5. At any time, there was a cut-off in material wastage at low 

u, which corresponded to the inner edge of the wear scar, and the threshold time 

mentioned above. 

The incubation phenomenon could also be expressed in terms of a threshold speed, 

u0 , which decreased with increasing time, so that the wear process could be regarded as 

a triangular "spreading-out" of the worn area. 
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Figure 5.6. Scanning electron micrograph showing the clear delin iati o11 of the boundary 

between worn and unworn region s of the specimen. 
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Figure 5.8. Graphs showing variation of maximum wear of tubular ABS 
specimens exposed in PB wear rig under "standard" conditions with 
duration of exposure. 
(a) bottom rotor. 
(b) top rotor (mean value of upper and lower wear peaks in both cases). 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

5.2.5. The effect of experimental conditions 

As mentioned above, the ABS specimen tubes were exposed to a variety of 

experimental conditions in the fluidized bed wear rig. The variables changed in the 

study were specimen rotation speed, gas fluidization velocity, and duration of run. A 

run was also performed with the top rotor pair missing. 

The two low speed runs were performed to evaluate whether the action of the rotors 

caused any localised stirring of the bed material. Correlation of the wear/specimen 

speed graphs showed that changing the rotational speed of the rotors had little effect on 

the wear suffered by the specimens (figure 5.10), thus ruling out the possibility of 

localised stirring of the bed. Therefore, the specimen speed was interpreted as the 

specimen/bed interaction velocity in later analyses. 

Measurements of wear from a run conducted with only the bottom rotor in place 

resulted in a drop in wastage of approximately 30% (figure 5.11). This indicated that 

the specimen/particle interaction speed had decreased, which probably resulted from 

gross rotation of the bed, although this was not visible on the surface. It was therefore 

considered necessary to use the counter-rotating system to avoid a "spoon-in-a-teacup" 

effect in the bed. 

An increase m fluidant gas (air) flow rate from 250 to 3001 min-1 

( 1.2 U mc-1.4 U mc) resulted in little change in the wastage pattern occurring on the 

specimens (figure 5.12). Those differences which were observed were found only on 

the lower rotors. This lack of variation enabled any possible slight deviation occurring 

in the air flow rate from the desired value to be ignored, provided that the bed 

fluidization remained within these limits. Further work by Ninham et al. (1989) 

showed that this lack of variation in wastage rates continued to values of Uc as low as 

1.1 U mC (figure 5.13). The lack of any further drop in wear rates when Uc was 

increased beyond 1.2 U mC indicates that the rate at which material removal occurred in 

this system w_as primarily dependent on (of all the fluidization characteristics) the 

voidage present in the bed, and was not governed by the bubble structure. This is 

understandable, as the fluidizing velocities used were of the order of a few cm s-1, 

compared with specimen speeds of between 1 and 3 ms-I. 

The short runs (12 and 18 hours compared with 24 hours) were performed to 

investigate the development of the wear with time, to see if altering the duration of a test 

had any influence upon the wear rates measured. As shown in figures 5.8 and 5.14 and 

mentioned above, the wear rates were linearly related to exposure time, but after an 

incubation period, the length of which decreased with increasing specimen speed. 
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Figure 5.10. Graphs showing ABS specimen wear occurring on (a) the 
bottom rotor and (b) the top rotor for two differe'nt specimen rotation speeds, 
under otherwise identical experimental conditions (205rpm=control). 
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and (b) the top rotors, showing the effect of increasing the air fluidizing 
velocity from 1.2 Umf to 1.4 Umf· (Control = 1.2 Umr), 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

5.3. Air blast rig experiments 

5.3.1. Experimental programme and procedure 

The main information required from the use of the erosion rig (see §4.4) was the 

erosive material removal rate of the ABS samples, defined as target mass loss per unit 

mass impacted, as a function of particle impact angle (f(a)). To this end, a short series 

of experiments was performed. Angles of impact of 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° were 

investigated, at a particle impact velocity of 35 ± 3 m s-1, and using 240 µm silica as 

the erodent. This velocity was towards the lower end of the range of operating speeds 

available using the air blast apparatus, and the erodent was chosen because of its use in 

the initial FB experiments. As mentioned previously, incremental erosion rates were 

calculated by sequential erosion (by 100 g of particles) and mass measurement, 

repeated a number of times. The specimens were cut from a flat plate of ABS, supplied 

by Durapipe for use as a blanking flange in compressed air systems, and ground and 

polished to 1 µm diamond finish. They were then ultrasonically cleaned in petroleum 

ether, before being weighed and eroded. 

5.3.2. Results 

The dependence of the erosion rate of ABS on the impact angle is shown in figure 

5.15. The material removal rate was found to be at a maximum at an impact angle of 

about 30°. This behaviour is similar to that of ductile metals, and also of other 

thermoplastics (e.g. Walley and Field, 1987). This is not unexpected, as these materials 

all display extensive plastic deformation, at both microscopic and macroscopic levels. 

Results obtained from experiments also carried out in a low-speed erosion rig at the 

Coal Research Establishment at a particle velocity of 18 m s-1, but with silica of a 

slightly different size, confinned this angular dependence of erosion. 

The morphology of the eroded material is shown in figure 5.16. Note the irregular, 

highly distressed surface. Towards the edge of the wear scar, impact craters up to 

15 µm long and_ -5 µm wide (these dimensions depended upon the impact angle) were 

visible where the impacting particle had ploughed through the soft target material. 
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Figure 5 .1 6(a). Scanning electron micrographs of the worn area of a sample of ABS 
after erosion in the gas blast erosion rig. Note the large scale damage. 

(b) Profi lomcter trace taken perpendicular to the particle impact direction. 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

5.4. Discussion and models for the FB wear pattern 

The specimen wear resulting from exposure to the bed environment obviously was 

related to the pattern of flow of particles around the rotors. In order to evaluate whether 

the wear mechanism could best be described as abrasion or erosion, three models were 

investigated: the first model (hereafter referred to as model A) considered the fluidized 

medium as a uniform, viscous fluid, removing the specimen material by an abrasive 

mechanism. The second and third models (models El and E2) were erosion-based, one 

neglecting the effect of particle deflection on approaching the specimens, and the other 

taking this deflection into account, though still in the dilute phase. 

5.4.1. Bed environment 

The fluidizing velocity used in most of these experiments was approximately 

5.5cms·l, i.e. Ve= l.2Umf, and thus the maximum particle velocities were of the 

order of 0.55 m s·l (see §2.1.1). This upper limit is considerably less than the speed of 

motion of the specimens through the bed. The bed particles are therefore assumed in the 

following analyses to be stationary, with all relative motion between the particles and 

the specimens being due solely to the rotation of the samples about the central axis. 

5.4.2. Quantitative analysis of wear results 

The environment to which the samples were exposed in the fluidized bed rig is not 

readily described, and it was not immediately clear whether the mechanism of material 

removal might best have been described as erosion or three-body abrasion. These two 

types of wear represent extreme cases: in erosion, the particles are .assumed to act 

independently, interacting with the surface only through their kinetic energy, whereas 

in three-body abrasion each particle is pressed against the surface by contact forces 

transmitted from its nearest neighbours. In an attempt to identify the most suitable 

description for the present case, the behaviour of cylindrical specimens subjected to 

both abrasive wear and erosion was analysed. 

5.4.3. Abra~ive wear (model A) 

In order to analyse the wear process by abrasion, the simple Archard equation (see 

Rabinowicz, 1965) was used to relate wear rate to local sliding velocity and contact 

pressure. This equation predicts that abrasive wear of a surface due to particle contact 

should be proportional to the product of the normal load on the particles and the 

distance for which they slide against the surface. 

Considering the particle-air mixture to be behaving as a uniform fl uid (and 

assuming as boundary conditions that the radial velocities of the gas and particles must 

both be zero at the surface of the cylinder, and also that the velocities of the gas and 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

particles at large distances must be equal to the overall tube-bed velocity, u), we find 

that the radial and tangential particle and gas velocities, Ypr, vpe, Vgr, and vge 

respectively (figure 5.17), are given by 1 

c)<I> { R2} . 
Ypr=Vgr= df = -U 1-~ sm0 (5.3) 

and 

1 c)<I> { R2} v e = v a = - - = - u 1 + - cos e 
p g r ae r2 (5.4) 

Evaluating these at r= R, i.e. at the surface of the cylinder; 

Yr= Ypr= vgr = 0 (i.e. boundary conditions satisfied) (5.5) 

V8 = Yp8 = Yg8 = - 2 U COS 0 (5.6) 

using Bernoulli's equation; 

Pp= Poo + ~ { u2 - ( 2 u cos 0 )2 } 

and 

Pg = Poo + ~ { u2 - ( 2 u cos 0 )2 } 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

where = Pressure exerted by particle on surroundings (and vice versa) 

and 

= II II " gas 
= Density of particle 

= Density of gas. 

II II II II II 

The effective inter-particle stress, Af>, is given by the difference between these two 

pressures; 
u2~p 

~P = 2 { 1 - c 2 cos e )2 } (5.9) 

where ~p = Pp - Pg, i.e. for Pp» Pg 

~P = u
2

2
PP { 1 - ( 2 cos e )2 } (5.10) 

Despite the assumptions implicit in the above calculations (i.e. assuming the 

particles act independently of each other, and that the radial velocities of both gas and 

particle, vgr and Vpr are zero at the surface of the cylinder), the agreement between the 

simple theory u_sed above and those calculated numerically is good. 

I solution ofLaplace's equation for potential irrotational flow obeying V2<l>=O (<I>= potential 
function describing flow) with the boundary conditions stipulated above. 
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Direction of specimen 
motion 

Figure 5.17. Diagram showing definition of components of velocity 
of element of bed matter on approaching specimen. 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

The flow may be characterised by the Reynolds number of the system which, 

assuming the bed medium to be continuous, is defined as; 

where 

Re= PbU 2R 

Tlb 

Re = Reynolds number 

Pb = mean density of bed~l 4 DO kg m-3 

R = radius of cylinder= 12.5 mm 

u = velocity of tube section 

Tlb = mean dynamic viscosity of the fluidized medium 

= 0.7-1 Nsm-2 (Clift and Grace, 1985) 

(5.11) 

For a specimen velocity of 2.5 m s-1, the Reynolds number obtained is between 

130 and 90. The pressure distribution on the surface of a cylinder in a fluid flow of 

Re =40 (the nearest value found in the literature - this normalised pressure distribution 

varies very little for 10 <Re< 1000) is shown with the theoretical prediction derived 

above in figure 5.18. As can be seen, these differ only slightly from each other, except 

towards the rear of the specimen , which is of little interest. 

From the Archard/Rabinowicz equation for two-body abrasion mentioned above, 

the rate of material removal is given by; 

aw 
dtoc ve Af> (5.12) 

i.e.; a; oc u3 Pp cos 0 { 1 - ( 2 cos e )2 } (5.13) 

The dependence of a: upon 0 is shown in figure 5.19. Note that the overall 

pattern of wear predicted is generally correct, but that the wear peak is predicted to 

occur at a value of Smax of 73.2°, which is far closer to the front of the specimen than is 

actually observed. 

The observed absence of the wear predicted by this model at high apparent impact 

angles may well be due to the presence of a "dead zone" or stagnant cap of particles 

carried in front of the specimen. This has been mentioned by Nedderrnan et al. (1980) 

and Davies (1978), who observed a small dead cap at the front of obstaclesl immersed 

I A variety of shapes were used for the obstacles, including cylinders. 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

in granular flow in a hopper to induce increased mass flowl. They found good 

correlation of their observations with equations resulting from a simple analysis of the 

particle motion. It seems likely that in the FB wear rig the region of bed material 

directly in front of the specimen will be compressed, and defluidize to some extent 

(Clift and Grace, 1985). This defluidization will cause the particles to behave in a 
similar manner to those flowing through a hopper due to gravity, as analysed above, 

and the dead zone will thus appear. This model may thus be modified to take account of 

this by the use of the angle of repose of the granular material, <l>r, which is defined in 

figure 5.20. Tsunakawa and Aoki (1975) investigated the vertical force exerted on 

discs, spheres, and horizontal bars during the discharge of solids from bins, and their 

statements on the shape of the stagnant zones observed indicated that the stagnant zone 

on a cylinder would be a triangular prism with the angle of repose of the material on a 

plane horizontal surface. From these conclusions, three approximations may be made; 

Model A(i). Assuming that the both the pressure and speed profiles will be 

odified b 1 . 9 . th bo . b 9ooxe . m 1 y rep acmg m ea ve equations y (900 -<t>r) ,i.e.: 

aw oc: 3 ( 90°xe ) { 2 ( 90°xe )il at u Pp cos (900 -<t>r) 1 - 4 cos (90o-<t>r) f (5.14) 

This compresses the speed and pressure profiles for the forward face of the 

specimen (0° < 8 < 90°) into the region 0° < 8 < <l>r, and thus predicts that the particle 

speed (v) at the edge of the stagnant zone will be zero, and at 9=0°, v = 2u. The 

pressure profile around the specimen is modified in a similar manner . . Maximum wear 

rate is predicted to be at 

Smax = 9~-<l>r cos-I ( .J!2) = 73.2° - 0.81<!>r . (5.15) 

Values of <l>r quoted for a selection of particles by Tsunakawa and Aoki (1975) 

ranged between 25° and 44°, generally increasing with decreasing particle size and 

increasing partic_le angularity. Particle density appeared to have little effect on the value 

measured. Measurements of the angle of repose for the 189 µm alumina used in this 

project yield a value of <l>r = 34 °± 2°, i.e. Smax = 46°± 2°. This value of Smax is still, 

however, considerably higher than those observed. 

I In order to aid the flow of material out of a grain silo, it is not unknown for them to be aerated. 
This might be expected to result in a similar particle flow to that occurring in a fluidized bed. 
However, Kurz and Rumpf (1975) studied the flow patterns in a model of such a silo, and found that 
this common assumption was a gross oversimplification. 
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(a) particles resting on a flat surface 

I 
Particle flow 

t 

(b) particles flowing over a cylindrical obstacle 

Figure 5.20. Diagrams showing . 
(a) definition of angle of repose of a granular solid, <Pr, and 
(b) its application when studying particle flow over a cylindrical obstacle 
(after Tsunakawa and Aoki, 1975) 



5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

Model A(ii) As model A(i), but replacing 0 by(:::) in the speed profile only, 

and leaving the pressure function unchanged. This yields 

aw oc 3 ( 90°x0 ) { 2 0 } at u Pp cos (900-<!>r) 1 - 4 cos (5.16) 

For <l>r> 30° (which includes the present abrasive), this formula for a: is negative 

for all 8 < 90° - <l>r . For <l>r > 30° , 0max is predicted to lie between 60° and 90°, and 

this model may thus be discounted. 

Model A(iii) As model A(i), but replacing 8 by (0 + <l>r), i.e. simply moving the 

flow pattern in a rearward direction around the cylinder by an amount equal to the 
repose angle. The diagrams of the streamline pattern shown by Nedderman et al. 
(1980) show convergence of the fluid flow lines behind the 8 = 0° position, which 

suggests that this model may best approximate to reality. This model gives 

a: oc u3 Pp cos (0 + <l>r) { 1 - 4 cos2(0 + <j>r) } (5.17) 

, and Smax = 73.2° - <l>r , i.e. Smax = 39° for the 189 µm alumina. This is the 

closest value of all the three models, but is still higher than those generally obseived. 

The angular dependences of the wear rate predicted by these three amended 

abrasion models are shown in figure 5.21. 

5.4.4. Erosive wear (models El and E2) 

In the erosion model, experimental data for the erosion rates of flat plate specimens 

at various impact angles were combined with a fluid flow model predicting the angle 
and velocity of impingement of particles around the cylinder, to yield a predicted plot of 
wear rate against angular position for comparison with the experimental results. 

If there is no deflection of the particles around the cylinder (figure 5.22), then the 

erosion rate a;. measured as a radial surface recession rate, should be given by 

(Model El - see figure 5.23); 

a: oc f(a) sin a (5.18) 

In practice, deflection of the particles will take place as they flow past the cylinder, 
and the true angle at which impact takes place (a) will therefore be lower than that if 

particles remain undeflected (figure 5.24). The impact speed (v) will also not 
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Figure 5.21. Rate of specimen removal by abrasive wear as a function of angle around 
the specimen, as predicted by abrasion theory amended to take account of the presence 
of the dead zone on the specimen front; 

(a) if lx>th fluid speed and pressure profiles from 0°<8<90° are compressed into 
the region 0°<8«1>r, as in equation (5.14) (model A(i)); 

(b) if the fluid speed profile only is compressed into the region 0°<8<q>r, as in 
equation (5.16) (model A(ii)); 

(c) if both speed and pressure profiles are simply moved rearward by an 
amount equal to {pr, as in equation (5.17) (model A(iii)). 
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Direction of specimen 
motion 

Specimen 

.,.._ Motion of particles 
if not deflected 

Figure 5.22. Diagram showing trajectories of particles with respect to the specimen 
if they are not deflected by the specimen before impact. 
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Figure 5.23. Predicted erosion rate as a function of angular position, 8, of 
cylindrical ABS specimens moving through a fluidized bed assuming that 
no particle deflection occurs before impact (model El). 
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Figure 5.24. Diagram showing example trajectory of particle with respect to 
the specimen if particle deflection by the specimen occurs before impact 



5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

necessarily be equal to the speed of the specimen through the bed (u). Particle 
trajectories for the flow of gas-entrained particles past a cylindrical obstacle were 
determined by using data provided by Tilly (1969) (see below), and the erosion rate of 
the tube at a position 8 predicted as (Model E2); 

a: (8) oc f(a) vn sin a (0<8<90°) (5.19) 

(It should be noted that both a and v are both functions of u, the velocity of the 
tube through the fluidized medium, and 8) 

The velocity exponent of the wear found on the tubular samples, n', can be related 
to the velocity exponent found in more conventional erosion experiments, n, by the 
equation n::::n'-1, as increasing specimen speed in the FB rig causes a correspondingly 
higher particle flux. Experimental data would thus be consistent with values for n of 
1.8-2.5 for 189 µm alumina. This variation in velocity exponent suggests that n should 
be treated not as a constant, but as a variable. 

The Reynolds number for dilute phase flow is defined as; 

Re Pg dp u 
Tlg 

where pg = density of transport fluid (air) = 1 kg m-3 at S. T.P. 
Tlg = viscosity of air= 18.4x 1Q-6kgm-1 s-1 at 300K 

dp = particle diameter = 240 µm. 

(5.20) 

As we must assume dilute phase flow, in order to apply an erosion model the 
values taken for Pg and Tlg are those of air. This equation yields values of Re of 26.5 

and 53 for the conditions used by Tilly (1969) which correspond to tube velocities of 
approximately 2.0 and 4.0 m s-1 respectively. Although the higher of these values is 
not in the range of speeds used in this project, the general conclusions which arise from 
this analysis have been found to be extremely relevant. 

Plots of erosion against angular position 8, calculated using the above method (i.e. 

model E2) for Re =26.5 and 53 for different values of the erosion velocity exponent n 
are shown in figure 5.25. The general pattern of wear is similar to that found 
experimentally, but the predicted angle of maximum wear is considerably higher than 
that observed i.e. away from the "head-on" position. As the tube velocity increases, 
this theory predicts that the wear peak should move to lower values of 8. Thus, the 
values of 8max predicted by this model for speeds between 1 and 2 m s-1 will be greater 
than those shown in figure 5.25. The decrease in 8max correlates well with 
experimental observations (figure 5.26). The low values of 8max observed may be due 
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Figure 5.25. Graphs of the angular dependence of the erosion predicted by a model 
allowing for particle deflection before impact, but still assuming dilute phase flow 
(model E2). 

(a) shows the variation of the wear rate as a function of the angular co-ordinate, e, 
with specimen speed (u) 
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5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

to the presence of a "dead-cap" of material which is carried in front of the specimen (see 
above), which may shift the theoretical position of the wear peak to lower values of 0: 

Compressing the wear profile predicted by the erosion-based theory into the region 
0° < 0 < <l>r, as in model A(i) gives a wear profile (model E2(i)) shown in figure 
5.27(a), whereas the effect of simply shifting the wear profile to lower 0, as in model 
A(iii) by an amount equal to <l>r (=34°) can be seen in figure 5.27(b) (model E2(iii)). 

5.4.5. Surface morphology 

As can be seen from figure 5.7, the worn areas on the specimen present a very 
smooth surface. Comparing this with the gouging action of erodent particle attack 
(figure 5.16), there is very little similarity between the appearance of the two surfaces. 
On morphological grounds it therefore seems unlikely that the method of material 
removal is of an erosive nature. 

5.4.6. Comparison of models 

All of the models derived above assume that the specimen is circular in cross
section. However, as soon as wear of the material has commenced, the flow pattern 
around the specimen will change. We must therefore compare the predictions of the 
position of maximum wear with data gained from positions where material wastage has 
only just started to occur, i.e. at very low wear. The angle at which wastage 
commences at any given speed (corresponding to the angular co-ordinate of the tip of 
the wear scar) is generally higher than that which is observed once the circular profile 
of the specimen has been destroyed. At low specimen speeds, values of Omax of 35° are 
not uncommon, which is not too far from those predicted by models A(iii) and E2(iii) 
above. 

All the models give broadly similar predictions for the angular dependence of wear 
around the tube, and it is therefore not possible to distinguish between the erosion and 
abrasion models on the basis of the distribution of wear. The predictions from models 
A(i), A(iii), E_2(i) and E(iii) correlate well with experimental data, but are only 
approximations, the firs t two considering the bed to be continuous, and the latter two to 
be a dilute phase. It is obvious that the environment in the bed is between these 
extremes. 

The surface morphology of the worn areas of the specimens, especially the 
presence of grooves oriented parallel to the direction of particle motion across the 
specimen surface, appears to suggest that the predominant wear mechanism is abrasion. 
However, the velocity dependence of the position of maximum wear predicted by the 
abrasion model correlates poorly with experimental observations. 
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Figure 5.27. Wear rate as a function of angular co-ordinate as predicted 
by an erosive model for cylindrical ABS specimens exposed in the FB 
wear rig, allowing for the presence of a dead-cap of particles on the front 
of the specimen and assuming a specimen speed of 2.0 m s1. 

(a) assuming that the wear profile for O ~ 8 ~ 9q0 is compressed into the 
region 0°~ 8~ (90°-<!>r) (model E2(i)). 
(b) assuming that the wear profile is simply moved rearwards around the 
specimen by an amount equalto <l>r (model E2(iii)). 



5. Bed evaluation and the use of ABS specimens 

An abrasion-based theory would predict the same angular dependence of wear, 
regardless of the specimen material. An erosion-based theory, however, would show a 
change in this function with the material under examination (see next chapter). 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

6. Experiments at elevated temperatures 

6.1. General pattern of testing 
This stage of the project may be divided into two sections: 

(1) Preliminary testing of two alloys over 168 hours (7 days) at 500°C, with no 

intermediate measurements, to investigate the reproducibility of results from the 

apparatus. 

(2) Incremental exposure of six alloys over periods of between 100 and 150 

hours, measured after successive periods of approximately 24 hours. Wear rates were 

then calculated from these data. Temperatures in the range 100-575°C were employed 

for these tests, in order to build up a picture of the variation of material wastage with 

specimen speed, angle of particle attack, temperature, etc. for each alloy. The length of 

each run often depended upon the wear rates observed - specimens which had a high 

wear resistance had to be exposed for a long time to get sufficient wastage for 

measurement purposes, whereas those which wore rapidly needed to be exposed only 

for a short time; otherwise, there was often a danger of excessive material removal, 

which would completely change the flow pattern of the abrasive particles around the 

specimen. 

The initial experiments performed with metal samples at elevated temperature 

investigated general alloy behaviour, and the reproducibility of results from the 

apparatus. A pair of alloys which might be expected to exhibit different behaviour was 

therefore employed: 

(1) Fe-6%Cr - a laboratory prepared ferritic alloy, with low corrosion 

resistance. 

(2) Fe-9Cr1Mo - an industrial alloy, tempered martensite, moderate corrosion 

resistance, a candidate alloy for use in PFBCs (for heat treatment see below). 

Type 316 stainless steel (nominallyFe-18%Cr-11%Ni-2.5%Mo-1%Mn-0.1%C), 

an austenitic st~el often used in heat exchangers and process plant, was also tested over 

96 hours to correlate with results produced by the FB erosion-corrosion rig operated by 

Dr. Ninham. 

The alloys used in the second stage were as follows: 

(1) Bright mild steel (Fe-0.25%maxC) 

(2) Fe-9Cr1Mo, as received, i.e. austenitised at 970°C for 21/2 hours, air cooled 

to room temperature~ and then tempered for 2 hours at 750°C, resulting in a tempered 

martensitic structure. 

(3) 410SS (Fe-12%Cr-1 %Mn-I %maxSi-0.15%maxC); the relevant T-T-T 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

diagram is shown in figure 6.1 ): 

(a) Water quenched from 980°C, resulting in untempered martensite, 

(b) Held at 700°C for 24 hours to allow complete transformation to ferrite 

and pearlite, 

(c) As received, i.e. austenitised at 980°C for 2 hours, air-cooled to room 

temperature, and then tempered for 2 hours at 680°C and 2 hours at 650°C. This heat 

treatment resulted in a tempered martensitic rnicrostructure (this alloy was not tested at 

100°C) 

(4) Laboratory prepared Fe-20%Cr (not tested at 100°C) 

(5) Laboratory prepared Fe-10%Cr, Fe-12.5%Cr, and Fe-15%Cr. These three 

materials were exposed only at 500°C. 

Microstructures of materials (1)-(4) are shown in figure 6.2. 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

6.2. Specimen preparation 

The laboratory prepared alloys were melted under a pressure of 0.67 bar of argon. 

The melts used were 2kg and hot forged down to billets -30mm across. They were 

then turned down to -26 mm diameter bar. 

The method of preparation of the cylindrical specimens themselves was critical, as it 

was imperative to minimise the eccentricity of the specimen surface with respect to its 

inner surface (in the case of ring specimens), or the tapered centres at either end (for the 

larger, solid specimens). If the eccentricity (displayed as a sinusoidal wave on the 

wastage vs. angle curve) was greater than -50 µm (0.002"), then substantial errors 

(greater than 5 µm in some cases) were possible when measuring wear peaks, 

especially where identification of the baseline was difficult (e.g. on a heavily oxidised 

mild steel specimen exposed at high temperatures). 

The ring specimens were manufactured in the following way: 

(1) A hole of 0.5'' diameter was bored and reamed to a depth of -70 mm into a 

length of -26 mm diameter bar of the required material. This would provide typically 

five specimens, each 10mm in length. 

(2) Specimens -10.5 mm in length were cut from the bar, and then ground to 

exactly 10 mm in length. 

(3) A machined and threaded mandrel was clamped into the jaws of the chuck of a 

lathe and adjusted so as to have a maximum eccentricity of 10 µm (-0.001 "). Two 

specimens were then bolted tightly on to it (figure 6.3), where they were turned down 

to 25 mm diameter, and lightly buffed up with 180 grade silicon carbide abrasive paper, 

without lubrication. 

The method used for mounting the ring specimens in the test rig is shown in figure 

6.4. 

The larger bar-shaped specimens were made as follows; 

( 1) A 90 ( or occasionally I 00) mm length of bar of the required material, -26 mm 

in diameter, was bored and internally threaded (3/8" BSF) at one end to a depth of 

-25 mm. The outer -3 mm of this bore was then countersunk with a 60° drill. The 

thread was used for mounting the specimen on the wear rig, and the countersink for the 

purposes of holding the specimen during measurement. A double centre (60/90°) was 

then cut in the other end. A double centre was found to be necessary to avoid 

deterioration of the surface used by the measuring rig for location of the specimens. 

(2) A 60° centre was placed in the jaws of a centred chuck, and then checked for 

eccentricity. The tailstock was also fitted with a 60° (live) centre, and the specimen held 

between these two whilst being carefully machined to 25 mm in diameter. 
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Washer 

Figure 6.3. Schematic diagram showing the design of the 
chuck used for accurate machining of ring-shaped specimens. 

Thread 



low speed end 

Ring-shaped spe nnens 
of various materials 

locating bolt 
circular nut (thread not shown) 

Figure 6.4. Schematic diagram showing the method of mounting small ring-shaped 
specimens, as used in the early stages of the project. 
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on measuring rig 

Thread for mounting 
on wear rig 

Inner end (low speed) 

Double taper for mounting 
on measuring rig 

Outer end (high speed) 

Figure 6.5. Cross-section of large alloy specimen as used in the later stages of the project 



6. Elevated temperature experiments 

A diagram showing the cross-section of a large specimen is shown in figure 6.5. 

When larger specimens were being used, only four were required for each 
experimental run, compared with the thirty-six which were necessary when the ring 
specimens were used. It was also found that oxidation of the internal surface of the ring 
specimens reduced the accuracy with which they could be measured after exposure. 
Oxide was also transferred to the inner surface from the locating shaft. This was 
exacerbated by the use of a slotted shaft, which was originally designed to prevent 
seizure of the specimens, as the oxide was more easily formed on those parts of the 
specimen and shaft surf aces lying over a recess. 

The angular position of each specimen was denoted by a longitudinal scratch along 
the back, which was lined up with a mark on the specimen mounting block. This 
scratch was also used for alignment during measuring. Remounting and realignment of 
the large specimens after measurement was simple. Realigning the smaller specimens 
was more problematical, however, as tightening the bolt at the outer end of the rotor 
caused the rotation of specimens to a varying extent along the rotor. Because of this 
difficulty, realignment was never perfect with the small specimens, and was prone to an 
error of ±1-2°. It is probable that such a shift could have reduced slightly the maximum 
wear measured, as the maximum wear rate would no longer coincide with the previous 
wear peak. 

The large specimens were occasionally made up from two sections joined end-to 
end, if there was a shortage of one of the laboratory prepared alloys.-The outer section 
of the specimen (i.e. that exposed at higher speed) would be made from one alloy, and 
the inner 40 or 45 mm from mild steel, which was in more plentiful supply. The two 
sections of bar were internally threaded, and joined together by a short length of 
studding before the specimen was bored and machined. The values of specimen 
eccentricity obtained using these composite specimens were comparable with those 
found for specimens made from one material only. The two materials were found not to 
influence each -other in their behaviour in the FB wear rig; for instance, if the two alloys 
making up one specimen suffered wastage at different rates, then there would be a 
sharp c).iscontinuity in the profile of the specimen when passing from one material to the 
other (figure 6.6). Because of this, and also by comparing wastage rates of composite 
specimens with those made wholly from one material, it was concluded that the use of 
composite specimens would give a true reflection of the wear resistance of a material, 
even close to the boundary between the two materials used. 
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Figure 6.6. Schematic diagram (a) and photograph (b) showing the appearance of a 
composite specimen made from mild steel and Fe-20%Cr after exposure in the FB 
wear rig at a temperature of 400°C, illustrating the independence the two materials I '' 
exhibit in their behaviour, even near the interface between the two sections of the 
specimen. 



6. Elevated lemperatw-e experiments 

6.3. Furnace oxidation experiments 
6.3.1. Experimental method 

The specimens used in the oxidation experiments were cut from the same lengths of 

bar as were used for specimens exposed in the fluidized bed wear rig, and thus were 

circular, and -25 mm in diameter. Slices .-2 mm thick were cut off the end of the bar, 

and surface ground 15-20 at a time to give a uniform thickness and surface finish. They 

were then individually polished down to 0.25 µm diamond finish and ultrasonically 
cleaned and degreased in inhibisol and acetone. 

At the temperatures investigated (~ 575°C), the balance used was not sensitive 

enough (nominally accurate to ± 10 µg, in reality± 50-100 µg ) to record a consistent 

mass gain for some of the alloys, which were displaying temper colours after up to 70 

hours at 575°C. Blue, the last temper colour observed in the present study, corresponds 

to an oxide thickness of approximately 250-300A (Davies et al., 1954), a mass gain 
per unit area of 0.34 µg mm-2, and thus to a specimen mass gain of -35 µg, which 
could not reliably be measured. The oxidation rates of the alloys were therefore 

quantified by observation of the development of these temper colours (see §6.3.2.). 

This method of observing the oxidation behaviour of alloys could be used over long 

periods of time for the alloys with a higher Cr content, but for the less corrosion 

resistant alloys, especially at higher temperatures, was only of use for.the initial stages 

of oxidation. This was not a severe drawback of the method, as the initial oxidation of 

the alloys was of most interest with respect to the wear mechanism occurring in the 

fluidized bed. 

Oxidation rates can vary greatly under nominally identical conditions (e.g. 

temperature, atmosphere and material), even changing with such factors as the position 

of the specimen in the furnace. For example, Whittle and Hindam (1982), in a study of 

the growth of chromia and alumina at high temperatures in oxygen, found that rate 

constants for oxidation in nominally identical conditions could vary by as much as four 

orders of magnitude for Cr at 1000°C. Great care was therefore taken to ensure that the 

conditions which might affect the rate of oxidation were not allowed to vary. Each 

specimen was hung individually by tungsten wire from the pre-heated stainless steel 

cradle (figure 4.11). This cradle was then inserted into the pre-heated furnace so as to 

place the specimen in a particular position in the middle of the hot zone and near to the 

control thermocouple, thus minimising the effect of any temperature variations within 

the furnace. A fixed routine of specimen withdrawal, inspection, and reinsertion was 

also used, the specimen being pulled to the front of the furnace for examination after 

exposure for periods of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, and 60 minutes, and 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

(where desired) 2, 3.5, 6, 10, and 15 hours. These precautions ensured that any effects 

occurring due to the specimen not being at the desired temperature were encountered 

uniformly for all materials, and would therefore not affect the measuredrelative 

oxidation resistance of the alloys studied. The main reasons for the adoption of this 

method were its ease and speed. Upon insertion, the time taken for the temperature of a 

specimen to reach -75% (in °C) of that of the furnace will have been only 

approximately two minutes (Rowley, 1990). As the length of exposure increased, the 

magnitude of any errors introduced by repeated withdrawal and reinsertion of the 

specimens will have decreased. Even if the specimens had been brought up to 

temperature in an "inert" atmosphere (e.g. argon, nitrogen), oxidation would still take 

place, as traces of oxygen amd other oxidising gases would be present in the gas 

(Rowley, 1990). Caplan et al. (1966) found that bringing a specimen of iron up to 

temperature in a hot furnace could actually result in/aster oxidation than admitting 

oxygen to a hot oxide-free specimen. This was attributed to decreased void formation at 

the metal-scale interface. However, the thickness of the oxide films grown on most of 

the alloys was sufficiently low to preclude this, excepting perhaps in the case of mild 

steel. 

6.3.2. Determination of oxide thickness 

The interference colour method of assessing oxide film thicknesses, outlined above, 

was based on a previously determined set of thin film interference colours observed on 

the surf ace of an oxidised specimen. Each of these colours corresponds to a given film 

thickness value. One potential problem with this method is the possible confusion 

between the first and higher orders of interference. In practice, however, the higher 

order colours were not observed, as absorption by oxide films grown on the surface of 

the alloys used here prevented visible second order interference effects, the specimens 

being grey or black in colour by the time sufficiently thick films had developed. 

An early investigation into the relationship between the inter ference colour 

observed on the surf ace of an oxidised specimen and the thickness of the film was 

performed by Constable (1928). He studied this phenomenon for iron, nickel, and 

copper. The sequence of colours observed for the oxide grown on the surface of iron 

was simple, and second order colours were not seen, th~ dispersion of oxide being too 

great. The thicknesses calculated by Constable are given in table 6.1. 

However, these values were disputed by Davies et al. (1954), who noted that 

Constable failed to take account of the phase shift at the metal-oxide boundary. The 

equation used by them to calculate the film thickness for extinction of light of a 

wavelength A, as given by Winterbottom (1946), took this shift into account: 
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Colour Oxide film thickness (x)tA 

Straw 460 

Reddish yellow 520 

Brownish red 580 

Purple 630 

Violet 680 

Blue 720 

Table 6.1. Interference colours resulting from the formation of an oxide film on the 

surf ace of iron, and the values of the film thickness corresponding to those colours, 

after Constable (1928). 
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where 

6. Elevated temperature experiments 

Xm = (2m-l)A _ ~ 
411 

Xm = thickness of oxide film for extinction order m, 

11 = refractive index of oxide, 

(6.1) 

~ = distance equivalent of phase shift (path difference) at metal-

oxide interface. 

The values of ~ given for the three systems studied by Winterbottom are: Cu20 on 

Cu, 220A; Fe203 on Fe, 150A; AJi03 on Al, 160A. The failure to take this factor 

into account when calculating values of oxide film thickness could obviously give rise 

to considerable errors, especially when dealing with first order interference. As the 

three values stated were within 70 A of each other, and the two most likely to be similar 

to that for chromia (viz hrematite and alumina) within 10 A, we shall assume here a 

value of~ of 150 A for the hrematite/chromia system on an a-Fe (or ferritic alloy) 

substrate. 

As the oxide films observed using this technique were too thin to allow 

determination of their structure by X-ray diffraction techniques, it was assumed that the 

oxides formed in the furnace on the specimens were; 

(1) For mild steel; hrematite and magnetite in the proportions found by Davies et 

al. (1954) 

(2) For 410 and Fe-20%Cr steels (chromia formers); chromi_a. This may have 

introduced a small error in the initial stages of oxidation. 

(3) For 9Cr1Mo steel; M203 and M304 in the same proportions as for mild steel, 

but each containing 30%Cr cations, i.e. (Fe(>.7Cro.3)203 and (Feo_7Cro_3)304 (Rowley, 

1989). As stated below, a large change in composition of the oxide does not greatly 

affect the relationship between the thickness of the oxide and the interference colour it 

creates. 

The values found in the literature (Davies et al., 1954) refer only to a film of Fe203 

and Fe304, and not to a film in which other elements are present. The refractive indices 

of magnetite, hrematite and chromia are 2.42, 3.01, and 2.551 respectively (Weast, 

1977). Assuming that the refractive index of a mixed oxide between the latter two 

((FexCro-x)h03) is linearly related to its composition (Univ. of Cambridge, 1983), 

then it will be given by 

lloxide = 3.0lx + 2.551(1-x) = 2.551 + o.459X (6.2) 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

Using this in conjunction with equation (6.1), we may calculate the thickness of 

oxide of composition (FexCr(l-x)h03 giving rise to the same interference colour as a 

known thickness of Fe203, i.e. for the same order extinction of the same wavelength: 

rearranging: 

but: 

.
(2m-l)A.o _r 

Xbrematite = ~ 
4 Tlhrematite 

4Tlhrematite (Xhrematite + ~) 
(2m-l) 

(2m-1 )Ao _ r 
Xoxide = ~ 

4Tloxide 

substituting for A, Tlhrematite, and Tloxide gives: 

Xoxide = 
Tlhrematite(Xhrematite+~) _ ~= 3.01Xhrematite+68.9(1-x) A 

Tloxide 2.551 + 0.459 X 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

Values of oxide thickness as a function of colour are given in table 6.2 for 

hrematite, chromia, and (Feo.sCro.2h03, the oxide formed on the worn area of 

Fe-20%Cr (see later). It is evident from these data that even a large change in oxide 

composition does not have a great effect on the relationship between the two variables. 

Colours coming after blue in the sequence were not commonly qbserved for the 

alloys used in this project. At the higher values quoted by Davies et al. (1954) for the 

film thickness, (i.e. Xhrematite> 184 A) the reflection causing the interference occurs at 

the hrematite/magnetite interface. The phase change at this boundary was not stated in 

Winterbottom' s paper, but may be estimated as -300A, assuming that the straw

coloured fringe at a hrematite thickness of 380A is the second order interference of the 

same wavelength as the pale straw at 77 A thickness. 

6.3.3. Oxidation results 

6.3.3.1 . Mild steel 

Graphs showing the development of an oxide film on the surface of mild steel at 

different temperatures are shown in figure 6.7. The graphs appear to show that 

oxidation takes place linearly at 300°C, and at a rate which increases with time at higher 

temperatures. However, this is probably an artefact of the method used to observe the 

oxidation, in which the specimens take a few minutes to reach the desired temperature. 

Comparing these graphs with each other and those for the other materials, it appears 

possible that mild steel oxidises parabolically at 300°C, and linearly at higher 
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Colour thickness of thickness of thickness of 

Fe203/A Cr203/A (Feo.sCro.2)203/ A 

Pale straw 77 118 84 

Golden brown 103 148 111 

Reddish brown 132 182 141 

Red 152 205 162 

Deep red 159 213 169 

Purple 184 243 195 

Violet 210 ( + 36A Fe304) 275 221 

Blue 224 ( +68A Fe304) 315 236 

Greenish blue 244 ( + 170A FeJ04) 

Greenish silver 303 (+241A FeJ04) 

Greenish straw 350 (+288A Fe304) 

Straw 380 (+385A Fe304) 

Greyish brown 521 (+463A Fe304) 

Greyish pink 606 (+574A FeJ04) 

Table 6.2. Thickness of oxide films on iron (from Davies ft al., 1954), on chromium 
and on Fe-20%Cr (calculated as in equation 6.6), corresponding to the interference 
colours listed above. 
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Figure 6.7. Graphs of oxide thickness for furnace oxidation of mild steel specimens as a function of duration of exposure at 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

temperatures. However, data from other workers refutes this, with parabolic growth 

reported at temperatures of up to 450°C (see § 2.5.2). 

6.3.3.2. 9Cr1Mo 

The oxidation of 9Cr1Mo was much slower than that of mild steel, as might be 

expected. Graphs showing the film thickness as a function of exposure time are given 

in figure 6.8. The alloy formed a limiting thickness of oxide rising from -175A at 

300°C to -315A at 575°C, and the rate of oxidation appeared to be logarithmically 

related to time. 

6.3.3.3. 410 Steel 

The behaviour of the various types of 410 stainless steel used in this project 

(martensitic, tempered martensitic, and ferritic) is summarised in figure 6.9. At all 

temperatures, oxidation took place in a manner which can be treated as inverse 

logarithmic growth, with rapid initial film development, followed by a long period with 

f h th Lo "d · ~ ,cklle~ses rail imil' h f 9C lM no urt er grow . ng-term ox1 anon were gene y s ar to t at o r o, 

but the initial oxidation was slightly slower, especially at higher temperatures. No 

oxidation was observed at temperatures below 300°C. The limiting film thicknesses 

observed increased with temperature, from -150 A at 300°C to -310 A at 57 5°C, but 

did not vary with heat treatment. Initial oxidation behaviour, however, did depend upon 

the alloy heat treatment, with the water quenched 410 steel oxidising fastest of all, 

followed by the quenched and tempered alloy, with the ferritic steel forming oxide of a 

limiting thickness last of all. Possible reasons for this include the fineness of the 

microstructure (in the case of the ferritic steel), and internal stresses, which may explain 

the difference between the martensitic and tempered martensitic steels. 

6.3.3.4. Fe-20%Cr 

Graphs showing the oxidation of this alloy at temperatures between 400 and 575°C 

are shown in figure 6.10. The rates observed were lower than those for any other alloy, 

the limiting thickness of oxide formed on the metal rising from -120A at 400°C to 

-170 A at 575°C. No oxidation was observed at temperatures below 400°C after 

exposure in the· furnace for a period of 3 hours. However, as the minimum thickness of 

oxide which can be observed using the interference colour technique is of the order of 

80-100 A, it is probable that oxidation did take place, and a limiting thickness of oxide 

below the observable limit was grown on the specimens. 
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6. Elevated temperatwe experiments 

6.4. Wear of metal samples 
6.4.1. General specimen appearance and wear pattern 

The wear pattern observed for metal samples was similar to that occurring on the 

ABS tubes (see chapter 5), as detailed below. Two wear scars were again present, one 

on each side of e = 90° (the specimen front). The ranking of the wastage rates in terms 

of which rotor was being measured (i.e. top vs. bottom rotor, upper vs. lower side) 

was similar to that found for ABS specimens. In order to simplify comparisons 

between different materials and conditions, all wastage data referred to hereafter are 

(unless otherwise stated) average values for all the worn areas on specimens from one 

material in a single experimental run. The oxide formed on these scars was of an 

approximately uniform thickness (interference colours were often observed, and were 

constant over most of the worn area and between specimens of the same material 

exposed on the top or bottom rotors), and generally thinner than that on the remainder 

of the specimen surface. The appearance of the oxide formed at the highest 

temperatures used (500-575°C) on the wear scars was similar to that reported by Stott 

et al. (1984, 1985; also Glascott et al., 1984) for sliding wear of Fe-12%Cr alloys, 

with an oxide "glaze" covering the surface of the worn area. 

A number of regions could be identified on the specimen surf ace after exposure in 

the bed. These are shown in figure 6.11, and are described below; 

Region I - the front of the specimen. The appearance of this region did not 

generally vary along the length of the specimen, or for the front 20-30°. No specimen 

wastage was measurable in this region. Machining marks were still visible here in all 

but a few cases. 

Region II - the specimen rear. This region was generally similar to region I, with 

no specimen wastage. The original machining marks were again generally still visible in 

this region. 

Region Ill - the areas adjoining the worn regions. Two regions of this type 

existed on each specimen, and were generally situated closer to 0 = 90°, and at lower 

specimen speed (i.e. closer to the specimen front and the axis of rotation) than the worn 

areas. Very fine particles of alumina (<lµm across; identified as a dispersion across the 

surface by EDX analysis) were often found embedded in these regions, which were 

typically brown in colour, very shiny, and still displaying at least some of the original 

machining marks. This region may be thought of as being transitional between the 

unworn regions (I and II) and the severely worn area (IV). This region sometimes 

surrounded region IV (see below) at high and low e. 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

Region IV - the worn areas (two on each specimen). The appearance of these 

areas varied greatly, especially when viewed at moderate magnification in the scanning 

electron microscope. The worn areas could be flat or curved, and featureless or rippled. 

When illuminated and viewed normally (i.e. at 90° to the surface), these areas were, 

without exception, red-brown in colour, which is characteristic of hrematite. The colour 

observed was markedly different from that of the brown alumina, which was much 

darker in hue. Viewed obliquely, different colours were visible. These were caused by 

interference in the thin oxide film. Once a steady state of wear had been achieved, the 

appearance of these regions did not change with increasing run duration, and also 

varied little with specimen speed. As stated above, the interference colour found on the 

worn area of each specimen also did not vary with specimen speed or exposure time. 

As above, particles of alumina <1 µm across were embedded in the surface. Their 

distribution was generally uniform, regardless of surface morphology (but see below). 

Generally, the appearance of specimen worn areas fell into three categories; 

(1) The surface would display ripples of deformed material. These ripples were 

perpendicular to the direction of particle/specimen motion (i.e. parallel to the cylindrical 

axis of the specimen (except at the specimen tip, where edge effects dominated)), and 

could be regular or irregular. They were not sinusoidal in nature, but generally 

appeared "smeared" over the specimen surface (figure 6.12). A typical wavelength for 

these ripples was 40 µm. 

(2) The worn area would consist of a matrix of cratered and deformed material 

(see (3)), with islands or plateaux of material standing proud of the general surface. 

These plateaux were covered in a thicker layer of oxide than the rest of the surface, and 

generally suffered greater alumina deposition. Often a rippled appearance was attained 

by alignment of these islands perpendicular to the direction of specimen motion, as 

mentioned above. Towards the edge of the worn area, the plateaux could become joined 

together to merge with the unworn area, spreading the boundary of the worn area over 

a large distanc~ and leaving it ill-defined (figure 6.13). The plateaux were found by 

EDX analysis to have a slightly higher alumina content than the surrounding material. 

However, this could be an artefact introduced by the different morphologies in the two 

areas. This structure was generally present at higher temperatures, where the oxide 

could develop rapidly enough to give localised protection to the alloy. 

(3) The surface would appear completely flat and featureless, with individual 

abrasive particle impact craters (-1.5 µm diameter) becoming visible at high 

magnification in the SEM (figure 6.14). These craters were found by profilometer 

measurements to have a mean depth of the order of 0.03 µm, and hence were very 
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(a) 

30µm 

(b) 

lOµm 

(c) 

300µm 

Figure 6.12. Scanning electron micro graphs showing_ rippling of the worn areas of 

. pecimens exposed in the FB rig; 

(a) and (b) 9Crl Mo at a temperature of 200°C, typical of the rippling found at 

lower temperatures 

(c) 410FT at 575°C, typical of the more irregular oxide-covered rippl es 

observed at higher temperatures. 

A for all other photographs in this chapter, the direction of particle motion relative to 
the specimen is towards the top of the frame (Specimen speed -2.8 m - 1 in b th 

, e:). 



(b) 

lOOµm 100 µm 

Figure 6.13. Scanning electron micrographs of examples of specimens which di splay 

the plateau/island structure when exposed in the FB wear rig; 

(a) shows an individual island, standing proud of the remainder of the sur face 

( rrom 41 OWQ 300°C). The rest of the surface is covered in impact craters (see tex t and 

fi gure 6.14) . Specimen speed-2.2m s- 1• 

(b) shows how these islands can give the appearance of rippling on the 

specimen surface (from 410WQ 200°C). Specimen speed -2.8111 s- 1• 

3 µm 

h gure 6. 14. Scanning electron micrograph show ing the cratered sur f ace seen between 

the islan ds (sec figure 6.13) on 4 1 OWQ expo ed in the FB rig at 300°C. Th i~ 

appearance I imilar to that found on nearly all the specimen s after exposure 111 the 

\\Car ri g ( the cc ption s bein g at high temperature on mild steel: sec fi gure 6. 1. l. 

'>p ·1.·imt:11 '>pccJ - :2 .5111 ..,- 1. 



6. Elevated temperatW'e experiments 

shallow in comparison to their length and width. Craters of this type were also formed 

under most experimental conditions on rippled surfaces (see (1) above), and also 

between the oxide plateaux described in (2). When mild steel was exposed in the rig at 

high temperatures (500 and 575°C), however, these impact craters were no longer 

visible (figure 6.15), presumably because the behaviour of the surface was being 

dominated by the oxide covering it. The thinness of the oxide films present on these 

cratered surfaces precluded identification of the behaviour of the oxide layer and the 

mechanism of its removal (i.e. brittle vs. ductile). 

Many specimens displayed more than one of these morphologies, the appearance 

changing from front to rear of the worn area. A summary of the morphologies found on 

the worn areas is given in table 6.3. 

The appearance of metallic specimens exposed to the bed atmosphere could be 

divided into three regimes as a function of temperature; 

(1) At low temperatures (100-200°C) the majority of the surface of the specimen 

had a similar appearance to a virgin specimen. The front and rear of the cylinder 

(regions I and II) appeared shiny, with machining marks clearly visible. Little or no 

discolouration of these regions was evident at 100°C, but at 200 and/or 300°C, they 

were generally copper-coloured. The areas just forward of the top and bottom of the 

specimen (regions III & IV) were slate grey in colour, from particle deposition (a fine 

dispersion of aluminium was found by EDX analysis to cover the surface. Machining 

marks were still visible on the outer parts of these areas (region Ill). In the centre of 

each of these regions were areas which had suffered wastage (region IV). Some oxide

based discolouration of the unworn areas of the specimens was evident at 200°C in 

many cases. An example of a specimen from this regime is shown in figure 6. l 6(a). 

(2) At intermediate temperatures (300-400 or 500°C), regions I and II were 

similar in appearance to those formed at lower temperatures, with perhaps darker 

temper colours. The worn regions (IV) were generally dark blue in colour, and 

sometimes rippled. The boundaries around the worn areas were often very sharply 

defined, both microscopically and macroscopically (see figure 6.16(b)). 

(3) At the highest temperatures (500-575°C), the worn areas were slate grey or 

black in colour, and generally shiny (figure 6.16(c)). Mild .steel suffered from extensive 

oxide spalling on cooling to room temperature, but the oxide film on the worn areas 

was resistant to this phenomenon (figure 6.16(d) and (e)). The 9Cr1Mo steel also 

suffered slight spalling on the rear face of the specimen at these temperatures. 

The boundaries which surrounded the worn area often gave a clue as to the 

magnitude of the specimen wastage rate which could be expected to have occurred. At 
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Temperature Mild Steel 9Cr1Mo 410Q&T 410WQ 410Ff Fe-20%Cr 
fC, 

100 grey, rippled grey, rippled - grey, rippled grey, rippled -
200 grey, rippled at grey, rippled grey, rippled grey, islands and grey, rippled grey, rippled 

rear, mixture at ripples together 
front 

300 deep blue, slightly pale brown, pale brown, pink/grey/brown, grey/brown, grey/brown, 
rippled surlace slightly rippled rippled at front, islands islands rippled 

featureless at rear 

400 deep blue, islands purple, rippled at purple, rippled at golden brown, golden brown, pale brown, 
at front, front, islands at front, islands at islands islands islands at front, 

featureless at rear rear rear rippled at rear 
500 blue/grey, rippled violet, rippled violet, rippled at pink/purple, violet, purple/brown/grey 

front, islands at islands at rear, irregular ripples islands at front, 
rear ripples at front rippled at reat 

575 grey/black, islands grey/black, rippled grey/black, islands violet/grey, rippled violet, slight grey, rippled 
joined to form at front, ripples at at rear irregular rippling 

network rear 

Table 6.3., showing the surlace morphologies and interference colours of the oxide films found on the worn regions of metallic specimens 
exposed in the FB wear rig. 



3 µm 

Figure 6.15. Scanning electron micrograph of the worn area of a mild steel specimen 
exposed in the FB wear rig at a temperature of 575°C, showing the Jack of impact 
craters (cf figure 6.14 ). Specimen speed -2.8m s- 1• 

300µm 

Figure 6.17. Scanning electron micrograph showing the boundary between the worn 
(bottom of photo) and unworn (top of photo) regions, at the rear of the worn area 
formed on a specimen of 9Cr1Mo exposed in the FB wear rig at a temperature of 
400°C, and typical of the diffuse boundaries observed on some specimens. Note the 
preferen tial oxide nucleation occurring on the old machining marks remaining .from the 
\.-ir. 'lll<ll machining of the specimen. 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Figure 6.16. Photographs showing appearance of the worn areas occurring on a number 

of specimens exposed in the FB wear rig; 
(a) Mild steel at a temperature of 100°C, a typical example of a specimen exposed at a 

low temperature. 
(b) 9Cr1Mo at 400°C, typical of specimens exposed at intermediate temperatures. 
(c) 410FT at 575°C, typical of specimens exposed at high temperatures. 
(d) Mild steel at 500°C, showing slight spalling of the surface oxide at the specimen 

rear . 
. (e) Mild steel at 575°C, showing gross spalling of the oxide. 



6. Elevated temperature experiments 

low temperatures, the boundaries were diffuse, and it was not always possible to 
determine exactly where the worn region started. This was also generally true where 
alloys had acquired immunity to the wastage process at high temperatures. Typical 
boundaries of this type are shown in figure 6.17. Note that oxide nucleation has 
occurred preferentially on the old machining marks. This was not uncommon, 
especially at higher temperatures. However, where wastage was severe, the boundaries 
to the worn region were often very sharply defined, as illustrated in figure 6.18. A list 
of the appearance of the boundaries for the range of materials exposed at different 
temperatures is given in table 6.4. 

6.4.2. Wear as a function of angle around the tube 

The metallic specimens exposed at all temperatures suffered wear in similar 
positions to those observed for ABS specimens, viz. approximately planar regions 
either side of the e = 90° position (see §5.2.2). This corresponded to Stringer's mode 
"A" wear (Stringer, 1987). The angle at which maximum wear was observed (0max) 

was lower than that for wear of the plastic specimens, lying between -5 and +28°. This 
angle generally rose slightly (1 ° for each 10mm radius of rotation::::: 4° perm s-1 
specimen speed) with increasing specimen speed up to specimen speeds of -2 m s-1, 
and then, at high radii of rotation, decreased at approximately the same rate, as was 
found with ABS tubes (see §5.4.4). Examples of graphs showing the value of 0max as 

a function of specimen speed at different temperatures are shown in figure 6.19. As can 
be seen from the data, there was no obvious pattern relating 0max to the temperature of 
exposure, nor to the material being tested. 

6.4.3. Wear as a function of duration of exposure in rig 

. The maximum wear of all specimens, W max , was found to be related to the 
duration of exposure to the bed environment, t, in a similar way to that found for ABS 
specimens (see §5.2.3) according to the formula 

W O W ( ) awmax t < to : max = t ~ to : max = t - to at (6.7, 6.8) 

However, whereas for ABS specimens, to was positive, for metallic specimens, to 
could be negative, with a higher initial wear rate than in the steady state. This we shall 
term an "imaginary" threshold time. Graphs showing the wastage as a function of time 
for a variety of values of to are shown in figure 6.20. Each specimen could exhibit both 
positive and negative values of t0 , as to was a function of specimen speed. Where 
positive, to decreased with increasing specimen speed, i.e. the tip of the wear scar 
moved towards the axis of rotation with increasing exposure time. No such trend was 
observed for specimens which exhibited a negative t0 • In a few cases, specimens 
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(a) 

300 µ m 

(b) 

30 µ m 

(c) 

l 00 µm 

Figure 6.18. Scanning elec tron micrographs showing examples of sharply defined 
boundaries around the worn areas on specimens exposed in the FB wear rig. 

(a) 4 lOWQ at 500°C. Note the "scalloping" of the worn area. 
(b) 9Cr1Mo at 500°C. The "step" between the worn and unworn regions is 

approx imately 1 µm high. 

(c) 9Cr1 Mo at 575°C, also showing rippling of the worn area. 



Temperature Mild Steel 9Cr1Mo 410Q&T 410WQ 410Ff Fe-20%Cr 
fC, 

100 rear-diffuse rear-diffuse moderate moderate 

front-moderately front-not well- - definition definition -
ill-defined defined 

200 rear-well defined rear-very ill- diffuse moderate IDoderate/good IDoderately 

by colour, but not defined definition definition indistinct 

by IDorphology front-quite 

front-as 100°C diffuse 

300 rear-sharp variable, not well rear-quite sharp IDoderate/good IDoderate/good rear-indistinct 

front-moderately defined front-diffuse definition definition front-quite well 

diffuse defined 

400 well-defined variable, not well IDoderately diffuse rear-well defined IDoderate/good rear-distinct 

defined definition except high speed 

front-IDoderate front-wide 

definition boundary 

500 rear-variable rear-very sharp very sharp rear-well defined quite sharp rear-quite distinct 

front-quite well- front-IDoderately front-IDoderate front-very sharp 

defined well-defined definition 

575 IDoderate quite well defined rear-sharp very sharp very sharp quite distinct and 

definition front-diffuse well-defined 

Table 6.4, giving descriptions of the boundaries surrounding the worn regions found on metallic specimens exposed in the FB wear rig. 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

displayed a wear rate which decreased to zero after a number of hours. This behaviour 

occurred at high temperature, and at low specimen speeds, when the magnitude of the 

wear was insignificant, and will be mentioned no more. Examples of graphs showing 

to as a function of specimen speed at different temperatures for the various materials 

tested are shown in figure 6.21. As in the previous section, it was not possible to 
tD 

discern an obvious pattern relating to~e temperature of exposure. 

6.4.4. Wear as a function of specimen speed 

A schematic plot of maximum material removal rate a17ax as a function of 

specimen speed is shown in figure 6.22. Three different regimes were identified: 

(1) at low speed - low wear rate, linearly related to speed 

(2) at medium speed- wear rate rising as a non-linear function of speed 

(3) at high speed - wear rate linearly rising with speed, but increasing more 

steeply than in regime (1) 

These three modes were not all displayed by all specimens. As a general rule, for 

the alloys tested at 100 and 575°C regimes (1) and (2) were absent, the wastage rate 

rising linearly with speed once a. threshold speed had been exceeded. At intermediate 

temperatures, the wastage rate was often found to increase steadily and non-linearly 

with specimen speed, although a linear region was still often observed at high speed. 

Where possible (i.e. in category (2) above), velocity exponents were fitted to the wear 

rate/specimen speed data. The values of exponent found ranged from 4.29 (for 9Cr1Mo 

at 400°C) to 5.13 (for 410Ff at 400°C), which may be compared with the values 

between 1.8 and 2.5 which were found for ABS specimens (see §5.2.4). 

6.4.5. Wear rate as a function of temperature 

For all alloys tested, the wear rate was very low at a temperature of 100°C, and 

increased rapidly up to a maximum value at a temperature in the region of 350-500°C. 

The alloys which oxidised at higher rates (e.g. mild steel, 9Cr1Mo) were found to be 

very resistant to wear at higher temperatures, whereas the more corrosion-resistant 

materials (410, Fe-20%Cr) still generally suffered appreciable wastage, especially at 

the higher specimen speeds (see figure 6.23). This type of behaviour has been 

observed in other circumstances, e.g. by Sethi and Corey (1987) (see figure 2.46), and 

Ninham et al. (1989b). At low specimen speeds, the temperature at which maximum 

wear rates were found showed a decrease in many cases. A more detailed examination 

of the wastage rates is given in §6.5. 
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6. Elevated temperatW'e experiments 

6.4.6. Reproducibility of results 

One of the principal reasons for undertaking three near-identical runs early on in the 

test programme was to assess the reproducibility of results from the FB wear rig. These 

three runs were performed with short specimens and unused abrasive. Values of 
wastage of 6Cr and 9Cr1Mo steels from these three runs (designated by numbers 14, 

20 and 21) after exposure times of 168 hours were compared with each other, and also 

(9Cr1Mo only) with data extrapolated from a later run (number 45). This later run was 

performed with large specimens and "conditioned" abrasive, which had been in use for 

-2200 hours. Wear data gathered from these four runs are shown in figure 6.24, and 

show good correlation. 

Two other nominally identical runs -2500 hours apart, both exposing large one

piece samples of Fe-20%Cr at 500°C in conditioned abrasive, also resulted in data 

which correlated closely (figure 6.25). Because composite specimens were being used 

in the later run, wear was not recorded at low specimen speeds, the inner 45 mm of the 

specimen being of mild steel. 

For details of comparisons between the two FB wear rigs, see §6.6.6. 
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6. Elevated temperatw-e experiments 

6.5. Detailed behaviour of individual alloys 
6.5.1. Mild Steel 

Mild steel was one of the six alloys chosen for study over the full range of 

temperatures available, i.e. 100-575°C. Mild steel, a material with little corrosion 

resistance, and containing no chromium or other alloying elements to complicate 

oxidation behaviour, was intended to provide a useful contrast with the behaviour of 

Cr-containing alloys, some of which were designed specifically to resist oxidation. Any 

oxidation-related differences in the wear characteristics of different "stainless" alloys 

were expected to be magnified through the use of mild steel, where no effects of 

chromium depletion would be possible. Characteristics which did not change between 

mild steel and the corrosion-resistant alloys could also generally be assumed not to be 

oxidation-related. The hardness of the mild steel was 196± 6 kgfmm-2, and the 

microstructure revealed a ferrite matrix with pearlite colonies, and a mean grain/pearlite 

colony size of-20µm (figure 6.2(a)). 

65.1.1 . Wear rate as a/unction of temperature and specimen speed 

The maximum wear rate observed for mild steel was at a temperature of 400°C 

(figure 6.26). However, as can be seen from these graphs, the maximum wear rate 

probably occurred at a temperature slightly below 400°C. The wastage rate peak was 

the narrowest of all the alloys studied, with a sharp fall-off in material removal rate at 

higher temperatures, and a smooth reduction at lower temperatures. 

Wear rates at 100°C (figure 6.27(a)) were low, and comparable with those observed 

for the other alloys studied. Substantial errors in measurement of this low wastage 

meant that it was difficult to determine the relationship between maximum wear rate and 

specimen speed. At 200°C (figure 6.27(b)), wastage rates had increased appreciably, 

wear being observed at specimen speeds down to -1 .2 m s-1, rising non-linearly at low 

speeds and linearly at higher speeds. At 300°C (figure 6.27(c)), rates of material 

removal had increased further, a single non-linear function fitting the data available. 

The wear rates .observed at 400°C (figure 6.27(d)) were the highest found for any 

material studied, a non-linear function applying again. The mean peak wear rate for a 

specimen speed of 2.85ms-1 was over 8µmh -1, or 8mm(1000h)-1. This 

corresponds to an oxide removal rate of approximately double this value, i.e. 
16 µmh-1, and is 80 times greater than the maximum level tolerable for the tube bank 

in a PFBC. At a temperature of 500°C (figure 6.27(e)), wear rates at specimen speeds 

greater than - 1.7 m s-1 were similar to those at 200°C, but at lower velocities, no wear 

was detectable. At 5756C (figure 6.27(f)), mild steel was found to be virtually immune 

to wear. No wastage was observed for specimen speeds below 2.2 m s-1, and the wear 

rates for speeds above this threshold had dropped markedly. The highest maximum 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

mean wear rate found at this temperature was -0.7 µm h-1, less than 10% of the peak 

value. 

6.5.1.2. Specimen morphology (see tables 6.3 and 6.4) 

The most notable feature of the behaviour of mild steel was its heavy oxidation, in 

comparison with the other alloys studied in the project. As the temperature increased, 

the oxidation became more severe, until at 500°C, when small areas of scale spalled off 

the back of the specimen upon cooling. At 575°C, the specimens were covered in a 

thick black oxide, which spalled from most of the specimen surface within minutes of 

removal from the rig (see figure 6.16(d)). A cross-section of the oxide film present on 

the front of a specimen exposed at this temperature reveals that the scale was 

approximately 10 µm thick (figure 6.28), but the thickness of the film which had 

developed on the worn area was too thin for measurement by optical or SEM 

techniques. The worn area at 575°C was covered with a shiny black oxide, which was 

similar in appearance to that reported by a number of workers for sliding wear (e.g. 

Stott et al., 1984, Glascott et al., 1984). 

High magnification scanning electron micrographs revealed a cratered surface (see 

above) on the worn areas at temperatures of up to 400°C. Above this temperature, the 

surface morphology changed radically, and impact craters were no longer visible (see 

figure 6.15). It is probable that this change in surface appearance was due to the 

development of a surface oxide film thick enough to contain wholly an indent caused by 

an impacting particle. At all temperatures, the worn areas appeared to be rippled, but in 

some cases, this was an illusion, plateaux of oxide-covered alloy aligning to give the 

appearance of ripples (see §6.4.1). The wavelength of these "ripples" generally 

increased towards the rear of the worn areas, but was of the order of 20 µm in the 

centre of these areas. 

6.5.2. 9Cr1Mo 

As stated earlier, this alloy was "as-received", and had undergone a typical 

industrial heat treatment. This resulted in a tempered martensitic microstructure, as 

shown in figure 6.2(b), with laths approximately 25 µm in length. The hardness of the 

alloy in this condition was 243± 11 kgfmm-2. 

65.2.1. Wear rate as a function of temperature and specimen speed 

The behaviour of 9Cr1Mo with respect to temperature was similar to mild steel, 

except that the peak in wastage rates was much broader (figure 6.29). This peak was 

centred around -400°C at high speeds, and moved to slightly lower values at low 

specimen speeds, where the wear rate at 500°C had fallen sharply. The peak values of 

the material removal rate were not as high (typically -60%) as those for mild steel, but 
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Figure 6.28. Scanning electron micrograph showing a cross-sectional view of the oxide 
grown on the front of a mild steel specimen exposed in the FB wear rig at a temperature 
of 575°C. 
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6. Eleva1ed re111perar11re e.rperi111c11rs 

there was again a rapid fall off in wastage rate at high temperature, this time between 

500 and 575°C. 

At 100°C (figure 6.30(a)) , a non-linear function described the wastage pattern with 

respect to specimen speed. No specimen wear was found below -2.1 m s-1 . The 

material response with respect to the specimen speed was generally similar to that of 

mild steel at all other temperatures (figure 6.30(b)-(e)), except at 575°C (figure 

6.30(f)), where immunity to wastage only existed below -l.5m s-1. 

6.5.2.2. Specimen morphology (.,·ee tables 6.3 and 6.4) 

As was the case with the other alloys, a rippled morphology was visible on the 

surface of the specimens exposed at 100°C and 200°C. This rippling was less marked at 

300°C. At 400°C, oxide "islands" penetrated the rear of the worn area, aligning 

themselves along the original specimen machining marks (figure 6.1 7). Slight rippling 

was visible further forward in the wear scar. The ripples found at 500°C appeared to be 

covered in a moderately thick layer of oxide scale, which gave them an irregular 

appearance, similar to those in figure 6.12. At this temperature, the rear of the worn 

area was marked by a step up to the unworn material, which formed a very sharp 

boundary between the worn and unworn regions. This step was found by profilometry 

to be only -1 µ m high. At 575°C, the structure reverted back to ripples, but the 

boundaries of the worn area had an unusual appearance, with large angular craters. 

approximately 60µm across (figure 6.18). These features were far too large to be 

caused by single particle impacts. 

6.5.3. 410 -quenched and tempered (410 Q&T) 

This alloy was "as received", and had undergone a two-stage tempering, which 

resulted in a Vickers hardness of 231± 9 kgfmm-2. The microstructure, as shown in 

figure 6.2(c), is one of tempered martensite, similar to that of 9Cr1Mo and the water 

quenched 410 steel, but was finer, with laths of the order of lOµm in length. 

6.5.3.l. Wear rate as afanction of temperature and specimen speed 

The behaviour of quenched and tempered 410 steel was similar in a number of 

ways to that of 9Cr1Mo, which received a similar heat treatment, with a comparatively 

broad wear peak, and very little wastage at 575.°C (figure 6.31). However, the 

maximum values of material removal rate were found to occur at a higher temperature 

than for 9Cr1Mo, falling from -450°C at high specimen speeds to -400°C at lower 

speeds. The peak value was also -20% lower for 410 than for the 9Cr1Mo steel. 

The relationship between the wear rate and the specimen speed for this steel differed 

from the two discussed above. Whereas at 200°C (figure 6.32(a)) , a single curve fitted 

the data available, at 300 and 400°C (figures 6.32(b) and (c) respectively), there was a 
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Figure 6.30. Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of specimen speed 
for 9Cr 1 Mo specimens exposed in the FB wear rig at temperatures of 100 to 
300°c. 
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Figure 6.30(continued). Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function 
of specimen speed for 9Cr1Mo specimens exposed in the FB wear rig at 
temperatures of 400 to 575°C. 
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Figure 6.32. Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of specimen speed 
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6. Elevated temperatwe experiments 

high speed regime (u >2 m s-1 at 300°C, u >2.3 m s-1 at 400°C) where wastage was 

linearly related to specimen speed. At 500°C, there appeared to be two distinct modes 

(figure 6.32(d)), the transition speed being at -2.3m s-1. At 575°C, no wastage was 

observed at specimen speeds below 2 m s-1, with a non-linear increase above this 

speed (figure 6.32(e)). 

6.5.3.2. Specimen morphology (see tables 6.3 and 6.4) 

At all temperatures, a cratered surface was visible at high magnification. At slightly 

lower magnification, however, different temperatures resulted in sometimes radically 

different surface appearances. At 200°C, where wastage was low, a flaky rippled 

surface was visible similar to that found for all the other materials at low temperatures, 

with a wavelength of -40 µm. At 300°C, however, the worn surface displayed no 

rippling or plateau formation, although some rippling was observed at the front of the 

worn area. Between 400 and 575°C, rippling dominated the appearance of the front of 

the worn areas, changing to an island/plateau structure towards the rear. The amplitude 

and wavelength of the "ripples" at these temperatures increased towards the rear of the 

worn area in each case, but at the centre of each worn area, the amplitude was -40 µm 

for these three temperatures. 

6.5.4. 410- fully martensitic (410 WQ) 

This alloy was the hardest of those tested, with a hardness of 465 ± 15 kgf mm-2. 

This resulted from a heat treatment which involved austenitising at 980°C for 24 hours, 

immediately followed by a water quench, which gave a martensitic microstructure (see 

figure 6.2(d)). Tempering of this structure during an experimental run was observed 

only at a temperature of 575°C, when the hardness fell to -270kgfmm-2 after 30-40 

hours exposure (figure 6.33). 

65.4.1. Wear rate as a function of temperature and specimen speed 

The wear rate of martensitic 410 steel again had a peak value at around 400°C 

(figure 6.34). However, the behaviour at higher temperatures was different from that of 

the lower alloys. Wastage fell to near-zero values for the lower specimen speeds (below 

-2m s-1), whereas it stayed at up to -60% of its peak level for specimen speeds above 

2.5 m s-1. 

At all temperatures except 400 and 500°C, the wastage rate was linearly related to 

specimen speed at high speed, and obeyed a non-linear function at lower speeds. At 

these two temperatures, a single non-linear function prevailed for all specimen speeds 

(see figure 6.35). 
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at temperatures of 100 to 300°C. 
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Figure 6.35(continued). Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of 
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Figure 6.35(continued). Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of 
specimen speed for water quenched 410 steel (410WQ) specimens exposed in 
the FB wear rig at temperatures of 400 to 575°C. 
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6. Elevated temperatwe experiments 

6.5.4.2. Specimen morphology (See also tables 6.3 and 6.4) 

At an exposure temperature of 100°C, the worn area of the specimen was rippled in 

a regular manner, as with other alloys. However, at 200°C, the "rippling" was 

observed to be due to regular formation of plateaux (figure 6.13) This was unlike the 

behaviour of any other of the alloys at this temperature, all of which displayed rippled 

surfaces. Ductile impact sites could still be seen between the islands. At 300°C, the 

worn area was generally flat and featureless. At this temperature, the rear of the wear 

scar had become distinct and sharply defined. At 400°C, the boundary at the rear of the 
worn region was sharp. The worn area itself appeared to be rippled at high 0 (i.e. 

towards the front), but again was actually covered by a network of plateaux, which 

stood proud and were aligned parallel to the axis of the specimen. At 500°C, the rear of 

the worn area was marked by a sharp boundary. Behind this, preferential oxide 

nucleation and growth could be seen on the original machining marks formed during 

manufacture of the specimen, as for 9Cr1Mo at 400°C. In front of the boundary, the 

surf ace showed a "scalloped" surf ace. Islands of alloy, covered by oxide, were visible 

standing proud of the boundaries between the scoop marks. Where these islands were 

not present, the surface again had a characteristically ductile morphology. In the centre 

of the scar, rippling had appeared, and was "feathery" in appearance (figure 6.36). 

At 575°C, the oxidation to the rear of the worn area had nearly obscured the 

machining marks, and there was no overlap between the worn and unworn areas. 

Regular ripples were visible near the rear of the wear scar. This rippling became less 

regular towards the centre of the worn area until a featureless plateau was seen at the 

discontinuous worn/unworn boundary 

6.5.5. 410- fully transformed to a (410 FI1 
This alloy was considerably softer than either of the other types of 410 steel used, 

with a Vickers hardness of 152± 8 kgfmm-2. The heat treatment used to achieve this 

was austenitisation at 980°C for 24 hours, followed by soaking at 700°C for 24 hours. 

The microstructure (figure 6.2(e)) was predominantly made up of equiaxed ferrite 

grains, between 10 and 20 µm in diameter. A small amount of pearlite was also visible 

between the ferrite grains. 

655.1. Wear rate as a/unction of temperature and specimen speed 

Ferritic 410 steel (410FT) behaved in a slightly different manner from its 

martensitic brother (figure 6.37). Wastage rates were approximately 50% of those of 

4IOWQ, and the peak in wastage came at a slightly higher temperature, namely-500°C 

(slightly lower at the highest specimen speed measured). Wear rates at 575°C were 

often almost as large as the peak rates, especially at high speeds. For u < 1. 8 m s-1 , 
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Figure 6.36. Scanning electron micrograph showing the "feathery" rippling seen on the 
worn area of a specimen of 4 lOWQ exposed in the FB rig at a temperature of 500°C 
(specimen speed -2.8m s-1 ). 
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6. Elevated temperatwe experiments 

however, wastage was zero at 575°C. 

The relationships between specimen speed and wastage rate (figure 6.38) were 

similar to those found for water quenched 410 steel, except at 500°C, where a linear 

region was found at high specimen speeds. 

6.5.5.2. Specimen morphology (see tables 6.3 and 6.4) 
The appearance of worn specimens of 41 OFT was generally similar to those of 

4 lOWQ. A few differences in detail existed, some of which can be found by studying 

tables 6.3 and 6.4, and the remainder of which are described below. Closer inspection 

by SEM revealed that the materials also generally behaved similarly at a smaller scale 

(i.e. ductile particle indentations). 

The ripples found at 200°C were extremely regular, contrasting with those which 

had developed on 410WQ at this temperature. The "scalloping" and "feathery" ripples 

described for 4 lOWQ at 500°C were not present on 4 lOFT at this temperature, but the 

ripples present were still quite irregular in appearance (figure 6.39(a)). Cracking of the 

oxide on the worn area was observed at 575°C, and at the front of this area, oxide had 

peeled away (it is not known whether this occurred during or after the run) in small 

sections (figure 6.39(b)), showing the very thin oxide generated even on an unworn 

region at high temperature. 

6.5.6. Fe- 20%Cr 

This alloy had the highest chromium content of any used in this project, and it 

might reasonably be assumed that it would possess the greatest resistance to oxidation. 

The air-cooling of this binary alloy typically resulted in the microstructure shown in 

figure 6.2(f), with approximately equiaxed grains of ferrite, 10-20µm across. The 

mean grain size varied between different samples of this alloy between the limits of 10 

and 50µm. The hardness of this alloy was 175±25kgfmm-2. 

65.6.1. Wear rate as a function of temperature and specimen speed 

The greatest wastage rates were found to be at a temperature of -400°C at low 

specimen speeds and at a slightly higher temperature for the higher speeds (figure 

6.40). At low specimen speeds (< 1.8 m s·l ), the material removal rate fell sharply 

with an increase in temperature to 500 and 575°C, but above this speed, the wear 

dropped less markedly with increasing temperature, and remained comparatively high. 

A linear relationship between wastage rate and specimen speed was observed at 

high specimen speed at all temperatures . (figure 6.41). 

6.5.6.2. Specimen morphology (see tables 6.3 and 6.4) 

At a temperature of 200°C, the lowest at which this alloy was tested, the surface of 

the worn area on Fe-20%Cr had a similar appearance to that of the other alloys at this 
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Figure 6.38. Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of specimen speed 
for ferritic 410 steel (410Ff) specimens exposed in the FB wear rig at 
temperatures of 100 to 300°C. 
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Figure 6.39. Scanning electron micrographs showing 

(a) the irregular ripples observed on the worn areas of a 4 IOFf specimen 
exposed in the FB wear rig at a temperature of 500°C. 

(b) peeling of the oxide present at the front of a specimen of 410Ff exposed in 

the FB wear rig at a temperature of 575°C (specimen speed -2.8m s-1 in both cases). 
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Figure 6.41. Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of specimen speed 
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Figure 6.41(continued). Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of 
specimen speed for Fe-20%Cr specimens exposed in the FB wear rig at 
temperatures of 400 to 575°C. 
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6. Elemted te111perawre experi111e11t.1· 

temperature. At 300°C, the ripples became somewhat more blurred, and at 400°C and 

500°C, an island/plateau structure had developed towards the front of the wear scar. A 

sharp boundary was again present at the rear of the worn region at 575°C, in front of 

which a rippled structure was present. Islands of material again appeared towards the 

front of the worn region. 

6.5.7. Other Fe-Cr alloys exposed at 500°C only 

These alloys, which received identical heat treatment to that of the Fe-20%Cr, also 

possessed similar microstructures, with grain sizes again between 10 and 50µm. The 

lower chromium contents than the 20%Cr alloy resulted in corrrespondingly lower 

hardness values; Fe-10%Cr, 95± 12 kgf mm-2; Fe-12.5%Cr, 105± 10 kgf mm-2; 

and Fe-15 %Cr, 123± 18kgfmm-2. The relationships between material wastage rate 

and specimen speed for Fe-10%Cr, Fe-12.5%Cr and Fe-15 %Cr at 500°C are shown in 

figure 6.42. It is apparent that wastage rates rose with increasing Cr content, and that 

the threshold speed below which no wear occmfd at this temperature decreased with 

increasing Cr content (compare also Fe-20%Cr at 500°C - figure 6.41 ( d)). 

6.5.8. Transmission electron microscopy of the oxide films 

A limited study of the oxide films formed on the worn areas of the specimens was 

undertaken. The low thickness of the scales precluded the use of "edge-on" techniques, 

so it was decided to use plan views, looking perpendicular to the films. Unfortunately, 

the scales were firmly bonded to the alloy, so that the method normally used to remove 

them, viz. immersion in a saturated solution of iodine in methanol, was not effective. 

Specimen preparation therefore involved ion-beam thinning samples cut from the 

substrate until perforation took place. The resulting specimen shape is iJ(ustrated in 

figure 6.43(a). Bright and dark field images, showing the grain structure of the oxide 

film found on the worn area of a 9Cr1Mo sample exposed at 500°C are shown in figure 

6.43(b) and (c).A similar grain structure was also observed for this alloy at 300°C. The 

bulk of the film was identified from diffraction data to be very fine grained (-20nm) 

M203, where M was of the composition Feo_9Cro.09Moo.01 (identified by EDX 

analysis) , i.e. corresponding exactly to that of the substrate alloy. The lack of Cr 

segregation into the film results from the steady-state wear process. The very fine grain 

structure will probably have been due to the very rapid initial film growth, and possibly 

stimulated by the impacting particles (see ~6.7). It will have resulted in enhanced grain 

boundary diffusion, and oxidation rates higher than those which would be expected for 

statically grown films (see ~2.5.5). Very fine (<lµm) particles of alumina bed material 

(figure 6.43(d)) were often embedded in these worn areas. Their distribution was 

uniform, and did not depend upon local specimen morphology. 
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Figure 6.42. Graphs of equilibrium wear rates as a function of specimen 
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Figure 6.43. (a) diagram illustrating the manufacture of TEM spec imens. 
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worn area of 9Cr1 Mo steel exposed at 500°C in the FB wear rig, 
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6. Elevated temperature experimenls 

6.5.9. Thickness of oxide on worn regions 

The fact that, for a steady state wear process, the mean cationic composition of the 

oxide scale present on the surface must be equal to that of the alloy (as confirmed above 

by TEM studies) enables the calculation of the thickness of the oxide scale present on 

the worn areas of each of the specimens where interference colours can be observed, by 

using equation (6.6) in conjunction with table 6.2. Values calculated in this way are 

shown as a function of temperature for all the alloys used in figure 6.44. The range of 

temperatures over which this method is of use is slightly restricted, but it can be seen 

that, in all cases, the oxide thickness formed on the worn areas increases approximately 

linearly with temperature, and shows a tendency to decrease with increasing Cr content 

(i.e. with increasing oxidation resistance). 
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6. Elevaied temperature experiments 

6.6. Discussion of the wear results and theoretical models 
Many of the features exhibited by the specimens being worn correlate with those 

suggested by Liu and Natesan (1988), including an incubation period (where positive) 

which decreases with increasing specimen velocity, and a steady state region where the 

rate of metal recession is constant. However, the scale retained on the worn areas was 

of approximately uniform thickness, and Liu and Natesan's theory cannot explain the 

existence of a negative incubation period. However, the kinetics observed for simple 

oxidation of the alloys were not parabolic in a number of cases. 

The behaviour of the materials exposed to the bed environment may be discussed 

under f iv6 headings: 

( 1) the effect of temperature 

(2) the effect of speed 

(3) the angle of maximum wear and the "incubation period" 

( 4) specimen appearance 

(5) the effect of alloy composition and heat treatment/rnicrostructure 

Information on all of these factors can be combined to allow a model to be 

proposed. 

6.6.1. The effect of temperature 

Two types of wear/temperature curve were found for the six alloys: 

The first, which was observed for the two least corrosion-resist_ant alloys (mild 

steel and 9Cr1Mo) and for quenched and tempered 410 steel, had a peak in wastage at a 

temperature of 400 ± 50°C. The wear rate decreased to very low values or zero for all 

specimen speeds, for an exposure temperature of 575°C, and in the case of mild steel, 

500°c. 

The second type of behaviour occurred for the more corrosion resistant alloys, with 

the exception of quenched and tempered 410 steel (i.e. for water quenched 410, fully 

transformed 419, and Fe-20%Cr). For these alloys, peak wastage temperatures of 

450 ± 50°C were observed, and the low-speed wastage again decreased to near-zero 

levels at higher temperatures. At higher specimen speeds (u > 2 m s-1 ), however, the 

material removal rate remained relatively high, sometimes at levels comparable with the 

peak values observed. 

At 100°C, all the alloys tested suffered similar wear rates. This implies that the 

method of material removal at this temperature was mechanical, and was not dependent 

on oxidation. The hardness values measured at room temperature for the six principal 

alloys varied greatly, from -150 to -465 kgfmm-2 (410FT and 410WQ respectively). 

These results are therefore in harsh disagreement with what would be expected in 
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abrasion, where the wear resistance of alloys rises with increasing hardness 

(Rabinowicz, 1965, Khruschov, 1957). The lack of any variation in wear rates with 

material hardness suggests that the mechanism of material removal at this temperature 

may possibly be of an erosion-based nature, since in erosion less dependence of the 

wear rate upon the alloy hardness is observed (see §2.3.4.1 and figure 2.14). 

For all the alloys, there was a rapid increase in the rate of material removal with 

increasing temperature at low temperatures, up to the maximum value of the wastage 

rate. The properties which might be expected to affect the erosion/abrasion resistance of 

the alloys used in this study (e.g. hardness, failure strain, coefficient of thermal 

expansion, heat capacity) do not vary by more than 30% over a temperature range of 

-200°C, and therefore cannot account for the observed increase in wear rate. However, 

the oxidation resistance of these alloys falls considerably over the temperature range 

200-400°C (for an activation energy of 160 kJ mol-1, the ratio between parabolic 

oxidation rates at 400°C and 200°C is of the order of 400). This increase in oxidation 

would result in a surface layer of scale developing very quickly. If not firmly bonded to 

the metal substrate, this layer would be easily removed by impacting particles, causing 

further rapid oxidation to take place, and may have resulted in the rapid increase in 

wastage. However, the oxidation rates necessary to account for the high wastage at 

intermediate temperatures were far higher than those observed for oxidation in a 

furnace. Possible explanations for this discrepancy are given in §6.7. 

At higher temperatures, the wastage rate of the less corrosion resistant alloys 

reduced to very low values. This was because the surface oxide was being created at a 

rate sufficient to form a protective layer, which was far more able to absorb the impact 

stresses and resist removal than the thinner films found at lower temperatures. Those 

alloys which were more corrosion resistant would not oxidise rapidly enough to form 

this protective layer, except at low specimen speeds, where the impact stresses were 

reduced. The one exception to this rule was quenched and tempered 410 steel, which 

has oxidation resistance comparable with 410 in the other heat treated states used, but 

wore at a very low -rate at a temperature of 575°C. 

The form of wear/temperature curve found here has been reported before, e.g. by 

Soemantri et al. (1985) for two-body abrasion of alumini4m (see figure 2.51 ). Three

body abrasion experiments on copper at temperatures of up to 400°C revealed a wastage 

rate steadily rising with increasing temperature. It is conceivable that this corresponds 

to the low temperature region of the "hump" type of curve seen in the present work. 

The work performed by Sethi and Corey (1987) (figure 2.44) also shows a similar 

dependence of wear rate upon temperature; see §2.7. for more examples. 
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6.6.2. Effect of specimen speed 

The comparatively high values of velocity exponent (between 4.29 and 5.13) found 

for the non-linear wear rate/specimen speed graphs indicate that the wear mechanism is 

not simply one of erosion or abrasion of the metal, as these methods of material 

removal would result in velocity exponents of (typically) 3 to 3.4 (the velocity 

exponent for erosion of a ductile material :::::2.4, for abrasion :::::2 (see §5.4.3); the 

dependence of particle flux upon specimen speed will add 1 to these values). The 

values found here for the high temperature wear of metallic specimens may also be 

compared with those found for the wear of ABS (see §5.2.4), which were between 1.8 

and 2.5. 

There are two possible causes of the high velocity exponents observed here for the 

steel specimens: 

(1) The material being removed may behave in a brittle manner. Brittle materials 

have theoretical erosion velocity exponents of between 2.44 and 3.17 (Wiederhom and 

Hockey, 1983 and Evans et al., 1978 respectively - experimental exponents can be 

higher), which would result in an exponent between 3.44 and 4.17 when using the 

rotary FB apparatus. However, these theoretical values were calculated by considering 

the intersection of cracks due to a Hertzian stress field generated by particle impact onto 

a semi-infinite brittle solid, and experiments investigating erosion of brittle materials 

will result in a similar configuration. It is clear that the configuration in the present 

work does not conform with this. The thinness of the oxide means that it is unlikely 

that it will behave in a conventionally brittle manner, but rather that it will be deformed 

to match the shape of the crater resulting from the particle impact, and may then flake 

off. The low particle impact velocity, the thinness of the scale, the heating generated by 

particle impacts, and the very fine grain size of the scale will all favour ductile 

behaviour of the oxide, especially at elevated temperatures. 

(2) If, as is envisaged, the wear process involves the removal of oxide only, then 

the high velocity exponents observed mean that the particles must contribute towards 

the manufacture of the oxide, possibly by impact-enhanced oxidation. In this, the heat 

generated by the particle impact causes a localised increase in the metal temperature, 

which results in increased oxidation rates. Higher particle impact speeds and fluxes will 

thus cause more oxide to be created and be available for removal (see §6.7 for further 

details). 

Where lower wear rates prevailed, the specimen wastage rate fell to zero for low 

specimen speeds. This threshold will probably have been due to one of two reasons; 
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( 1) At low temperatures; 

(a) If metal removal governs the wear at this temperature; the impacting 

particle may not cause the specimen surface to yield. 

(b) If oxide removal controls wastage rates; there may be a threshold 

particle speed below which oxidation is not sufficiently stimulated by the particle 

impacts (see later) for appreciable scale formation. 

(2) At high temperatures, there will be a threshold particle speed beneath which 

sufficient penetration of the surface scale to cause removal will not occur. 

6.62.1. Oxidation-scrape-oxidation model 

This model, proposed by Stott and Wood (1978), suggests that the oxide grown 

during and between asperity contacts is removed completely during a subsequent 

contact, and can be used to predict the dependence of the material removal rate and the 

equilibrium oxide thickness upon the specimen speed. 

Assuming that a fatigue mechanism operates, then a section of oxide will be 

removed when a certain number of particles, Ni, have impacted on that section. If 

oxidation occurs isothermally (i.e. there is no impact-generated heating), the 

dependence?\ the oxide removal rate and the equilibrium oxide thickness upon the 

specimel~ay be estimated theoretically, for a selection of oxidation kinetics. (It is 

possible that Ni will decrease with increasing specimen velocity. This is approximated 

in the following analysis as an inverse power function of u , i.e. Ni oc u b, where 

b $0.) 

The time taken for the critical number of impacts to have occurred, tc, will thus be 

given by 

tc oc ub-1 (6.8) 

, and the mean rate of material removal by xJtc, The mean oxide film thickness, 

which is invariant with respect to u, will be determined by 

1 rte 
<X> = 1:c J Q X d t (6 .9) 

Separating behaviour into four different types of oxidation kinetics (see §2.5.1); 

(1) Parabolic kinetics ( assume x oc ..Jt) 
.Ll..:!u .(!82 

Xc oc U 2 ' <X> oc U 2 
tc 

(6.10) 

In order to have a mean wear rate proportional to u4.3~5.2, as observed, b must lie 
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between -7.6 and -9.4. However, this will result in a strong dependence of <X> upon u 

(exponent between -4.3 and -5.2), and therefore must be discounted. 

(2) Linear kinetics ( assume x oc t) 
Xc (b-1) 
~ independent of u , <X> oc u (6.11) 

Again, a poor correlation is seen with experimental data. 

(3) Logarithmic kinetics ( x oc loge(At+ 1)) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

i.e. 
Xc - (1-b) - (1-b) 
~ oc u , <X> oc u + constant (6.14) 

The dependence of xcftc upon u may be valid, if a value of b between -3.3 and -4.2 

is chosen, and the constant in the equation for <X> may be large enough to give an 

effectively constant value for the mean thickness. However, for this to be true, the 

constant A in the oxidation equation above would have to be very small, i.e. oxidation 

would have to take place at a near-infinite rate initially, and proceed no futher 

afterwards. 

(4) Inverse logarithmic kinetics (x oc (loge(At+ l))·l) 

(1-b) 
Xc u - oc ------tc (b-1) 

loge(u + 1) 
(6.15) 

[ 
(b-1) Loo (lo (const.u(b-l\l))"] 

<X>oc .uO-b logeloge(const.u +1)+ ge 1 (6.16) n.n . 
. n=l 

i.e. 
Xc ~ (1-b) ~ (1-b) -
~ oc u , <X> oc u , hence <X> oc ~4.3~5.2 (6.17) 

Inverse logarithmic kinetics therefore cannot account simultaneously for the 

observed dependence of the wastage rate and the scale thickness. 

It must be concluded that for an isothermal oxidation-scrape-oxidation mechanism 

to account for the uniformity of the film thickness and the variation of the wastage with 

specimen speed, oxidation of the metals must proceed in an exaggerated logarithmic 
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manner. 

Given that the only accurate information we have on the thickness of the films 

developed on the worn specimens relates to lower temperatures (generally ~00°C), it 

is quite possible that logarithmic kinetics operate at these temperatures within the bed. 

The oxidation experiments (§6.3.3) show that 410 steel in all three heat treatments 
C\.wlMo 

useqf and Fe-20%Cr, oxidise initially at a rapid rate, and then develop a protective layer 

which prevents further oxidation. However, mild steel _- d06not display 

logarithmic oxidation at the temperatures studied here, and therefore cannot conform to 

the oxidation-scrape-oxidation model for the present circumstances (<x> constant, 

xJtc(=ilW/ot) as observed). 

6.6.3. Angle of maximum wastage 

The angle at which maximum wear occurred was generally lower than that found 

for ABS samples. This indicates that the wastage mechanism in both cases was unlikely 

to be abrasion, as this might be expected to result in the same value of 0max, regardless 

of specimen material, since 0max for abrasion should depend only on the pattern of 

particle movement past the specimens. The decrease in 0max with increasing specimen 

speed at high speeds may be explained in a similar way to that found for ABS 

specimens (see §5.2.2 and §5.4.4), but no explanation has been found for the 

corresponding variation at lower specimen speeds (see §6.4.2), or for the variation of 

0max with temperature. The only consistency between all materials in this respect is the 

drop in the value of 0max between temperatures of 100°C and 200°C, followed by an 

equally sharp rise when moving to 300°C. This might be due to greater ductility (which 

will move the peak in the erosion vs. ex curve to lower values of ex, and so reduce 

Smax) at 200°C when compared with that at 100°C and 300°C, resulting from (100-

2000C) the temperature increase imparting greater ductility to the alloy, and (200-300°C) 

the increase in oxide formation at 300°C increasing the tendency to brittle behaviour. 

Alternatively, if the curves shown in figure 6.19 are thought of as rising steadily with 

temperature, the anomalous point is the one at 100°C. At this temperature, the abrasive 

may possess som~ water adsorbed onto its surface, which might affect its fric tion 

properties. 

6.6.4. Specimen appearance 

The oxides present on the specimens which had the typical cratered appearance 

were too thin to resolve using scanning electron microscopy, and it was thus 

impossible to determine an oxide removal mechanism (i.e. ductile vs. brittle, erosion 

vs. abrasion) by examining the oxide on the worn surfaces in this way. The thinness of 

the oxides also meant that the bulk of the deformation occurred in the metal substrate, 

resulting in the cratered appearance. This appearance was very similar to that found in 

ernsion, e.g. with the gas-gun rig used here (§4.4). However, it also seems possible 
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Figure 6.45. Scanning electron micrographs in (a) secondary electron mode and (b ) 

backscattered-electron mode, showing the lower backscattered signal emitted by the 

"islan ds" present on the worn area of a specimen of 410WQ exposed at a temperature 

of 300°C in the FB wear rig (specimen speed - 2.8m s-l ). Thi s phenomenon was 

observed wherever the island/plateau structure prevailed. 
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that three-body abrasive wear could give rise to a similar surf ace appearance. 

Ripples of the kind observed on the worn areas of many of the specimens are 
caused by impacting particles, as in the erosion of ductile materials (see §2.3.2). The 
particle/specimen interaction must therefore be viewed as one of particle impact, and not 

rolling or sliding, as would have occured in abrasion. 

A number of specimens displayed a morphology in which plateaux of material 

stood proud of the remainder of the worn area. This generally occurred near the edge of 
the worn area. Back-scattered scanning electron microscopy (figure 6.45) revealed that 

these plateaux always appeared darker than the surrounding region, and thus had a 

lower atomic number. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that they bore a thicker 
oxide film than the area of which they stood proud. The morphology of the surface of 

these plateaux confirmed this. 

Transmission electron microscopy revealed that the oxide scale on the worn areas 

had a very fine structure, with grain sizes of the order of 10-40 nm (figure 6.43 ). This 

will have enabled rapid diffusion along grain boundaries (see §2.5.5), leading to 

enhanced oxidation rates. Deformation of the oxide film may have occured by sliding of 

these grain boundaries, rather than by dislocation motion. Films similar to these are 

found for the oxidation of 9Cr1Mo at 600°C in a steam/boron atmosphere for a period 
of 4 minutes, where the boron is thought to pin the grain boundaries (Rowley, 1990). 

6.6.5. Specimen composition and heat treatment/microstructure 

The main results found by comparing the behaviour of the different materials in the 

FB wear rig have been mentioned already under a variety of different headings. 

However, it may be useful to show these in the form of a diagram - see figure 6.46. 

Note that the features mentioned are those which are generally observed - there may 

be the odd exception. As an example, considering the 410 steel and its three different 

heat treatments; 

The heat treatments chosen resulted in slight differences in oxidation characteristics 

between the three microstructures, especially when considering initial oxidation, which 

is that part most-relevant to the phenomena occurring here. The untempered martensitic 

(WQ) steel oxidised quickest of all the three types of 410 steel. This meant that at 

intermediate temperatures (200-400°C) it wore at approximately twice the rate of the 

other two types, which wore at similar rates to each other at temperatures of up to 

500°C. At higher temperatures, however, the wear rate of the WQ steel fell to 

approximately half its peak value, and was similar in magnitude to that of the ferritic 

(FT) steel. This is because the rapid oxidation suffered by the WQ steel was beginning 

to provide a degree of protection to the alloy. As shown by the Q&T steel, the 
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temperature required to form an oxide layer which will resist the particle impacts at low 
specimen speed is less than the corresponding temperature at higher speeds. This 

results in a fall of the peak temperature with decreasing specimen speed. 

Neither the fall of the wastage rate of the tempered martensitic~'gel to near-zero 
values at 575°C nor the apparent fall in the value of the temperature at which maximum 

wastage occurred with increasing specimen speed in the case of the Ff steel can be 
explained. 

6.6.6. Comparison of data with other Cambridge fluidized bed wear rig 

The use of another similar rig in Cambridge (FB rig no. 2) enabled direct 

comparisons to be made between data obtained from both sets of apparatus. Wear vs. 
temperature profiles sometimes differed from those measured from FB rig no. 1, for 

instance in the case of mild steel, where Ninham et al. (1989 ) found that peak wastage 

occured at a temperature of 300°C. However, Ninham did not use wastage rates as a 
basis of comparison between different materials and exposure conditions, but merely 

exposed samples for a period of -96 hours before taking one measurement, thus 

neglecting any effects of the incubation period. Values of the incubation period obtained 

using rig no. 1 for mild steel specimens are shown in figure 6.21. As can be seen, the 

incubation period for mild steel at 400°C is considerably longer than at 300°C. This 

means that the wastage values after a finite period of time, as used by Ninham et al. 
(1989 ), will be lower at 400°C than would be expected if no incubation effects were 

present, and brings into question the value of comparing single wastage values. This 

assumes that similar incubation effects will occur in both sets of apparatus. The one 

occasion when both rigs were operated under nominally identical conditions was with 

an austenitic stainless steel, 316 (Fe-18Cr-10Ni). In this case, the maximum wastage 

found on the specimens from the second rig was approximately 30% greater than that 

occurring in the first rig. Presuming that the incubation effects in the two rigs were 

similar for these experiments, it is probable that the wastage rate was also somewhat 

higher in rig number two. This will tend to have increased the temperature of maximum 

wastage, but only slightly (see figures 6.29 and 6.31). However, as incubation effects 

were not actually examined in this comparison, it is difficult to draw any definite 

conclusions regarding this experiment. 

6.6.7. Contact size 

The sizes of the impact sites visible on many of the specimens may be predicted by 

abrasion and erosion theories. Comparison of the worn surfaces present on the 

specimens revealed that the sizes of the craters caused by the particle impacts varied 

very little with material, temperature, and specimen speed. The mean crater diameter 

was approximately 1.5 µm, and the impact sites were often lengthened slightly in the 
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direction of the specimen motion. 

6.6.7.1. Indentation of oxide films on metal substrates 

Using the indentation model for thin films (see §2.6) developed by Jonsson and 

Hogmark (1984), which states that, for a hard film on a soft substrate, 

He= Hs + {Hr- Hs} { 4 [~] sin
2 
(I) - 4 [~]

2 
sin

4 
(I)} (6.18) 

, where He = Hardness of composite (film and substrate) 

Hs = Hardness of substrate 

Hr = Hardness of film 

x = thickness of film 

n = depth of indent 

'I' = 90°-p, where p = half-angle of the indenter. 

For the cases occurring in this study, the depth of the indent is much smaller than 

its diameter di (typical value of Qz0.03 µm, diz l.5 µm), implying that 'I' is small. We 

can thus replace sin(I) in the above equation by (I)• which will, in turn, be 

approximately equal to(~). Equation (6.18) may then be re-written as 

{ } { 
xn x2Q2} 

He= Hs + 4 Hr-Hs di2 -ctT (6.19) 

xn 
We next assume that di2 « 1, and thus 

He= Hs + 4 ~~ { Hr - Hs} (6.20) 

The substrate will thus dominate the indentation behaviour of the alloy-scale 

composite, as might be expected, unless 4 ~~ { Hr- Hs} becomes significant with 

respect to Hs. Given that ~i~ « 1, this is most unlikely. In view of this, the film itself 

will be ignored when analysing the processes of impact and abrasion (see below). For 

9Cr1Mo and mild steel at high temperatures, where the oxide film thickness cannot be 

estimated by the techniques used in this project, we q.nnot say with any certainty that 

~~ « 1. Given the different appearance of the surfaces of specimens of these alloys at 

high temperatures, it may be that the oxide does perform an important role in the 

indentation process in these cases. 
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6.6.7.2. Contact size in abrasion 

If it is assumed that the maximum pressure, Pmax, on a cylinder moving with a 

speed u through the bed is given byl; 

Pp u2 
Pmax = 2 (6.21) 

and that the particles are in mutual contact when touching the specimen surface, 

which is likely, given the partial defluidization mentioned by Nedderman et al. (1980) 

and Davies (1978), and are spherical in shape, then the number of particle/specimen 

contacts per unit area, Ne, will be equal to 

2 (l-e)l/3 
Ne= -V3 d 2 p 

where Eis the voidage of the bed (see §2.1.1) 

(6.22) 

The penetration force exerted on each particle contact site will be given by the ratio 

of these two, i.e. 
_ -V3 Pp dp2 u2 (l-c)·l/3 

F- 4 (6.23) 

If the mean pressure over the area of contact will be equal to the Vickers hardness 

of the target material, and the contact is approximately circular, then the diameter of the 

impact site, di, will be given by 

(6.24) 

For Pp=4000kgm·3, dp= 189µm, u= 1 to3ms·l, E=0.5, and H between 

0.4 and 4.5 GPa (i.e. between 40 and 450kgfmm·2: H575°c = HRT/2 ), di is 

predicted to be between 0.15 and 1.6µm, with the larger values for low H (i.e. soft 

materials and/or high temperatures) and high u (see figure 6.47). This compares 

reasonably with the values observed, although rather lower. This discrepancy may be 

due to incomplete defluidization or poor packing of the particles in contact with the 

specimen (both of which would increase the contact .force per particle, and thus the 

contact area). However, the increase in specimen hardness which will result from high 

strain rate deformation and the small size of the deformation (see below) would 

decrease the value of di further. 

1 as stated previously in the abrasion-based analysis of plastic samples (§5.4.3) 
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Figure 6.48. Graph of diameter of impact site as a function of particle impact speed for 
erosion of specimen materials of a variety of hardnesses (units of hardness kgfmm-2), 
assuming the impact of spherical particles, 189µm in diameter. 
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6.6.7.3 . Contact size in erosion 

A theoretical analysis leading to values of the indentation diameter and depth (di and 
n respectively), and the radius of the plastic zone (yp) was performed by Hutchings 

(1977b) for spherical particle impact. He found that 

(6.25) 

i.e. 

(6.26) 

From this formula for dp = 189 µm, v = 1 to 3 m s-1 (vmax"" l .2u for conditions 
here (Tilly, 1969)), Pp"" 4000 kg m-3, and H between 0.4 and 4.5 GPa (see above), n 
lies between 0.07 and 0. 7 µm, and di between 7.4 and 24 µm (see figure 6.48). These 

values are approximately an order of magnitude greater than those observed. 

There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy: 

(1) The particles used in the present project are not spherical, but angular. This 

will concentrate the impact load into a smaller region, causing a smaller but deeper 

crater. The particle shape model of Bitter (1963b), which replaces the particle density 
with an "apparent density", Pp*, given by 

Pp*= Pp(~f 

gives a crater depth of 

!l* _ d A I Pp dp3 

- pV \/ 6H (2ra)3 

3 

=n(~)2 2ra 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

(6.29) 

The increase in effective density afforded by Bitter's theory therefore predicts that 

the size of an impact crater will be greater for angular particles than for spheres (see 

figure 6.49). While it is likely that angular particles will create deeper craters, it seems 

improbable that the craters themselves will cover a greater area than those created by 

spherical particle impact. Whether this is true or not, Bi_tter's theory does not provide a 

satisfactory solution. 

(2) The particle impact will not be purely plastic, as assumed by the above theory, 

but will more probably be elastic-plastic. At the low particle impact speeds employed in 

these experiments, the proportion of the impact energy which is absorbed bv the 
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Figure 6.49. Graph of diameter of impact site as a function of asperity radius for 
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target as elastic energy (and transferred back to the particle upon leaving the surface) 

may be significant. 

(3) Particle impact subjects the specimen material to high strain rates, between 

-104 and-107 s·l for the conditions present here (Hutchings, 1977b). The hardness of 

the target material at these strain rates will be somewhat higher than that found by 

indentation hardness testing, which uses strain rates of -10-1 s· 1 (Hutchings, 1989). 

For instance, the flow stress at room temperature of iron and steel increase 

logarithmically by a factor of -2 between strain rates of 10-1 and 1Q3 s-1, and above this 

rise very steeply (figure 6.50). 

(4) The craters made by the impacting particles are small. At this size of 

indentation, materials often exhibit higher values of hardness (known as the indentation 

size effect). Whist this is not so applicable in the case of a metal, the oxide film will be 

likely to show this effect (this is also tied in with (2)). 

(5) Increasing the hardness of the target material should reduce the size of the 

impact crater formed. This may concentrate the thermal energy resulting from the 

impact, and thus result in a higher temperature rise than that for softer materials. This 

heating may thus cause greater softening in harder materials than in softer ones. In this 

way, it is possible that the process of impact heating will become self-limiting (see 

below). 

6.6.7.4. Comparison of the two models 

The erosion-based theory predicting the contact size occurring in the wear process 

over-estimates the area which is deformed by the impacting particles, and the abrasion

based theory provides an under-estimate. However, the erosion-based equation shows 

a slower dependence upon v and H than the abrasion-derived equation, which 

correlates well with the observation that the crater size varies little with radius of 

rotation (i.e. speed) and specimen material. The discrepancy between the observed and 

predicted crate~ sizes may also be resolved better in the case of the erosion model. 

Moreover, and most importantly, the appearance of the specimen surface shows no 

sign of abrasion as a mode of deformation - the morphology is that of an eroded 

surface. In view of these factors, it is probable that particle impact is the dominant 

mode of crater formation (which leads to material removal). 
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6.7. Tribologically enhanced oxidation 
6. 7 .1. Evidence of enhanced oxidation 

Oxidation data obtained from furnace oxidation of the alloys used in this project 

show that oxidation does not occur at such low temperatures in the furnace as it does in 

the FB wear rig. The oxidation at higher temperatures is also enhanced by the motion of 

the specimens through the bed medium. The time taken to completely remove and 

regrow an oxide film of thickness x, when the measured metal wastage rate is equal to 
aw ·11 be · 1 · b at WI approxrmate y given y 

le= 2aw{c)t 
X 

(6.30) 

(assuming that an oxidation of a layer of metal of thickness x results in an oxide 

layer 2x thick). Graphs of le calculated in this way are shown in figure 6.51, along with 

the time taken for a film of the same thickness to grow under isothermal conditions in a 

furnace. It is evident that the oxidation must be enhanced considerably by some 

mechanism other than simple oxide removal and regrowth. 

The time between successive particle impacts upon a given section of the specimen 

surface of area aA is given by 

t. - 7t dp3 
1-

6 (1- E) dA u 
(6.31) 

For the craters visible on the worn areas of the specimens, aA::;; 3 x 10-12 m2. This 

results in values of ti between 0.8 and 2.25 s. This indicates that one particle impact is 

not sufficient to completely remove a section of scale the size of an impact crater, but 

that a greater number of impacts are necessary. This number is plotted as a function of 

temperature for the principal six alloys used in this project in figure 6.52. As the 

amount of scale created due to any impact-enhanced erosion which may occur (see 

below) will decrease if an oxide film is already covering the specimen surface, only a 

fraction of the total number of impacts will contribute substantially to impact-enhanced 

oxidation, as oxide will be present both before and after the majority of impacts. 

6. 7 .2. Causes of increased oxidation 

Possible reasons for the enhanced oxidation observed on samples rotated in the 

fluidized bed include; 

(1) Variation in material surface preparation - the specimens used in the bed 

were turned on a lathe, and then lightly ground with abrasive paper, whereas those 

exposed in the furnace to obtain oxidation data were polished down to 0.25 µ m 

diamond finish. The depth of cold work will therefore probably have been greater on 

the erosion-corrosion samples, which may give rise to increased oxidation (see 

§2.5.6.1 - the effects of cold work are not clear). However, this will affect only the 
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oxide film present on the specimens exposed in the FB wear rig, and the time 
taken to grow a film of the same thickness in furnace oxidation. 
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initial behaviour of the alloys, and not their steady-state behaviour. Cold working of the 

specimen surface may also have resulted from impacting particles (see below). 

(2) Disturbance of the specimen surface by particle impacts, resulting from the 

motion of the fluidized particles themselves, or from the motion of the rotors. This may 

increase oxidation by; 

(i) Specimen heating by the particle impacts. 

(ii) Removal of oxide scale, which will quicken the oxidation process, 

because of the shorter diffusion distances involved. 

(iii) Work hardening of the surface, possibly leading to enhanced oxidation 

(see above and §2.5.6.1). 

(iv) Alloy depletion of chromium, resulting in formation of an oxide film of 

imperfect stoichiometry. This will lead to enhanced cationic diffusion, and thus 

increased oxidation. This has its greatest effect for the alloys containing large amounts 

of chromium, as might be expected. 

(3) The oxide films formed on the worn areas of the specimens have a grain size 

of the order of a few tens of nm. This encourages diffusion of the oxidising species, 

which may result in oxidation rates higher than those found for the furnace-heated 

specimens (see §2.5.5). 

In an attempt to investigate the cause of the increased oxidation, a short 

experimental run was performed in the bed, with the bottom pair of rotors 

disconnected, so that only the top rotors turned through the bed. The material used was 

Fe-20%Cr, at a temperature of 300°C, with all other parameters set to their normal 

values. When the rotors were withdrawn after approximately 30 minutes of exposure in 

the bed, the specimens which had rotated in the bed in the normal way were both found 

to be covered in a thin oxide film, whereas those which had remained stationary during 

the run were not discoloured at all. The oxide was of a uniform pale brown colour all 

over the oxidised specimens, which had not worn visibly. Specimens exposed at 200°C 

displayed interference colours due to the presence of oxide on unworn areas (front & 

back). As speci~ens of these alloys were not observed to oxidise in static tests at 200°C 

(410 and Fe-20%Cr) and 300°C (Fe-20%Cr only), and the scale removal rate would 

have been minimal on the unworn areas of the specimen, it must be concluded that this 

enhanced oxidation was caused by impact heating, work-hardening, or refinement of 

the grain structure (possibly caused by stimulation of oxide nucleation by the impacts) 

of the oxide film by particle impacts. However, it seems most unlikely that work

hardening of the specimen could result a decrease in oxidation resistance of the 

magnitude observed. 

The enhancement in oxidation resulting from the surface preparation and the motion 
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of the fluidized particles must therefore be viewed as insignificant when compared with 

that due to the actual motion of the specimens through the bed. That the colour of each 

specimen was the same all over its surface indicates that there may be a threshold 

specimen speed or particle flux (or some combination of the two) above which the 

oxidation does not increase further. 

Stott et al. (1984) also found that the theoretical rate of oxide production could not 

account for the rate of oxide growth they observed, and proposed that, given their 

sliding wear configuration, metal debris was produced and reduced in size such that 

spontaneous oxidation occurred. This oxide was then smeared over the metal surf ace to 

produce a glaze. The comparative mildness of the erosion/abrasion environment in the 

present work makes such an explanation unlikely here, and debris formed will not in 

any case have remained on the specimen surface to await oxidation and/or deformation. 

6.7.3. Mechanisms of oxidation enhancement 

6.7.3.1.Thermal activation 

There is some disagreement in the literature as to whether the general surface 

temperature or the localized "hot-spot" contact temperature controls oxide growth in an 

oxidational wear situation (Sullivan, 1987a). The likely resolution of this argument is 

that, when the maximum temperature has been attained during an impact or other 

contact event, oxygen cannot have access to the hottest part of the surface, because of 

the presence of the impacting particle, and some intermediate temperature must control 

growth immediately following impact. This argument will hold only for oxides where 

anionic diffusion controls oxide growth (e.g. Fe203), whereas for oxides which can 

grow by cationic migration to the oxide/gas interface, the rate-controlling diffusion will 

be enhanced during the impact process, which will not physically obstruct the flow. 

Chromia can grow by cationic diffusion, and therefore its growth will not be obstructed 

by the presence of the particle. However, as the film being removed in steady state will 

not have the composition of chromia, but will generally be of the formula 

(Fex_Cr(l-x)h03,_ cationic growth may be unlikely. Hutchings (1986) analysed heating 

effects due to particle impacts, and used the fact that the root mean square distance 

diffused by the heat (yd) generated by a particle impact (in effect a point source) during 

a time t is given by (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) 

Yct=--/6ktp (6.32) 

For plastic impact (Hutchings, 1977b ), the duration of a particle impact is given by 

~-r; 
tp = 2 -\J tfr (6.33) 
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i.e. 

(6.34) 

For the particle size and range of velocities used in this project, and a value fork of 
0.12x 1Q-4m2s-l (typical for steel (Hutchings, 1986)), Yd is between 2.9 and 5.3µm. 

This is larger than the craters observed, but not greatly so. The duration of the impact, 

tp, is extremely short, between 0.1 and 0.4 µs. 

The temperature rise induced by the impact may be estimated. Assuming that -80% 

of the kinetic energy possessed by the particle of mass m is converted into heat (in 

actual fact, the heat generated comes from resistance offered by the particle to the 

motion of the specimen), then the amount of energy input by one particle is given 
approximately by 0.4 m v2 = 1t Pp dp3 v2/15. The volume which it heats up is given by 

21tyct3/3, which will have heat capacity 21tyct3Cv/3. The mean temperature rise, .1Tp, 

at the end of the impact event will thus be approximately equal to 

(6.35) 

Assuming Cv to be -3.5 MJ m3 K-1, .1Tp is predicted to be -400°C for the 

severest conditions prevailing in this project, i.e. H= 480 kgfmm-2 and 

vJ=l.2u)=3.4ms-1. In practice, the impact heating may cause a peak temperature 

rise which is higher than this, as the bulk of the impact energy will be absorbed by the 

target in the initial stages of the impact, when the heated zone is very small. 

The diffusion of heat from the specimen surface into the fluidizing medium (air) 

must be evaluated, to ascertain what proportion of the heat generated by an impact will 

remain within the specimen. 

When a finite quantity of heat is liberated at time t = 0 in a spherical region of radius 

a, the variation of the temperature at a distance r from the centre of the sphere is given 

by (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) 

AT = a3 .1 TO exp(-r2/4kt) { (r2 ) a2 } 
0 6-v'1t (kt)l.5 1 + let- 6 40kt (6.36) 

where .1 TO is the temperature of the heated zone at t = 0, which, from equation 
. Pp dp3 u2 

(6.35), 1s equal to 10 Cv a3 (equating v with u; see above) . 
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Thus; 

.1T = ppdp3u2exp(-r2/4kt) {l + (r2 _ 6 )~} 
60 Cv vx (kt) t.s kt 40kt 

(6.37) 

The heat flux, q, across a boundary between two regions between which a 

temperature difference, .1T, exists is given by 

q = h .1T (6.38) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient for the boundary in question. Thus the 

amount of heat transferred across the boundary between the heated region of the 

specimen and the fluidant gas (air) in a time t over a circular region of radius r will be 

given by 

h Pp dp3 V7t u2 f tlrr exp(-r2/4kt) {l + (r2 _ 6 )~} dr d t 
30 Cv kl.5 tl.5 kt 40kt 

O 0 

(6.39) 

The ratio between this value and the energy input from the impact is equal to 

h rt rrr exp(-r2/4kt) { (r2 ) a2 } 
4.../ll Cvkl.5 JoJo tl.5 I+ kt-6 40kt drdt (6.40) 

We now make two approximations. The first is that the value of .1 T is not affected 

by heat diffusion. This will result in an overestimate of the ratio above. The second 

approximation is to equate{ 1 + (~ - 6) ~~} to unity (see below). In this way, the 

formula above simplifies to 

(6.41) 

This has been calculated iteratively (with the program in appendix C), assuming a 

value for h of 20-W m-2 s-1, the value quoted by Kay and Nedderman (1985) for a 

boundary between copper and air, which is unlikely to be greatly smaller than that for 

steel and air. The ratio is calculated to be 1.16 x 1 o.-7. Even allowing for the 

approximations made above (The maximum value of{ 1 + (~ - 6) 4~~} within the 

limits of integration used (3.5 ns St S 2 µs, 0.5 µm Sr S 12 µm) is approximately 

510), it therefore seems most unlikely that an appreciable proportion of the heat 

resulting from a particle impact will be transported to the fluidant medium. The transient 

surface (and near-surface) temperature rise resulting from the impact takes -2 µs to 
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reduce to 1 °C by conduction in the steel, during which time the heat has diffused a 

r.m.s. distance approximately equal to 12 µm. 

Another important question is whether the heat generated by one impact will have 

dissipated before the next particle strikes the same region of the surface. In order to 

assess this, we let the heat diffuse away until the heated zone is impacted upon again. 

In this way, we can assess if the temperature rise induced by one impact will have 

decayed away before the next impact We now define an "impact zone" (n.b. not an 

impact site), which is the region of influence which is affected by the heat resulting 

from an impact before the next impact To do this, we equate the time which the heat 

resulting from an impact takes to diffuse a certain distance (and hence occupy a given 

area of the specimen surface) with the time between impacts on the same area of 

specimen surf ace.In this time, the heat generated by the last impact will have diffused a 

r.m.s. distance ...J 6 k ti, and oA is thus equal to 6 7t k tj. Therefore 

(6.42) 

(between 0.1 and 0.2ms;cf. values for tp, the impact duration, derived above), and 

hence 

oA =1t 

The heat capacity of this hemispherical heated zone is thus equal to 

av 
3 

2 1t Cv ( k dp3 J4 
3 U (1- E) 

(6.43) 

(6.44) 

The energy input into the zone (from above) is given by 

0.4 m v2 ~ 7t Pp dp3 v2/15, and the mean increase in temperature of the half-sphere due 

to one impact by ~e time the next impact hits the heated zone is equal to 

.1T- = v2 Pb ( (1-E) dp u )i 
1 

10 Cv k 
(6.45) 

This yields a maximum value of !\Ti of 0.02°C. Therefore it seems unlikely that 

appreciable long-term heating of the specimens will occur, but the short-term increase 

in temperature due to a particle impact may still noticeably increase oxidation, by virtue 

of the very rapid increase in oxidation rates with temperature. 

Equation (6.37) may be used to evaluate the increase in oxidation resulting from the 
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particle impact. For parabolic oxidation, the oxidation rate may be written in terms of 

the oxide thickness, asl 
ax - kp 
at - 2 x (Pox - Pm/2)2 

(6.46) 

where kp = parabolic rate constant 

Pox = density of oxide 

Pm = density of metal 

x = thickness of oxide scale. 

For the enhanced oxidation present in the case here, kp will be greater than that for 

isothermal oxidation at the nominal test temperature. We shall denote this higher rate 

constant by kp' ( this practice is followed with other variables, e.g. x[' , V r'), which will 

be given by; 

, ( -Qox ) 
kp = kpo exp R (T +~T(r,t)) (6.47) 

And, as 

~ T = Pp dp3 u2 exp(-r2/4kt) · {l + (r2 _ 6 ) ~} 
60 Cy-Yrt (kt)l.5 kt 40kt 

(6.48) 

_ yexp(-r2/4kt) { (r2 _ 6 )~} 
- tl.5 l + kt 40kt (6.49) 

where 

(6.50) 

Therefore we find that for oxide growth to a thickness xf' over a time tf, 

(Pox-Pm/2)
2 1\dx = rkpoexp(Rcr:1T(r,t))) dt (6.51) 

and thus 

(6.52) 

The total volume of oxide grown, Vf', over a circular zone of radius ff, will be 

equal to 

l
ff !. 

q ~ 2 
, 21t-Ykpo -Qox · 

21t 1 r xr dr = Pox- Pm/2 0 [l exp(R(T+t.T(r,t))) dt] r dr (6.53) 

1 Assuming that a section of metal of thickness x oxidises to give an oxide thickness of 2x 
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The volume of oxide, V f which would grow without stimulation by the particle 

impact in time tf, is equal to 1trt2xr, where 

and hence 

Xf = -Y kpo tf exp(-Q0 x/2RT) 

Pox -pm/2 

V r' 2 tf Qox ~ T 2 l
ff !. 

V f = 'Vtr ri2 o [1 exp(R T(TMT(r,t))) dt] rdr 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

The area considered by this approach, c)A' to suffer enhanced oxidation is equal to 

1trf2, which equals 61tktf. The time between impacts, ti on a zone of area aA, is given 

by; 

t. - 7t dp3 
1-

6 (1 - E) c)A u 
(6.56) 

Thus the number of particle impacts on unit area in a time tf will be equal to 

(6.57) 

Thus the overall ratio between the mean oxidation rate encountered on the specimen 

with particles impacting its surface and that when no particle impacts occur will be 

given by; 

R _ 6(1-E)utr 61tktrVr' (l-6 k ) 
- d 3 V + 7t tf 

7t p f 

,,;; l+ 36(1-E)utr2kVr' 
dp3Vr 

R . - 12 (1-E) u °Ytf rrf[ rtf ( Qox~T ) ] ~ 
porob = I + 1t dp3 J

O 
Jo exp RT (T +,H(r,t)) d t r dr 

where 

Pp dp3 u2 exp(-r2/4kt) { (r2 ) a2 } 
~T= 60Cv-Y1t(kt)LS I+ kt- 6 40kt 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 

This formula has been calculated iteratively - the program for its calculation is 

given in appendix D. The conditions chosen for the calculations were; activation energy 
for oxidation=188.4kJmol-l (see §2.5.2), k=0.12x 10-4m2s-1, E=0.5, 
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Pp=4000kgm-3, dp=189µm, and Cv=3.5MJm-3. Graphs showing Rparab as a 

function of temperature and specimen speed may be found in figure 6.53. Note that 

Rparab is close to unity at temperature above 300°C, and only becomes large at high 

specimen speeds when T:::;; 200°C. 

The equivalent formula for linear oxidation may similarly be obtained; 

12(1-c)u rrf rtf ( Q0 x.:lT ) 
Ri;,,,, = I + " dp3 Jo Jo exp R T (T + ~T(r,t)) d t r dr (6.61) 

The method of calculation of this value was very similar to that used for parabolic 

oxidation, and so the program will not be reproduced. The variables were all assigned 

the same values as for parabolic oxidation, except that the activation energy was 

changed to 162kJ mol-1. The values obtained for R1inear, which are shown in figure 

6.54, are significantly larger than those found for parabolic oxidation, and may help to 

explain the enhancement in oxidation rates observed at high temperatures for mild steel. 

At low temperatures, the values calculated seem excessive. This may be due to the 

exceptionally high temperatures predicted by equation (6.36) at low values oft. At this 

stage of the impact event, the kinetic energy of the particle will still be undergoing 

conversion into heat, and so the heating may not be as severe as predicted. This will 

have a much greater effect on the behaviour of materials which oxidise linearly than on 

those which oxidise parabolically, as there will be no tendency to form a passive layer, 

and the dependence of the oxidation rate upon temperature is also stronger for linear 

oxidation. Despite the fact that linear oxidation does not occur at lower temperatures, 

the temperature rise caused by the impact may still result in the locally heated region 

oxidising in a linear manner, as the temperature may locally exceed the threshold 

between the linear and parabolic regimes. 

It should be noted that the values of R calculated in the above way only apply to a 

single impact in which the scale is removed locally. As oxide is not removed during 

every particle impact (see figure 6.48), the effective value of R (i.e. averaged out over 

a large number of impacts) will decrease correspondingly. 

For logarithmic oxidation, R will be even lower thart for parabolic oxidation, 

because of the sharply decreasing oxidation rate with increasing exposure time. 

It therefore seems that the stimulation of oxidation by the localised heating 

generated by particle impacts is of note only at low temperatures, and in the case of 

linear oxidation. 
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6. Elevated temperature experiments 

Other factors which will encourage good heat transport, and thus reduce any 

increase in temperature, include; 

( 1) the large thennal mass of the specimen, 

(2) good heat transfer from any overheated regions of the specimen back into the 

bed by particle-specimen contact elsewhere on the sample 

(3) the thinness of the oxide films on the worn areas of the specimens (in most 
cases), which will present very little in the way of a thermal barrier. 

6. Z3.2. Discussion of oxidation enhancement 
As discussed in the above section, the oxidation resistance of the alloys will be 

reduced in four ways by the particle impact and its effects; 

(1) Reduced diffusion distances caused by a thinned scale enable quicker 

transport of the diffusing species. This will have effect for all materials under all 

conditions where wastage occurs. 

(2) Chromium depletion by removal of the oxide stops the formation of chromia 
or a chromium-rich scale, which would be more resistant to further oxidation than a 

mixed oxide. This will occur for all of the er-bearing alloys. 

(3) The impacting process causes heating, which encourages oxidation by the 

creation of localised "hot-spots". This has its greatest effect for oxides which grow 
linearly with time ,. However, it 

may also affect the behaviour of this alloy at lower temperatures, if the impact

generated heating causes a temperature increase sufficient to take · the surface 

temperature into a regime where the oxidation will take place in a linear manner. 

( 4) The impact heating mentioned above may also serve to stimulate nucleation of 

oxide on the specimen surface. This will increase oxidation rates in two ways; firstly, 

by generating nuclei upon which oxide can grow further, and secondly, by reducing the 

grain size of the oxide which grows from the nuclei. 

The alloy whic~ will be expected to show the greatest loss in oxidation resistance 

(but not the highest oxidation rates) due to the scale removal will be one of just 

sufficient chromium content to form a pure chromia layer under conventional oxidation 

conditions. 
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6.8. Summary 

The evidence resulting from the above discussions may be distilled into a number of 

important points concerning the mechanism of material removal; 

(1) The rapid increase in wastage with temperature found between 100 and 

-400°C combined with the lack of wear at I00°C was not due to any degradation of the 

mechanical properties of the alloy at elevated temperatures, but to the decrease in 

oxidation resistance between these temperatures. Further evidence to support this 

hypothesis included the observation that the ranking of the alloys at temperatures 

between 200 and 400°C was approximately that which was found in conventional 

oxidation tests, with the least corrosion-resistant alloy (mild steel) suffering the highest 

wear rates. It therefore follows that by far the majority of the material removed at 

temperatures above I00°C was in the form of oxide. 

(2) At higher temperatures still (500-575°C), those alloys which oxidised at the 

highest rates (mild steel, 9Cr1Mo) developed a scale which was thick enough to confer 

a high degree of wear resistance. The majority (water quenched 410, ferritic 410, Fe-

20%Cr) of the other alloys showed a wastage rate which fell to zero for low specimen 

speeds, where the scale could withstand the particle impacts, but remained high for 

higher speeds. The one exception to this rule was quenched and tempered 410 steel, the 

wastage rate of which fell to very low values at high temperatures. This cannot be 

explained. Further experiments performed at 500°C using a series of binary ferrous 

alloys containing between 10% and 15%Cr showed that the wastage rates of these 

materials rose with increasing Cr content. This is because a lower Cr content will 

increase oxidation rates, and allow the formation of a protective oxide layer. 

(3) The temperature at which the maximum wear rate occurred generally showed 

a slight increase with increasing oxidation resistance, and generally also rose with 

increasing specimen speed. This is because a higher temperature will be necessary to 

provide the increased oxidation to resist particle impact at higher speeds, or to provide 

the extra driving force for such a film to be formed on a more corrosion-resistant alloy. 

( 4) The presence of ripples on the worn areas of the specimens suggests that the 

bed particles did not slide or roll across the specimen surface, but underwent an impact 

process. The craters which were observed on the worn areas of the specimens were of 

an approximately uniform size, regardless of variations in material hardness, 

temperature, or particle impact speed (although the decrease in material hardness at 

elevated temperatures may have been compensated for by the presence of oxide on the 

specimen surface). This is better accounted for by an erosion-based theory than by one 

of abrasion. Neither the variation in the angle at which maximum wear occurred nor the 

uniformity of wastage rates with respect to materials at a temperature of I00°C could be 

predicted by abrasion theory, whereas erosion was more likely to give rise to these 
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results. This agrees with Stringer's classification of wear found in fluidized bed 

combustors (Stringer, 1987), where group "A" wear (see figure 2.47), as is found here 

is said to be due to erosion, and group "B" wear, where maximum wear is found at the 

specimen front, is due to abrasion. However, this therefore disagrees with Stott et al. 

(1989), who found group "B" wear, which appeared to be due to an erosive 

mechanism. The likely resolution of this argument is that Stringer's groups do not 

provide a simple method of classifying wear modes. 

(5) The rate of oxide production on the specimens immersed in the FB wear rig 

could not be accounted for by isothermal oxidation, and a scrape-oxidation-scrape 

model (after Stott and Wood, 1978) could not reconcile the observed variation of the 

wear rate with specimen speed whilst keeping the oxide thickness present on the 

specimen surface constant. From this, and also by comparing data of oxide thickness 

from specimens exposed in the bed with those gained from furnace oxidation 

experiments, it was deduced that specimen oxidation was enhanced by the action of the 

bed upon the specimen. It has been concluded that possible mechanisms for this 

enhancement are; 

(a) heating generated by particle impacts, causing increased oxidation (only 

at low temperatures and for linear oxidation) and stimulation of oxide nucleation , 

(b) film removal by the impacting particles, causing chromium depletion 

and enhanced diffusion, and 

(c) the very fine grain structure of the oxide films present on the worn 

surfaces, which will have encouraged diffusion. 

(6) The surfaces of the specimens often bore "plateaux" standing-proud of the 

worn area. These plateaux, which were normally near the edge of the wear scars, were 

made from the substrate metal, which carried a semi-protective coating of oxide. The 

edge of this oxide was gradually removed by particle impacts, which exposed bare 

metal. This metal then began to undergo steady state wear, and develop the thinner 

oxide film associated with this process. 

(7) Because the oxide films in many cases were so thin, it was not possible to 

determine whether -they responded to the particle impacts in a ductile or brittle manner. 

Ductility in the surface layer will be favoured by increasing temperature and decreasing 

film thickness, which compete with each other. Because of this, it is possible that the 

mode of deformation (brittle/ductile) remains the same, regardless of temperature and 

specimen material. 

(8) The dependence of the material wastage upon experimental conditions differed 

for the metallic specimens from the results obtained for the plastic samples. This 

discrepancy was observed chiefly with regard to specimen speed and angular position. 

For the former of these, the velocity exponents observed for the removal of material 
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from the surface of the metallic specimens were somewhat higher than those found for 

those of ABS. This indicates that the wastage mechanism may differ between these two 

materials, and therefore brings into some doubt the extent to which results from cold 

models (such as at Grimethorpe) simulating the environment inside a FBC can be 

applied to the design and operation of a real combustion unit. 
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7. Conclusions and suggestions for further work 

7.1. Conclusions 
The major part of this project has involved the building and evaluation of an 

experimental rig to subject materials to particle impact in a fluidized bed 
environment, at temperatures of up to 575°C and specimen speeds of up to 
- 3 m s-1. The characteristics of the apparatus were initially explored through use of 
plastic specimens. The behaviour of a range of ferritic steels has been evaluated, 
with special regard to their microstructure and oxidation behaviour. Two specimen 
measuring rigs have been built, which allow repeatable measurement of surface 
profiles to an accuracy of ±1-4 µm, depending upon the characteristics of the 
specimen. A number of important findings have been made, including the 
following. 

The use of ABS specimens, with or without a multi-coloured series of paint 
layers, is a useful tool in investigating the characteristics of apparatus designed to 
study the particulate wear of metallic materials. However, it cannot simulate 
accurately many of the features found in high-temperature metallic wear, most 
notably (apart from the obvious lack of material oxidation) the effect of the 
specimen/particle interaction speed upon the rate of material removal, and therefore 
must be used with caution. 

Specimens exposed in this apparatus displayed maximum wastage at an angle of 
between 60 and 90° from the specimen front, which corresponds to Stringer's type 
"A" wear (Stringer, 1987). The position of maximum wear was generally closer to 
the specimen front for plastic specimens than for metallic ones. 

The wastage pattern which occurred on the plastic specimens could be 
approximately predicted through the use of abrasion- and erosion-based models, if 
allowance was made for particle deflection and the presence of a "dead-cap" of bed 
particles carried on the front of the specimen. 

The appearance of the worn areas on the metallic specimens varied greatly. 
Many of the materials displayed ripples, the wavelength and amplitude of which 
generally increased towards the rear of the worn area. The presence of these ripples 
suggested that the mechanism of material removal was probably of an erosive 
nature. Plateaux of alloy covered by a layer of oxide were often observed on the 
worn areas of specimens exposed at high temperatures. Viewed at higher 
magnification, however, the majority of the materials appeared very similar, with 
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the surface covered in impact craters, the sizes of which (-1.5 µm across) varied 
very little with specimen material, exposure temperature, and specimen speed. The 
lack of variation of the size of these craters was in agreement with that predicted by 
erosion theory, which also came reasonably close to predicting the crater size itself. 

These factors led to the conclusion that any sliding or rolling of the bed particles 
across the surface of the specimen was not contributing greatly to material removal, 
but that the dominant wastage mechanism involved an impact process. 

The worn areas on the plastic specimens had a very smooth surface 
morphology, and no impact craters were visible. 

The nature of the boundary surrounding the worn area on a specimen provided 
an indication as to the severity of the wastage suffered by that specimen. Where this 
boundary was sharp and discontinuous, the specimen generally wore at a high rate. 
Where it was diffuse and indistinct, the wear rate was generally lower. 

The oxide scales formed on the worn areas of the specimens exposed in the 
wear rig had a very fine grain structure (grain size 10-40 nm). The cationic 
composition of this oxide was approximately the same as that of the parent metal, 
once steady-state wear had commenced. The general appearance was that of a 
"polished" scale, similar to those found for sliding or fretting wear off erritic steels 
at elevated temperatures, and also on the risers and downcomers from a typical 
PFBC evaporator tube bank. Where measured, the thickness of these oxide films 
rose approximately linearly with increasing temperature. 

At the temperatures used in the present study, the materials subjected to 
exposure in the fluidized bed wear rig wore at a rate which was not dependent upon 
the length of exposure, except during the initial stages. During this incubation 
period, which could be a number of days in length, the wastage rate could either be 
effectively zero, or higher than that occurring in the steady state. 

The maximu~ material wear rate rose with increasing temperature to a 
maximum value at a temperature between -370 and -500°C. The value of this 
temperature generally showed an increase with both specimen speed and oxidation 
resistance. The maximum wear rates observed for the highest specimen speed for 
which measurements were taken (2.85 m s-1) lay between -3.5 and -8.5 µmhrl . 
Little wastage was observed at a temperature of 100°C, which indicated that the vast 
majority of material removed at higher temperatures was in the form of oxide. The 
oxidation behaviour of the alloy was therefore expected to govern its wear 
behaviour. 
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The continual removal of the oxide film from the surface of the alloy meant that 

it was not the long-term oxidation behaviour of the alloy (e.g. formation of a 

surface layer of chromia on an iron-chromium alloy) which would determine how 

the material behaved in the wear rig, but the initial rate of formation of a thin oxide 

film. At high specimen speeds, the oxide film on the worn areas of a specimen was 

being removed every 10 seconds or so. For a circular impact crater 2 µm in 

diameter, this corresponded to 8 particle impacts for removal of a section of oxide. 

However, the oxide thickness (which was invariant with specimen speed as long as 

steady state wear was taking place) was such that it would take much longer (up to 

a few hours) to grow in a conventional oxidation test than it did in the FB 

environment. 

Subjecting a ferritic stainless steel (410) to a variety of heat treatments (giving 

martensite, tempered martensite, and ferrite/pearlite respectively) changed its 

oxidation behaviour. This was most marked in the initial stages of the oxidation, 

where, of the three forms, the untempered martensitic microstructure was found to 

oxidise quickest, and the ferrite/pearlite slowest. This increase in initial oxidation 

rates (which governed wastage at intermediate temperatures) meant that the 

martensitic steel wore more severely at temperatures between 300 and 500°C than 

the other two. However, the increase in oxidation rate provided by the martensitic 

structure was not sufficient to provide greater protection in the form of a thick, 

stable oxide layer, as happened for mild steel. 

A mathematical model has been evolved to estimate the extent to which the particle 

impacts increase the oxidation of specimen alloys. It has been found that the only 

conditions under which the oxidation will be greatly enhanced are; 

(a) for parabolic oxidation; at low temperatures, where oxidation is insignificant 

anyway, and material is removed at a low rate, so that particle impacts which are 

capable of stimulating this enhanced oxidation (i.e. those which remove material) are 

few and far between. 

(b) for linear oxidation; at low and intermediate temperatures. Linear oxidation does not 

take place at these temperatures under normal conditions, but it is possible that the 

localised heating due to the impacts may be so severe that this rapid form of oxide 

formation may occur, especially in the· initial stages of the reaction. 
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7 .2. Suggestions for further work 
This project has concentrated on a phenomenological approach, using wear and 

oxidation data to build up a picture of why material removal and oxidation rates in 

the bed are higher than one might expect. A valuable exercise for future work 

would be to undertake a detailed structural analysis of oxide films generated under a 

wide variety of circumstances, for instance by transmission electron microscopy. 

This might yield important information concerning the strong adhesion to the 

substrate alloy of the oxide scales formed (as evidenced by the failure of an 

iodine/methanol solution to lift them away from the substrate) and the number of 

impacts taken to remove the film. It has also not been possible to evaluate the 

ductility exhibited by the oxide film during the impact event, as scanning electron 

microscopy cannot yield the necessary resolution. Hardness measurements at high 

temperature made with a nano-indenter might provide data to resolve this question. 

One extension which cannot be explored with the present apparatus is the effect 

of higher temperatures (i.e. T>575°C): for example, to establish whether the 

alloys which still wore moderately heavily at 575°C would form a protective oxide 

layer at, say, 700°C. These experiments could be performed in the second FB wear 

rig in the department. Changing the specimen diameter (an increase in tube diameter 

was found to be beneficial at Grimethorpe) and the maximum speed of rotation may 

also introduce interesting effects, for instance at a much higher specimen speed ( or 

when using larger or denser particles), the oxide film may be removed by each 

impact, not over a series of collisions as happens here. 

There are two areas of interest concerning the selection of materials for testing. 

Low Cr alloys should exhibit low wear at higher temperatures (e.g. mild steel, 

9Cr1Mo). Some investigation of alloys intermediate in composition between these 

two materials might yield a metal which is as resistant to oxidative wear at high 

temperatures as mild steel, but does not suffer such heavy wastage at slightly lower 

temperatures. Coated alloys, especially using boride layers, will also probably 

bring interesting re~ults, as boride coatings reduce both oxidation and erosion rates, 

and may thus endow high oxidative wear resistance upon an alloy. However, by 

their very nature, coatings are only of a limited thickness, and may provide only 

short-term damage limitation. 
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Appendix A; Symbols 

Appendix A. Symbols used in this thesis. 

A = Auerbach's constant 

C = fraction of particles cutting "in an idealised manner" (Finnie) 

Cv = heat capacity per unit volume 

d = mean alloy grain size 

di = diameter of indent or impact crater 

di* = theoretical diameter of impact crater for angular particle impact (Bitter, 

1963) 

dp = mean particle diameter 

D = diffusion coefficient= D0exp (-QdittfRTK.) 

Di, = diameter of a bubble in a fluidized bed 

Do = "frequency factor" of diffusion 

f = fraction of fines (dp < 45 µm) in granular solid 

f( a) = erosion as a function of impact angle 

F = normal force of penetration of asperity 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

Ga = Galileo number for fluid flow 

H,Hv 

Hy = 
He = 

Hf = 

Hs = 

I = 

k = 

kabr = 

Kc = 

kcI = 
ke = 
ki = 
k1 = 
k10 = 

kp = 

kpo = 

1 = 

L = 

disc device 

= Vickers hardness of material 

hardness at temperature T (e.g. H575°c, HRy=room temperature) 

hardness of composite 

hardness of surface film 

hardness of substrate 

mean moment of inertia of particle about its centre of mass 

thermal diffusivity of target material 

constant in abrasive wear equation (Rabinowicz, 1965) 

fracture toughness of target 

direct logarithmic oxidation rate constant 

erosion rate constant (Liu and Natesan, 1988) 

inverse logarithmic oxidation rate constant 

linear oxidation rate constant 

linear oxidation rate constant at infinite temperature 

parabolic oxidation rate constant 

parabolic oxidation rate constant at infinite temperature 

distance slid in abrasive wear 

latent heat of fusion per unit volume, distance between discs of double 

m = mean particle mass, order of interference 
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M = total mass of particles impacted 

Mv = d 
. . Po - P,~ Pi) ens1ty rat10 = - -'= "'" -

Pg Pg 
n ,n' = velocity exponents of wear processes 

Ne 

Ni 

p 

= 

= 

= 

number of particle/specimen contacts per unit area 

critical number of particle impacts for scale removal 

flow stress of target 
p 

Pt 

= 

= 

normal force applied for penetration of rough surface into soft material 

coefficient of thermal pressure (Ascarelli) 

pressure exerted on specimen by gas phase Pa = 
::., 

Pmax = maximum pressure on surface of specimen 

Pp = pressure exerted on specimen by particulate phase 

Poo = equilibrium pressure of flow at infinity 

Af> = effective interparticle stress= Pp - Pg 

Pill . B d tl 1-; volume per metal ion in oxide mg- e wor 1 rauo = - - . 
vo lume per metal atom in metal 

PBR = 

Q = total volume of material removed in erosion or abrasion (Rabinowicz, 

1965) 

Oc = volume of material removed in erosion by "cutting wear" 

Q1 = volume of material removed in erosion by "deformation wear" 

Qdiff = activation energy for diffusion 

Oox = activation energy for oxidation 

r = radial co-ordinate 

r* = upper limit of radius of impacting particles for ductile erosion of brittle 

material (Evans and Wilshaw, 1976) 

ra = radius of curvature of particle asperity in contact with target surface 
rr = radius of area of specimen surface which is loca11y heated following 

particle impact 

R 1 in ear = ratio between oxide production between tribo-enhanced oxidation and 

unassisted oxidation for linear oxidation 

Rp ai"ab = ratio between oxide production between tribo-enhanced oxidation and 

unassisted oxidation for parabolic oxidation 

R = radius of cylindrical specimens, gas constant (= 8.314 JK-1 moJ-1), 

correlation coefficient, radius of particle (Bitter, 1963) 

Ra = mean roughness of surface 

Re = Reynolds number for fluid flow= ~ 
'1 

R R Id b . . fl . d" . U m~1 Po emr = eyno s num er at mrn1mum . m 1zat1on = -- "' 
'lg 
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t = time of exposure 

tc = critical time for scale removal ( determined by Ni) 

If = duration of period succeeding impact during which local heating of the 
specimen surface is significant 

ti 
tc, 

tp 
T 
TK 
Tm 
TKm 
To 
~T 
~Ti 
u 

llo 

u1,u2 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

time between successive impacts on same site or area 
"threshold time of exposure" ( or "imaginary" threshold) 
duration of impact 

temperature of test I °C 

absolute temperature 

melting temperature I °C 

absolute melting temperature 

absolute temperature at which experiment is carried ~ut 
increase in temperature of zone of specimen during impact 
mean increase in temperature of specimen between impacts 
speed of specimen relative to bed 

threshold specimen speed below which no wear is observed 
threshold specimen speeds between different regimes of wear 

Ub = bubble velocity 

Uf = velocity of fluidizing gas 
Umb = velocity of fluidizing gas when bubbling starts 
Umf = velocity of fluidizing gas at minimum fluidization 
Ut = entrainment velocity (i.e. that value of Uf required to eject the bed 

material from a fluidized bed) 

V = impacting particle velocity 

Vo = threshold particle velocity for erosion to occur 

Vf - velocity of particle parallel to surface after impact 

Vgr = radial gas velocity 

Vge = tangential gas velocity 

Vmax = maximum normal particle velocity for purely elastic collision, maximum 
particle-tube velocity in fluidized bed rig 

vpr = radial particle velocity 

vpe = tangential particle velocity 

Vr = radial gas and particle velocity 
ve = tangential gas and particle velocity 
Vf = volume of oxide created in time tf over region of radius ff if growth is not 

tribo-enhanced (see §6. 7 3.1) 

Vf
1 = volume of oxide created in time tf over region of radius ff if growth is 

tribo-enhanced (see §6.7.3.1) 
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W = wear of specimen 

!!.W = total specimen mass change (Liu and Natesan, 1988) 

Wm = mass of metal consumed (Liu and Natesan, 1988) 

W max = maximum wear of specimen 

Wt = mass of retained oxide (Liu and Natesan, 1988) 

x = thickness of oxide film 

Xc = critical thickness of oxide film for removal by impacting particles 

Xf = critical failure thickness of oxide film, thickness of oxide created on 

impact zone if growth not tribo-enhanced (see §6.7.3.1) 

Xf' = thickness of oxide created on impact zone if growth is tribo-enhanced 

(see §6.7.3.1) 

Xhrematite = thickness of hc:ematite for interference extinction 

Xm = thickness of oxide film for extinction of order m 

x0 = thickness of oxide film for infinite grain size 

y 

Yi 

Yp 

Yd 
a 

at 

~ 
y 

b 

!!.qr 
l!.qw 
E 

Emb 

Emf 

Ef 

Ep 

E(1) 

( 

boundary 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

distance of diffusion of cations 

distance of diffusion between impacts of heat generated by impact 

depth of plastic zone caused by impact 

distance of diffusion during impact of heat generated by impact 
particle impact angle 

coefficient of thermal expansion 

semi-angle of indenter or cone simulating asperity 

tribo-oxidation constant (see §6.7) 

deformation wear factor 

rms slope of rough surface 

rms slope of wavy surface 

voidage of fluidized bed, strain 

bed voidage at minimum bubbling air velocity 

bed voidage at point of incipient fluidization 

failure strain 

plastic strain 

total strain for failure of oxide film at temperature T 

distance equivalent of phase shift over (i.e. optical thickness of) a 

ri = refractive index, dynamic viscosity 

Tlhrematite = refractive index of hc:ematite 

Tloxide = refractive index of oxide 

Tlb = dynamic viscosity of bed 

Tlg = dynamic viscosity of gas (usually air) 



e = 
8max = 
K = 
A = 
Aqr = 
Aqw = 
p = 
Pb = 
Pg = 
Pm = 
Po = 
Pp = 
Pp * = 
~p = 
<JUTS = 
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angular co-ordinate, measured relative to top of cylindrical specimen 

value of e at maximum wear 

"cutting wear factor" (Bitter, 1963), bulk modulus 

wavelength of light undergoing extinction 

mean wavelength of surface roughness 

mean wavelength of surface waviness 

density of target material 

density of bed 

density of gas (usually air) 

density of metal 

density of oxide 

density of particle 

"apparent density" of particle (see §2.3.5.2) 

Pp - Pg ""' Pp ( Pp » Pg) 
ultimate tensile stress 

cry = yield stress 

c; = constant relating grain size to oxidation (see §2.5.6) 

cf> = angle between marks made on double disc device 

cf>r = angle of repose of granular solid 

<P = potential function used in analysis of flow patterns in bed 

x = composition of alloy and/or oxide, e.g. (FexCr(l-x)h03 

lV = 90°-~ (see above) 

w = angular speed of rotors or double disc device (rad s-1) 

w = rotational speed of rotors (r.p.m.) 

n = depth of indent 

O* = depth of indent using "apparent density" for non-spherical particles (see 

§6.6.7) 
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8 = angular co-ordinate, measured relative to top of cylindrical specimen 

Bmax = value of 8 at maximum wear 

K = "cutting wear factor" (Bitter, 1963), bulk modulus 

/\ = wavelength of light undergoing extinction 

/\qr = mean wavelength of surface roughness 

/\qw = mean wavelength of surface waviness 

p = density of target material 

Pb = density of bed 

Pg = density of gas (usually air) 

Pm = density of metal 

Po = density of oxide 

Pp = density of particle 

Pp* = "apparent density" of particle (see §2.3.5.2) 

~p = Pp- Pg"" Pp (Pp » Pg) 

<JUTS = ultimate tensile stress 
I 

O'y = yield stress 

11 <; = constant relating grain size to oxidation (see §2.5.6) 

et> = angle between marks made on double disc device ,,, 

ct>r = angle of repose of granular solid 

<I> = potential function used in analysis of flow patterns in bed 

X = composition of alloy and/or oxide, e.g. (FexCr(l-x)h03 

1P = 90°-B (see above) 

w = angular speed of rotors or double disc device (rad s-1) 

w = rotational speed of rotors (r.p.m.) 
1111 n = depth of indent 

O* = · depth of indent using "apparent density" for non-spherical particles (see 

§6.6.7) 
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Appendix B. BBC BASIC computer program for control of specimen measuring 
rigs, analysis, display and plotting of data (see§ 4.3). 

10 G$="" 

20 *DIR : 1.1.Tl 

30 REVS=2063390 
40 TIM1=132:TIM2=52 
50 TEMP=500 
60 MODE 128 
70 VDU 23,240,62,99,99,127,99,99,62,0:REM Theta 
80 VDU 23,241,0,0,59,110,70,110,59,0:REM Alpha 
90 VDU 23,242,124,102,102,124,102,102,124,192:REM Beta 
100 VDU 23,243,0,99,54,28,54,54,28,0:REM Gamma 
110 VDU 23,244,0,0,51,51,51,51,l27,96:REM Mu 
120 VDU 23,245,96,48,24,28,54,99,65,0:REM Lambda 
130 VDU 23,246,12,18,12,0,0,0,0,0:REM Deg 
140 CLS 

150 Q=O:NO=O 
160 D1MACM%200 
170 P%=&BOO:C=&468 
180 FOR opt%=0 TO 3 STEP 3 
190 P%=&B00 
200 [OPT opt% 

210 LOA #start MOD 256:STA &200 
220 LOA #start DIV 256:STA &201 
230 .start TXA:ORA #16:TAX:LDA #147:JSR #FFF4:LDX #10 
240 .loop DEX:BNE loop:LDA #147:LDX #8:JSR #FFF4:LDX #30 
250 .loop DEX:BNE loop:LDA #146:LDX #8:JSR #FFF4: 
260 TY A:STA C:LDA #146:LDX #9:JSR #FFF4:TY A:AND #&3F:STA 

C+l:RTS:] _ 

270 NEXT opt% 

280 CALL &OBOO 

290 CLS 

300 VDU 26:CLS:DIM RA(485), RR(485), DU(481), SM(481), X(30) 
310 IF G$<>"C":PRINT"CAL1BRATE (YIN) ?";:PROCquestion . 
320 IF G$="Y":PROCcalib 

330 PRINT"Is specimen lined up (YIN) ?";:PROCquestion 
340 IF G$="N":PROCtwist 
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350 MODE 128 

360 *FX16,1 

370 *FXl 7,1 

380 INPUT"Distance of measurement from axis of rotation (mm) ";DIS 

390 NL=l 

400 FS=1500:REM Transducer full scale range (microns)= 1500 

410 SF=7500/FS 

420 PRINT""'Press any key to continue":X=GET 

430 IF TIMl=O:IF TIM2=0:RPM=O:GOT0450 

440 RPM=REVS/(TIM2+ TIMI *60) 

450 *FX151,98,255 

460 ANG=0:@%=&905 

470 CLS 

480 FOR L=l TO 485 

490 ZZ--0 

500 IF L<3:FOR N=l TO 2000:NEXT N 

510 IF L MOD 30=5:PROCwindow 
111, 520 FOR N=l TO 5:*FX151,96,l 

530 *FX151,96,0 

540 *FX136,0 

111 
550 ZZ=ZZ+Z%/5 

560 NEXTN 

570 RA(L)=ZZ/5.236:IF L>5:PRINT INT (RA(L)); 

580 NEXTL 

590 FOR N=l TO 5:RA(N)=RA(480+N):NEXT N 

600 VDU 28,0,31,73,30 

610 PRINT"Top (T) or bottom (B) peak recorded first ?";:PEAK$=GET$: 

PRINT PEAK$:IF PEAK$="B" OR PEAK$="b" :PROCreverse 

620 VDU26:CLS:VDU 14 

630 FL$=STR$(D1S) 

640 COM$="'; 

11 650 BB=OPENOUT FL$:PRINT #BB,COM$,RPM,TIM1,TIM2,DIS,TEMP 

660 FOR N=l TO 481:PRINT #BB,RA(N):NEXT N:CLOSE #BB II 
I 

670 CENT$="N" 

680 VDU14 

690 VEL=RPM*2*PI*D1S/(l 000*60) 

700 @%=&20106:PRINT COM$'RPM;" r.p.m. ";:@%=&90A: 

PRINT;TIMl;" h:"; TIM2;" m "; 
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710 PRINT;DIS;" mm ";:@%=&20305:PRINT;VEL;" ms-1 ";: 
@%=&90A:PRINT;TEMP;CHR$246;"C" 

720 INPUT"Dummy specimen (1), maximum radius (2), or entered baseline 
(3)";BASE 

730 IF BASE=2:GOTO 840 

740 IF BASE=3:INPUT"Baseline f';CHR$244;"m";UMM:GOTO 840 
750 VDU26 

760 VDU 28,0,31,79,25:CLS 

770 INPUT"Filename of dummy ";OUM$ 

780 *DIR:1 

790 CC=OPENIN DUM$:INPUT #CC,CON$,B 1,B2,B3,B4,B5 
800 FOR N=l TO 481:INPUT #CC,DU(N):NEXT N:CLOSE #CC 
810 PRINT CON$ 

820 FOR N=l TO 481:RA(N)=RA(N)-DU(N) 

830 NEXTN 

840 PRINT"Smoothing ?":PROCquestion 

850 IF G$="N" :GOTO 930 

860 REM *** SMOOTHING LOOPS *** 

870 REM Smoothing depth of+/- 3 
880 FOR N=4 TO 478:SM(N)=(RA(N)+RA(N-l)+RA(N+ l)+RA(N-2) 

+RA(N+2) +RA(N-3)+RA(N+3))n:NEXT N 
890 SM(3)=(RA(3)+RA(2)+RA(4)+RA(l)+RA(5)+RA(480)+RA(6))n: 

SM(2)=(RA(2)+RA(l )+RA(3)+RA( 480)+RA( 4 )+RA( 479)+RA(5) )n 
900 SM(l )=(RA(l )+RA( 480)+RA(2)+RA( 479)+RA(3)+RA( 478)+RA( 4) )n: 

SM(479)=(RA(479)+RA(478)+RA(480)+RA(477)+RA(l)+RA(476)+RA(2))/7 
910 SM(480)=(RA(480)+RA(479)+RA(l)+RA(478)+RA(2)+RA(477)+ 

RA(3))n 

920 SM(481)=SM(l):FOR N=l TO 481:RA(N)=SM(N):NEXT N 
930 MAX=RA( 1 ):MIN=RA(l ):MAXI =RA(l 00): MAX2=RA(330):Nl = 100: 

N2=330 -

940 FOR N=l TO 481 

950 IF MAX<RA(N) THEN MAX=RA(N) 

960 IF MIN>RA(N) THEN MIN=RA(N) 

970 NEXTN 

980 FOR N=lOO TO 150:IF MAXl<RA(N):MAXl=RA(N):Nl=N 
990 NEXTN 

1000 FOR N=330 TO 380:IF MAX2<RA(N):MAX2=RA(N):N2=N 
1010 NEXTN 

111111 
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1020 N3=Nl+N2 

1030 IF BASE<>2:GOTO 1060 

1040 FOR N=l TO 481:RA(N)=RA(N)-MIN:NEXT N 
1050 MAX=MAX-MIN:MIN=O:GOT01080 

1060 IF BASE <>3:GOTO 1080 

1070 FOR N=l TO 481:RA(N)=RA(N)-UMM:NEXT N 
1080 MEAN=() 

1090 FOR N=l TO 480:MEAN=MEAN+RA(N)/480:NEXT N 
1100 RA(O)=RA( 480) 

1110 @%=&20206:PRINT"Maximum wear= ";MAX;" ";CHR$244;"m, 
Minimum wear= ";MIN;" ";CHR$244;"m;" 

1120 PRINT"Mean wear= ";MEAN;" ";CHR$244;"m" 
1130 INPUT"Upper & lower limits on axis";LIM,LIN 
1140 INPUT"No. of intervals";GRA:IF GRA=O:GRA=l 
1150 CLG:CLS 

1160 VDU 5 

1170 MOVE 169,173:DRAW 1249,173:DRAW 169,973:DRAW 169,173 
1180 FOR N=-90 TO 270 STEP 45:MOVE (439+3*N),973:DRAW 

( 439+ 3*N),960: MOVE( 439+ 3*N),173:DRA W ( 439+ 3*N), 160 
1190 @%=&90A:PLOT 0,-150,-10:PRINT N:NEXT N 
1200 MOVE 570,80:PRINT"Angular position/";CHR$246 
1210 MOVE 160,1010:PRINT"Back":MOVE 420,1010:PRINT"Top": 

MOVE 670,1010: PRINT"Front":MOVE 940,1010: 

PRINT"Bottom":MOVE 1195,1010: PRINT"Back" 

1220 @%=&20205:FOR N=O TO GRA:MOVE1249,(173+800*N/GRA): 
DRAW 1242,(173+800*N/GRA):MOVE 169,(l 73+800*N/GRA): 
DRAW161, (173+800*N/GRA) 

1230 PLOT 0,-85,-12:PRINT(LIM+(LIM-LIN)*N/GRA):NEXT N 
1240 IF (LIM*LIN)>O:GOTO 1260 

1250 MOVE 169,(173-(LIN/(LIM-LIN))*800): 

DRA W1249, (l 73-(LIN/(LIM-LIN))*800) 

1260 @%=&90A 

1270 MOVE 0,700:PRINT"Wear":MOVE 0,660:PRINT"(";CHR$244;"m)" 
1280 MOVE 169,((RA(l)-LIN)*800/(LIM-LIN)+173) 

1290 FOR N=2 TO 481 :DRAW (169+o.45*5*(N-1)), 

((RA(N)-LIN)*800/(LIM-LIN)+ 173):NEXT N 

1300 VDU 4:VDU 28,0,31,30,29:CLS:PRINT"Cursor analysis (YIN)?";: 
PROCquestion 
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1310 IF G$="Y":PR0Ccurs 

1320 IF N3=480:PRINT"Curve is centred":GOTO 1510 

1330 CLS:PRINT"Centring required ?";:PROCquestion 

1340 IF G$="N":GOTO 1460 

1350 IF N3=480:GOTO 1420 

1360 IF N3<480:FOR N=O TO (240-INT(N3/2)): 

SM(N)=RA(N + 240+INT(N3/2) ):NEXT N 

1370 IF N3<480:FOR N=(240-INT(N3/2)) TO 481: 

SM(N)=RA(N-240+INT(N3/2)):NEXT N 

1380 IF N3>480:FOR N=O TO (720-INT(N3/2)): 

SM(N)=RA(N-240+INT(N3/2)):NEXT N 

1390 IF N3>480:FOR N=(720-INT(N3/2)) TO 481: 

SM(N)=RA(N-720+INT(N3/2)):NEXT N 

1400 Nl=N1+240-N3/2:N2=N2+240-N3/2 

1410 FOR N=O TO 481:RA(N)=SM(N):NEXT N 

1420 N3=480 

1430 CLS:PRINT"Superimpose (S) or clear (C) screen ?";:G$=GET$: 

IF G$="S" OR G$="s":PRINT" Superimpose";GOTO 1280 
1440 PRINT" Clear" 

1450 GOTO 1150 

1460 CLS:PRINT"Save centred version ?";:PROCquestion 

1470 IF G$="N":GOTO 1510 

1480 CLS:INPUT"Filename (Dir.File) ";FI$:IF FI$="":F1$=FL$+"c". 

1490 PRINTFI$ 

1500 BB=OPENOUT FI$:PRINT #BB,COM$,RPM,TIM1,TIM2,DIS,TEMP: 

FOR N=l TO 481:PRINT #BB,RA(N):NEXT N:CLOSE #BB 

1510 CLS:PRINT"'P' = plot, 'D' = dump,"""R' = run, 'C' = change axes";: 

G$=GET$ 

1520 IF G$="D" OR G$="d":PRINT"':PROCprint 

1530 IF G$="P'.' OR G$="p":PRINT"Plotting in progress":PROCplot 

1540 IF0$="C"ORG$="c":VDU26:CLS:GOTO 1110 

1550 IF G$="R" OR G$="r":GOTO 330 

1560 END 

1570 DEFPROCprint 

1580 *DIR:O 

1590 *RUN PRINT 

1600 VDU 2 

1610 *FX6 

1111

1 

/ 1 

11 
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1620 *FX5,l 

1630 PRINT"Tube- ";FL$;" - ";COM$':IF BASE<>l:GOTO 1660 

1640 PRINT"Dummy - ";DUM$;" - ";CON$ 

1650 @%=&90A:PRINT"Radius of rotation=";DIS;"mm":@%=&20106: 

PRINT RPM;" r.p.m."; 

1660 @%=&90A:PRINT;TIM1;" h:";TIM2;" m "'TEMP;CHR$246;"C ";: 

@%=&20206:PRINT; VEL;" m s-1" 

1670 IF MAX>=O:PRINT"Maximum wear= ";MAX;" ";CHR$244;"m" 

1680 IF MAX<O:PRINT"Minimum increase= ";-MAX;" ";CHR$244;"m" 

1690 IF MIN>=O:PRINT"Minimum wear= ";MIN;" ";CHR$244;"m" 

1700 IF MIN<O:PRINT"Maximum increase= ";-MIN;" ";CHR$244;"m" 

1710 IF MEAN>=O:PRINT"Mean wear= ";MEAN;" ";CHR$244;"m" 

1720 IF MEAN<O:PRINT"Mean increase= ";-MEAN;" ";CHR$244;"m" 

1730 @%=&90A 

1740 VDU 3:VDU 4 

1750 ENDPROC 

1760 DEFPROCplot 

1770 MOVE 1000,800 

1780 VDU 4:CLS 

1790 VDU 2:*FX6 

1800 PRINT"DF":PRINT"SPl ":PRINT"VS 1 ":PRINT"TL0,30": 

PRINT"MA200,100" :PRINT"OR" 

1810 REM Axes 

1820 PRINT"AXl,275,8,0,-180,45,40,0":PRINT"HO" 

1830 PRINT"AXO 1600 "·(1600/GRA)·" 0 "·LIN·""· ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
((LIM-LIN)/GRA);",20,1" 

1840 PRINT"MA2200,0":PRINT"DRO, 1600":PRINT"DR-2200,0" 

1850 FOR N=O TO GRA:PRINT"MA2200,";(N*l(J()()/GRA): 

PRINT"DR30,0":NEXT N 

1860 FOR N=l TO 8:PRINT"MA";(N*2200/8),1600:PRINT"DR0,30":NEXTN 

1870 PRINT"SI35,50" 

1880 PRINT"MA700,-150":PRINT"LAAngle (degrees)" 

1890 PRINT"DI900":PRINT"MA-140,750":PRINT"LAWear (um)": 

PRINT"DIO" 

1900 PRINT" S 124,24" 

1910 PRINT"MA0,1770":PRINT"LATube- ";FI$;" - ";COM$:IF BASE<>l 

GOTO 1930 

1920 PRINT"LADummy - ";CON$ 
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1930 PRINT"LA";RPM;" r.p.m. ";TIMl;" h:";TIM2;" m ":; 

PRINT"MAO, 1720":PRINT"LA"; VEL;" ms-1 ";TEMP;" C 

1940 PRINT"LAMaximum wear= ";MAX;" um" 

1950 REM Graph 

1960 PRINT"SP2" 

1970 PRINT"MAO,";((RA(l)-LIN)*l600/(LIM-LIN)) 

1980 FOR N=2 TO 481 

1990 PRINT"DA";((N-1)*55/12);",";((RA(N)-LIN)*1600/(LIM-LIN)):NEXT N 
2000 PRINT"IN" 

2010 PRINT"SP-1" 

2020 VDU 3:ENDPROC 

2030 DEFPROCcurs 

2040 CLS:PRINT"General analysis (YIN) ?";:PROCquestion 

2050 IF G$="N" :GOTO 2270 

2060 CLS:PRINT"Use Z, X, :, and/ to move dotaround, and press 'RETURN' 
when ready." 

2070 x=709:y=373 

2080 G$=GET$:IF ASC(G$)=13:GOTO 2240 

2090 PLOT 71,x,y 

2100 IF G$="Z":x=x-10 

2110 IF G$="z":x=x-1 

2120 IF G$="X":x=x+10 

2130 IF G$="Z":x=x-10 

2140 IF G$="?":y=y-10 

2150 IF G$="/":y=y-1 

2160 IF G$="*":y=y+10 

2170 IF G$=":":y=y+ 1 

2180 IF x<169:x=169 

2190 IF x>1249:x=1249 

2200 IF y<l 73:y=l 73 

2210 IF y>973:y=973 

2220 PLOT 69,x,y 

2230 GOTO 2080 

2240 VDU 4:CLS:PRINTCHR$240;" = ";(x-439)/3;CHR$246"'Wear = "; 
INT(0.5+RA((x-169)*4/9)-LIN+(173-y)*(LIM-LIN)/800);CHR$244;"m": 

G$=GET$ 

2250 CLS:PRINT"Again ?";:PROCquestion 

2260 IF G$="Y":GOTO 2080 

I' 

Iii 

11111 

II 
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2270 CLS:PRINT"Peak analysis (YIN) ?";:PROCquestion 

2280 IF G$="N":GOTO 2580 

2290 CLS:PRINT"Use : and/ to move dot around, and press 'RETURN' when 
ready." 

2300 x=169+Nl *9/4:y=373 
2310 G$==GET$:IF ASC(G$)=13:GOTO 2430 

2320 PLOT 71,x,y 

2330 IF G$="/":y=y-1 

2340 IF G$="?":y=y-5 

2350 IF G$="*":y=y+5 

2360 IF G$=":":y=y+ 1 

2370 IF x<169:x=169 

2380 IF x> 1249:x=1249 

2390 IF y<l 73:y=l 73 

2400 IF y>973:y=973 

2410 PLOT 69,x,y 

2420 GOTO 2310 

2430 VDU 4:CLS:PRINTCHR$240;" = ";(x-439)/3;CHR$246"'Wear = "; 
INT(0.5+RA((x-169)*4/9)-LIN+(173-y)*(LIM-LIN)/800);CHR$244;"m": 

G$=GET$ 

2440 x=169+Nl *9/4:y=373 

2450 G$==GET$:IF ASC(G$)=13:GOTO 2430 

2460 PLOT 71,x,y 

2470 IF G$="/":y=y-1 

2480 IF G$="?":y=y-5 

2490 · IF G$="*":y=y+5 

2500 IF G$=":":y=y+l 

2510 IF x<169:x=169 

2520 IF x> 1249:x=1249 

2530 IF y<l-73:y=l 73 

2540 IF y>973:y=973 

2550 PLOT 69,x,y 

2560 GOTO 2310 

2570 VDU 4:CLS:PRINTCHR$240;" = ";(x-439)/3;CHR$246"'Wear = "; 
INT(0.5+RA((x-169)*4/9)-LIN+(173-y)*(LIM-LIN)/800);CHR$244;"m": 

G$=GET$ 

2580 ENDPROC 

2590 DEFPROCwindow 
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2600 IF L=455:VDU 28 75,31,79,0:GOT02620 

2610 VDU 28,((L-5)/6),30,((L+ 19)/6),0 

2620 ENDPROC 

2630 DEFPROCtwist 

2640 S$="F" 

2650 VDU 26:CLS:PRINT"Use 'F and 'R' to line up specimen, using F last to 

minimise backlash.""'Any other key will pause the rotation.""" Press 

space bar when completed." 

2660 PRINT"Press any key to continue":X=GET 

2670 REM SET UP USER PORT AS OUTPUT ON ALL LINES 

2680 *FX151,98,255 

2690 C$=INKEY$(1) 

2700 IF C$="":C$=S$ 

2710 IF C$=" ":ENDPROC 

2720 IF C$="F" OR C$="f':*FX151,96,1 

2730 IF C$="F" OR C$="f':*FX151,96,0 

2740 IF C$="R" OR C$="r":*FX151,96,3 

ii[ 2750 IF C$="R" OR C$="r":*FX151,96,2 

2760 S$=C$ 

2770 GOTO 2690:REM DO AGAIN 

l1II 
2780 DEFPROCreverse 

2790 FOR MM=l TO 481:RR(MM)=RA(482-MM):NEXT MM 

2800 FOR MM=l TO 481:RA(MM)=RR(MM):NEXT MM:ENDPROC 

2810 DEFPROCquestion 

2820 G$=GET$:IF G$="Y" or G$="y":G$="Y":PRINT" Yes ":GOTO 2850 

2830 IF G$="N" OR G$="n":G$="N":PRINT" No ":GOTO 2850 

2840 GOT02820 

2850 ENDPROC 

2860 DEFPROCcalib 

2870 VDU26:CLS 

2880 PRINT"Turn to 1500um fsd, and tweak until'""reading = O" 111 

2890 @%=&20206 1111 

2900 PRINT TAB(O,lO)"Average" 

2910 PRINT TAB(0,15)"Instantaneous" 

2920 *FX136,3 

2930 XX=O 

2940 FOR N=l TO 29:X(N)=X(N+l):XX=XX+X(N):NEXT N 

2950 X(30)=Z%/5.31 :XX=(XX+X(30)))/30 
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2960 G$=1NKEY$(1):IFG$<>"":ENDPROC 

2970 PRINT TAB(15,10) XX 

2980 PRINT TAB(15,15) Z%/5.31 

2990 T=TIME:REPEAT:UNTIL TIME-T=lO 

3000 GOTO 2920 

Comments on the program 

10-150, 300 setting up variables, non-standard characters and directory for 

storage of data 

160-280 

310-320 

330-340 

350-370 

Convertor (ADC) 

380-460 

480-590 

2620) 

setting up data input sequence 

asking if calibration necessary (see PROCcalib, 2860-3000) 

lining up specimen (see PROCtwist, 2630-2770) 

clearing screen, enabling and reading Analogue-Digital 

requesting and calculating variables 

measuring and rotating specimen (see PROCwindow, 2590-

610 possible reversal of data, so that top of specimen recorded 

before bottom (see PROCreverse, 2780-2800) 

630-660 writing of data onto disk 

720-740 requesting mode of display of data 

770-830 acquisition of dummy file (e.g. before exposure), and 

subtraction from present data 

840-930 smoothing procedures - each data point averaged with the three 

points each side of it 

940-1020 

1030-1070 

1110-1140 

1150-1270 

1280-1290 

1310-1320 

1330-1450 

1460-1500 

search for maximum and minimum points on trace 

subtraction of minimum value or baseline from data 

requesting scale for axes 

clearing screen and drawing axes 

plotting of data 

analysis using spot cursor (see PROCcurs, 2030-2620) 

centring of trace using two wear peaks as reference points 

writing centred trace to disk 

1510-1550 requesting instructions for next action (see PROCprint, 1570-

17 50, and PROCplot, 17 60-2020) 

PROCprint: 

1580-1620 dumping screen contents 
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1630-1740 printing extra data 

PROCplot: - written for an Epson HI-80 plotter 

1780-1810 initialisation 

1810-1890 drawing axes 

1900-1940 printing extra data 

1950-1990 plotting data 

2000-2010 

PROCcurs: 

2040-2050 
2060-2260 
2070 
2080 

displayed 

2090 
2100-2170 
2180-2210 
2220 
2240 
2270-2570 

reinitialisation for next user 

requesting type of analysis desired 

general analysis - cursor moves in two dimensions: 

initialisation 

reading of keyboard input - if RETURN pressed, then wear 

removing previous dot from screen 

moving dot 

ensuring dot remains within frame on screen 

printing new dot on screen 

printing wear and positional data 

peak analysis- dot placed beneath one of the peaks and 

constrained to move vertically (i.e. constant 8) - otherwise similar to general analysis 

PROCwindow: - allows half data recorded to be displayed at once by defining a 

series of windows 

2600-2610 defines relevant window 

PROCtwist: - rotates specimen in either direction to allow positioning before 

measurement 

2680 
2690-2760 

-sets up user port 

reads keyboard input, and takes relevant action: *FX151,96,1 
and ,3 turn on signal to stepper motor; ,0 and ,2 turn it off 

PROCreverse: - ensures that data is recorded such that the top of a specimen is 

recorded before the bottom 

PROCquestion: - obtains the reply to a number of questions in the bulk of the 

program 
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PROCcalib: - reads input and displays measurement to allow calibration using a 

ground standard 



Appendix C. Heat transfer program 

Appendix C. Computer program for evaluation of heat transfer from impact zone. 

(see §6.7.3.1) 

FfVSCLR %RESTI1 OUTPUT &Y (selects FORTRAN type and output file) 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Z) Defines accuracy of variables 

INTEGER C,H,J,S 

K=0.000012 

R0=5E-7 

TO=(R0**2)/(6*K) 

S=lOl 

1F=2E-6 

RF=SQRT(6*K*1F) 

CV=3.5E6 

H=20 

WRITE(6,*) 

DT=Tl/(S-1) 

T=O 

IT=O 

DO 100 J=l,S 

T=T+DT 

Nwnber of loops+ 1 

Upper limit of integration 

IT=IT +(EXP((-3*TF)/(2*T)))/SQRT(T) 

Increment in t 

Integrate 

100 CONTINUE 

IT=IT*H*DT/(C*SQRT(3.142*K)) 

WRITE(6,*) IT 

END 

Final scaling. 

I 



Appendix D. Parabolic oxidation enhancement program 

Appendix D. Computer program for evaluation of oxidation enhancement for material 

oxidising in parabolic manner (see §6.7.3.1). 

FfVSCLR %RESTH OUTPUT .WDATA:LINEAR (selects FORTRAN type and 

output.file) 

IMPLICIT OOUBLE PRECISION (A-Z) . Defines accuracy of variables 

INTEGER J,KK,L,M,W(6),Q,PP,CV,TEMP,TE 

DOUBLE PRECISION DDD,K,R,TI,DP,IR,IT,N, 

DOUBLE PRECISION RO,GAM,DT,DR,RI,DELT,EPS,RAT 

Q=l88400 

K=0.000012 

EPS=0.5 

R0=5E-7 

PP=4000 

S=I001 

11=2E-6 

RF=SQRT(6*K*TF) 

DP=.000189 

CV=3.5E6 

W(l)=373 

W(2)=473 

W(3)=573 

W(4)=673 

W(5)=773 

W(6)=848 

. WRITE(6,*)' Temp 

DO 100 J=l,6 

TEMP=W(J) 

DO 200 KK=l,6 

Speed 

Number of loops+ 1 

Upper limit of integration 

Defining members of 

temperature array 

Ratio' 

U=KK*0.5 

GAM=PP*(DP**3)*(U**2)/(60*(K**l.5)*CV*SQRT(3.142)) 

Rl=SQRT(6*K*TI) 

IR=O 

DR=RI(S-1) 

R=O 
DO 300L=l,S 

R=R+DR 

DT=TI/(S-1 ) 

Increment in r 



400 

300 

Appendix D. Parabolic oxidation enhancement program 

T=O 

IT=O 

D0400M=l,S 

T=T+DT Increment in t 

DELT=((R0/(40*K*T))*RO*(((R/(K*T))*R)-6))+ 1 

IF (DELT.LT.O) THEN Routines to 

GOT0400 

ENDIF 

DELT==GAM*DEL T/(T** 1.5) 

DDD=R/SQRT(4*K*1) 

IF (DDD.LE.13.2) THEN 

avoid 

overflow 

DEL T=DEL T/(EXP(DDD**2)) 

N=Q*DELT/(8.314*TEMP*(DELT+TEMP)) 

X=EXP(N) 

ENDIF 

IF (DDD.GT.13.2) THEN 

DELT=O 

X=l 

ENDIF 

IT=IT+X*DT 

CONTINUE 
IR=IR+(R*IT*DR) 

CONTINUE 

RA T=l +((12*( 1-EPS)*U*IR)/(3.14159*(DP**3))) 

TE=TEMP-273 

UOUT=U 

WRITE(6,*) TE,UOUT,RAT 

200 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

END 

IT=IT+(EXP((-3*TF)/(2*1)))/SQRT(T) 

Integrate 

100 CONTINUE 
IT=IT*H*DT/(C*SQRT(3.142*K)) 

WRITE( 6, *) IT 

END 

Final scaling 
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Appendix E; Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ABS Acrylobutadienestyrene 

AFBC Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustion/Combustor 

Class" A" and "B" wear See figure 2.47 

EDS/EDX Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis 

FB Fluidized Bed 

FGD Flue Gas Desulphurisation 

NCM · Nanocrystalline Material 

PE Polyethylene/Polyethene 

PEEK Polyetheretherketone 

PFBC Pressurised Fluidized Bed Combustion/Combustor 

PMMA Polymethylmethacrylate 

PP Polypropylene 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope/Microscopy 

TEM Transmission Electron Microscope/Microscopy 

vpm volume parts per million 


